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This report presents aerodynamic data obtained from a joint Langley Research Center 
(IaRC)/Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) Space Shuttle abort stage separation wind tunnel 
test. The. 00556 scale models of the McDonnell-Douglas orbiter and booster configurations 
were tested In close proximity using dual balances in Tunnel A of the Von Karman Facility 
(VKF), Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) during the time period of April 21 to 
April 27, 1971. Data were obtained for both booster and orbiter over an angle of attack range 
from -10c to 100 for zero degree sideslip angle, The models were tested at several relative 
incidence angles and separation distances and power conditions. Plug nozzles utilizing air 
were used to simulate booster and orbiter plumes at various altitudes along a nominal ascent 
trajectory. Powered conditions were 100, 50, 25 and 0 percent of full power for the orbiter and 
100, 50 and 0 percent of full power for the booster. Pitch control effectiveness data were 
obtained for both booster and orbiter with power on and off. In addition, launch vehicle data 
with and without booster power were obtained utilizing a single balance in the booster model. 
Data were also obtained with the booster canard off in close proximity and for the launch con­
figuration. 
Plotted data for this test will be published under one data report number (DMS­
DR-1108) with seven volumes as described below: 
Volume Description 
I Mach Number 5 Booster Proximity Data 
31 Mach Number 5 Orbiter Proximity Data 
III Mach Number 3 Booster Proximity Data 
IV Mach Number 3 Orbiter Proximity Data 
V Mach Number 2 Booster Proximity Data 
VI Mach Number 2 Orbiter Proximity Data 
VII Interference Free Data for Orbiter and Booster, launch Vehicle 
Data, and Proximity Data for Mach Number.s 4 end 6 
report containingSchierenphotographs will be published by AEDC. Schlieren 
photographs were taken at -10, 0, and 10 degrees angles of attack for each pitch 
polar. 
Mma LIM XTIVNDltlmxm: af)va sial 
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SUMMARY 
This report presents aerodynamic data o )tained from a joint langley Research Center 
(LaRC)/Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) kpace Shuttle abort stage separation wind tunnel 
test. The 00556 scale models of the McDonnell-Douglas orbiter and booster configurations 
were tested in close proximity using dual balances in Tunnel A of the Von Karman Facility 
(VKF), Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) during the time period of April 21 to 
April 27, 1971. Data were obtained for both booster and orbiter over an angle of attack range 
from -100 to 100 for zero degree sideslip angle. The models were tested at several relative 
incidence angles and separation distances and power conditions. Plug nozzles utilizing air 
were used to simulate booster and orbiter plumes at various altitudes along a nominal ascent 
trajectory. Powered conditions were 100, 50, 25 and 0 percent of full power for the orbiter and 
100, 50 and 0 percent of full power for the booster. Pitch control effectiveness data were 
obtained for both booster and orbiter with power on and off. In addition, launch vehicle data 
with and without booster power were obtained utilizing a single balance in the booster model. 
Data were also obtained with the booster canard off in close proximity and for the launch con­
figuration. 
Plotted data for this test will be published under one data report number (DMS­
DR-1108) with seven volumes as described below: 
Volume Description 
I Mach Number 5 Booster Proximity Data 
HI Mach Number 5 Orbiter Proximity Data 
III Mach Number 3 Booster Proximity Data 
IV Mach Number 3 Orbiter Proximity Data 
V Mach Number 2 Booster Proximity Data 
VI Mach Number 2 Orbiter Proximity Data 
VII Interference Free Data for Orbiter and Booster, launch Vehicle 
Data, and Proximity Data for Mach Numbers 4 and 6. 
A report containingSohlierenphotographs will be published-by AEDC. Schlieren 
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The two configurations tested were the MDAC orbiter and booster, 
figures 4 and 5 respectively. The orbiter is basically the configuration illus­
trated on MDAC drawing number 255BJ0050. Modifications made on the 
orbiter to allow for installation of the nozzle assembly is shown in figure 4. 
The booster configuration is basically the configuration designated 19A 
by MDAC (drawing number 256-19-0001). The body, wing, and canard of the 
booster model are that of configuration 19A except that the body does not 
have a base flare or boattail, figure 5. The vertical tails are those which 
were designed for the configuration designated 17 (drawing number 256-17-001). 
Both the orbiter and booster models had moveable elevons with deflection 
angles of 00, +100, and +200. Geometric characteristics are shown on the 
following pages. Figures 4, 5, and 6 are photographs showing both models 
and models with associated separation hardware. Figures 5 and 6 also show 
the trip strip installation. For Mach 5 a grit size of #26 was utilized. However, 
at the beginning of the test a grit sizing study was performed which showed a 




Two plug nozzle systems were designed and fabricated to simulate the 
rocket exhaust plume emitting from the booster and orbiter main propulsion 
systems during staging. Each nozzle was designed based on the gasdynamic 
simulation parameters establish&d-in Ref. 1. A variable area ratio capability 
was incorporated into both nozzle systems to permit the proper gasdynamic 
simulation of the full sala rocket exhaust plume at the various trajectory 
conditions of interest. Photographs of the nozzle hardware are shown in 
figures 6, 7 and 8. 
Nozzle Calibration Test Objectives 
The objectives of the nozzle calibration test were: 
o 	 Establish, experimentally, nozzle performance characteristics
 
for the range of area ratio settings to be used with the booster
 
and orbiter nozzles, respectively.
 
o 	 Establish the degree of plume simulation obtained with the booster 
and orbiter nozzles, respectively. 
o 	 Establish a I(based I Icurve on experimental results) of nozzle exit 
conditions as a function of nozzle area ratio setting. 
Nozzle Calibration 
Calibration testing of the booster and orbiter plug nozzles was accom­
plished in Tunnel C of the Arnold Engineering Development Center's Von Karmon 
Gas Dynamics Facility. The nozzles were tested individually at a series of area 
ratio settings. Nozzle operating conditions (chamber pressure, Pop and chamber1 
6 
temperature, T 0j) were maintained in a range compatible with the abort staging 
test conditions. A quiescent low pressure, Pb, condition was maintained in the 
test cell. Data recorded at each area ratio setting included: optical data to 
determine plume shapes; static pressure measurements on the sting surface at 
the nozzle exit; nozzle mass flow measurements; and pitot pressure surveys in 
the plume at several locations downstream of the nozzle exit plane. The various 
I 
test parameters sampled at each setting were correlated during the data evalu­
ation to establish actual nozzle performance characteristics. 
In a parallel effort, analytical solutions of the nozzle flow field and asso­
ciated plume were generated for various area ratio settings of the booster and 
orbiter models. A method of characteristics solution employing real gas thermo­
dynamic data for air was utilized in the calculations. Analytical results for each 
area ratio setting included: plume shape; static pressure distribution along sting 
surface; and plots of constant Mach number and constant pitot pressure contours 
in the plume flow field. These results formed a baseline for evaluating the ex­
perimentally measured performance of the plug nozzles. 
A detailed evaluation of the calibration test results has been prepared and 
presented in Reference 2. Included in this reference are curves relating 
experimentally measured nozzle performance to nozzle area ratio settings 
for both booster and orbiter. These curves were utilized to set the correct 




Abort staging was simulated by movement of the orbiter model through 
a matrix of points in the booster model flow field. Vertical and axial trans­
lation of the orbiter 'rnodel was provided by an electrically driven remotely 
controlled positioning mechanism. The general arrangement of the models 
in the tunnel is shown in figure 3. The orbiter positioning mechanism and 
the booster ,model support were attached to the wind tunnel angle of attack 
system which provided +10-degree angle of attack variation for the booster­
orbiter combination. Incidence angle variation was provided by manual 
adjustment of the orbiter sting. 
The orbiter positioning mechanism provided axial translation of approxi­
mately 17 inches and vertical translation of approximately 15 inches with 
respect to the booster. An automatic control system allowed a series of posi­
tions to be programmed prior to a test run. The control system had provi­
sions for 25 different x-positions and 25 different z-positions. For these 
tests, however, only 9 x-positions and 8 z positions were utilized. All x and 
z positions except the first and last could be switched in or' out of the matrix 
as desired. 
The automatic positioning mechanism was slaved to the angle of attack 
rnechanism so that as a pitch sweep was completed the positioning mechanism 
8 
was released to advance to the next matrix point and as the point was reached 
the angle of attack mechanism was released for a pitch sweep. The entire 
matrix was covered in this manner and about 30 seconds were required for 
each pitch sweep in the matrix. 
Plume simulation was provided by a single torodial nozzle in each model, 
The nozzles were designed with variable area ratio capability to permit proper 
simulation of the full-scale rocket plume at the various trajectory conditions 
of interest. Pretest calibration of the nozzles was used to correlate area ratio 
settings with measured plume shapes, nozzle mass flow, and nozzle exit static 
pressure. Air heated to approximately IO0F was supplied to the nozzles, and 
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
Tunnel A is a continuous, closed-circuit, variable density wind tunnel 
with an automatically driven flexible-plate-type nozzle and a 40- by 40-inch 
test section. The tunnel can be operated at Mach numbers from 1. 5 to 6 at 
maximum stagnation pressures from 29 to 200 psla, respectively, and stag­
nation temperatures up to 750 0 R (Me = 6). Minimum operating pressures 
range from about one-tenth to one-twentieth of the maximum at each Mach 
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DATA REDUCTION 
FOR SADSAC 
In the continuous pitch mode of data acquisition the wind tunnel 
parameters and model nozzle pressures were recorded at the beginning 
of each pitch sweep. The outputs of both balances and the angle of attack 
were scanned continuously at a rate of 67 times each second. Forty scans 
of these inputs were averaged to compute each data point, and when com­
bined with the pitch rate of approximately 1-degree per second, a data 
point was computed every 0. 6 degree. Linear interpolations were made 
between data points to obtain the data for even increments of booster 
angle of attack, and the data were tabulated in 1-degree increments of 
booster angle of attack from -10 to +10 degrees. 
Schlieren photographs were automatically taken at pre-selected 
angles of attack during each pitch sweep. For these tests a photograph 
was taken near maximum, zero, and minimum angles of attack. Opening 
the camera shutter provided a photograph indicator record on the data 
tape which was used by the computer to calculate the booster angle of 
attack at which the photograph was taken. The camera shutter speed com­
bined with the model pitching rate yielded an uncertainty in the tabulated 
photograph angle of attack of approximately +0. 2 degree. A report con­
t ining a summary of all schlieren photographs will be published by AEDC. 
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The measured force and moment data for both models were corrected 
for balance tares and reduced about the respective moment reference points 
and the body axis system. The dimensional data used to reduce the orbiter 
measured data to coefficient form are listed and defined below: 
Sref = Orbiter wing planform area = 23. 689 in. 2 (0. 164 ft 2 ) 
Ire f = Orbiter wing mean aerodynamic chord = 4. 193 in. 
b = Orbiter wing equivalent span = 6. 5 in. (0. 542 ft) 
The moment reference point (MRP) for the orbiter data is 4. 917 inches 
aft of the nose, on the lateral center line, and '1. 390 inches below the top 
fuselage surface. The dimensional data used to reduce the booster measured 
data to coefficient form are listed below: 
Sre f = 44. 444 in. 2 = model reference area based on a full scale 
reference area of 10, 000 ft2 (see Data Report 
DMS-'DR-1054, page 6) 
Ire f = b = 13. 333 in. = model reference length based on a full 
scale reference length and span of 200 ft (see 
Data Report DMS-DR-1054, page 6) 
The moment reference point applicable to the booster data is 7. 528 inches 
aft of the model nose, on the booster lateral center line, and 1. 194 inches above 
the bottom fuselage surface. 
The AX and AZ distances were referenced to the moment reference points 
of the orbiter and booster and the booster body axis system. For example, the 
A6X distance is parallel to the longitudinal axis of the booster and between the 
moment reference points on the orbiter and booster. The AZ is perpendicular 
72.
 
to the longitudinal axis of the booster and that distance between the moment 
reference points on the orbiter and booster. Values for AX and AZ are posi­
tive when the orbiter moment reference point (MRP) is forward and above the 
booster MRP. Both ZX and AZ were normalized using the booster fuselage 
length of 16. 184 inches. 
The reference lengths used to reduce the orbiter data, booster data and 
normalize the AX and AZ data were different; these different values
 
are listed and discussed above. The large negative values of pitching moment
 
coefficient for the orbiter at a -0.391 value of AX/lB and booster power
 
on condition were apparent because the orbiter was in the plume of the booster.
 
For each dual balance test run the orbiter and booster data were separated 
and assembled into data sets utilizing AZ/I B (SADSAC parameter name 
DELTAZ) as the first independent variable (IDPVAR(I)) and booster angle of 
attack as the second independent variable (IDPVAR(2)) (see collation sheets). 
Test data applicable to a //I B value of 10.0 are interference free data. 
DATA NOMINALIZING 
Varying balance and sting deflections which were caused by variations in 
model attitude and test conditions prevented the data from being obtained at 
constant values of t 1 and 6z/1B. The differences between the nominal values 
and the values obtained during a test run were acceptable at the htgherMach 
nurnlers because of low aerodynamic loads. However, the differences 
72 
became appreciable at the lower Mach numbers. At the lower Mach numbers 
(Mach numbers of ? and 3) pitch-plane coefficients (CN, CLM, and CA) for 
the booster and orbiter models were cross-plotted versuso 1 at each booster 
angle of attack and test cohdition to adjust the coefficients to nominalo I values., 
These values were then cross-plotted versus dz/l B to adjust the coefficients 
to nominal Az/B values. This nominalizing was accomplished with a digital 
computer data fairing routine which used third degree polynominals determined 
by the coordinates and the slope at adjacent data points. 
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PLOTTED COEbIIENT SCHEDULE: 




1. Positive 	directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
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Figire I. 	 Axis systenfs, showing direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients, angle of attack, and sideslip angle 
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Fig. 2 Separation Nomenclature and Moment Reference Points 
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Fig. 4 - Modifications to Orbiter Model 
5.435,, 





































IL 4,g 4 fa Xop View of Mod els and' Aieted Separation Hardware 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - I'O Orbiter, 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic fusela e contours inoluding canopy with modified 
aft fuselage cross seotions; cross-sectional shape constant from station 1500 
to end of fuselage - model scale 1/180. 
DRAWING NUMBER: 255 BJ OO60 ,Rev. a 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length 156.h .869 
Max. Width 27.1 .150 













MODEL COMPONENT: Wi - 1AO Orbiter
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale 1M180
 












Span -(equivalent);F7 97'...542 
Aspect Ratio 1.79 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio .230 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 10j0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 2.o 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge .0 

Trailing Edge 0 





Root (Wing Sta. O.O)pJAeaS -.
1084.8 

Tip, (equivalent). meda', 2149.6 
MAC, inches 75h.6 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil Section 
Root (B.L. 162) 




Area, f 3147.3 

Span, (equivalent),T 70.5 











MAC . 607.2 

Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 







































1fDEL COMPONENT: Elevon ­ ?MAC Orbiter 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: I.lodal Scale 1/180 
DRAWING UIMBER: 255 BJ 00050, Rev. B 
DIMENSIONS: 
Area, ft2 
Span (equivalent) , cses 
Inb'd equivalent chordpnvc//es 
Outb'd equivalent chord,iAcMes 
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 























MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail - NDAC Orbiter 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale 1/180 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 255 BJ 00050, Rev. B
 




























Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 30.0 30.0 
Trailing Edge 13 , __-: 




Root, inches 309.6 1.720 
Tip, (equivalent), inches 196.81.03 
MAC, inches 21.T_ .119 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 












Area, 2 580.0 .018
 








Root, inches -- 26 1.20,
 




Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 




MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - =ng Rnnst.. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 	 Configuration 19A fuselage without base flare and boattail 
11odel Scale 1/180 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 256-19-0001, Rev. A
 
DIMENSIONS: 	 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length (Ft) 241.7, 1.33 
Max. Width (pt) 3h.0 .189 













MODEL COMPONENT: Wing - IDAG Booster 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: c fation 19A Wing 
_rn,' qcala 1 o/180 
DRAWING NUMBER:
 








Span (equivalent) , ft. 146.0 bli 
Aspect Ratio 3 r 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio - H5 
Diehedral Angle, degrees .7.b7 7.67 
Incidence Angle, degrees 3-(. 3.0 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0 0 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 44_.o 44.0 





Root (Wing Sta. 0.0), inches 690.0 3.333
 
Tip, (equivalent) ----- 667
 
MAC, inches 520,0 2.5r)9
...  
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC , inches "1625 20.'3 
W.P. of .25 MAC , inches 
B.L. of .25 MA, inches 380 2.111 
Airfoil Section 
Root OOlO-6 0010-64 





Span, (equivalent) , ft. ' -














Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
92 
MODEL COMPONENT: Vertioal Tails - IDAC 3ooster 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 17 Vertioal Tails 
.odel Scale I/i8o 
DRAWING NUMBER: 256-17-00O1, Rev. A
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 




Planform gue) 438 .014 













Cant Angle 2 2
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 








Root 300 1.667 
Tip, (equivalent), inches 2.6 .867 
MAC, inches 236 1.311 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 




Root EAOA 67,A-009 NACA 64FA-O09 



















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
MODEL COMPONENT: Elevon - DVDAC Booster 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Confguxation 19A Elevons 
Model Scale 1/180 




Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line),,.Ft3 
FULL-SCALE 




















MODEL Ca'fl'cnsfr: CarArd - IMAC Blooster 
C-- -thL MTLSCfTION: Configurmtin 19A 
Model Soale 1/i0 
Canard 
TRA'C,- 1lU. I: 256-19-001, Rev. A 
flfl iSI0lS: 
Theo. Area, v.2 
Exp Are&, Ft2 
Aspoct Ratio-
Chord (Lnal. Flap), Ft 














































angle of attack, angle between the projection
 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and 
the body X-axis; degrees 
sideslip angle, angle between the mind K4 -axis
 




yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees 
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
 
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees 
air density; Kg/m3 , slugs/ft3
 
speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
 























wing area; m2, ft2 
reference area; m2, ft2 
zwing 
Iref LREF 
mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see jref or IPM) 
reference length; m, ft, in.; (see Z) 
bref 
Ab 
BREF wing span or reference span; m, 
base area; m2 , ft2 , in 2 
ft, in 
c. g. center of gravity 
NHP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point 
Mabbreviation 
on X-axis 
for moment reference point 
YMOP abbreviation for moment reference point 
on Y-axis 





Axis System General 
SYMBOL DEFNITION 
F force; F, lbs 
M moment; M, in-lb 
Subscript Definition 
N normal force 
A axial force 
L lift force 
D drag force 
Y force or moment about the Y axis 
Z moment about the Z axis 
X moment about the X axis 
s stability axis system 
w wind axis system 
ref reference conditions 
0 free stream conditions 
t total conditions 
b base 
98 
NC LATURE (Continued) 








Cn 	 CYN 

Cl 	 CBL 
DEFINITION 
Body 	Axis System 
normal force coefficient; FN/qS 
axial force coefficient, FA/qS 
base axial force coefficient;
 
[-i] [(P. - po/](Ab/8)
 
forebody axial force coefficient; CA -CAb
 
yawing moment coefficient; MZ/qS bref
 
rolling moment coefficient; Mx/qS bref 
Common to Both Axis Systems 
Cm CIM pitching moment coefficient; My/qS Iref 
SCY side force coefficient; Fy/qS 
Stability Axis System 
OL CL lift force coefficient; FTJqS 
CD CD drag force coefficient; FD/qS 
CDb CDB base drag coefficient 
ODf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb 
% CIE yawing moment coefficient; mz s/qS bref 
C1 CSL rolling moment coefficient; MX,5/qS bref 
LID fLD lift-to-drag ratio; CJCo 



































horizontal tail incidence; positive when
 
trailing edge down; degrees 




aileron - total aileron deflection; 
(left aileron - right aileron)/2 
canard - trailing edge down 
elevon - trailing edge down 
elevator - trailing edge down 
flap - trailing edge down 
rudder - trailing edge to the left 
spoiler - trailing edge down 
tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
 
positive trailing edge down:
 
left aileron - trailing edge down 
right aileron - trailing edge down 
left elevon - trailing edge down 
right elevon - trailing edge down 
left spoiler - trailing edge down 






























PWR B BSTPOW 
PWR O ORBPOW 
5eB ELVBST 
5eO ELVORB 
AND CHANGES TO NOM OIATRE 
DEFINITION 
tail incidence positive when trailing edge 
down, deg 
velocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
booster angle of attack, angle between the 
projection of the wind Xw.axis on the body X, 
Z-plane and the body X-axis; deg 
sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xwv­
axis and the projection of this axis on the 
body X-Z-plane; deg 
of specific heats 
wing dihedral angle; deg 
air density; Kg/m 3 , slugs/ft 3 
incidence angle between the orbiter and booster 
on the XZ plane 
orbiter angle of attack, do0 = d B +o(I 
booster power, percent of full thrust 
orbiter power, percent of full thrust 
booster elevon deflection angle, positive is 
trailing edge down 
orbiter elevon deflection angle, positive is 
trailing edge down 
101 




X/1B DELTAX distance between the MEP on the orbiter and 
booster measured parallel to the longitudi­
nal axis of the booster, positive when the 
orbiter MRP is forward of the booster MRP, 
the distance has been normalized with respect 
to the booster fuselage length (16.184 inches) 
Z/1B DELTAZ distance between the EP on the orbiter and 
booster measured normal to the longitudinal 
axis of the booster, positive when the orbiter 
MRP is above the booster MRP, the distance has 
been normalized with respect to the booster 




1. 	 Sims, Joseph L., "Plume Simulation for Space Shuttle Abort Staging 
Aerodynamic Testing, " Memo S&E-AERO-AF-70-6, December 1970. 
2. 	 Baker, L. R., "Calibration of the Propulsion Simulation Nozzles for 
the Space Shuttle Booster and Orbiter Models for the Abort/Separation 
Staging Experimental Program," LMSC/HREC DZ25144, June 1971. 
3. 	 "Test Facilities Handbook" (8th Edition), Arnold Engineering Develop­
ment Center, December 1969. 
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A tabulated data listing, consisting of all sero date sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as Mell as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMS Mr. V. Stevens 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
AEDC Mr. L. L. Trimmer 
IMSC/HREC Mr. D. A. Love 
NASA TsRC Mr. J. P. Decker 
NASA M4FC' Mr! K. L. Blackwell 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
 
J. L. Glynn 
Department 2780 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division 
New Orleans, La. 70129 















AECV16 DCBOTRI RXMT T RIE R80]1 U 1 PG
 
-z z -10 - __ 4 2 a 2 4 6 a IS 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
0,o120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,182 5STPOW 0,000 ORBPOW 0,000 REFS 44.4440' so IN 
U.226 DELTAX 0.391 LPMAI 0.000 REFL 13o5330 IN
 
0.5 4CLBS 500 .00REFS 1333 0 IN
 
0.52 AH 5.20 . 7 .5280 IN
LBT XRRF / 0.599 ELVORS o.uao BETA 0.000 yMpP a. aoDo IN 
0.908 ZMRP 1.1940 IN
 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 U055
 
w 












. 2 - - 10 a 6 -4 - a z a 
S rMOL CELTAZ
 
C.izo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.18Z 5ST¢ ,POW 0,300OW a~o REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.Z28 • DELTAX - .391 ALPHAI D.Vu EP 13.33033D IN
MREFS 

52 - D 5.- 0 . T 4 2 
 04 X6RP 7 5? 0 1 YRPE1F. 00 11IN0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 

ZRP 1.3 30 IN0.298 
SCALE 0 0 I5510.000 REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VAIli83 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT001) 11 JUN ti PAGE 2
 


















12 	 -10 -6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.2 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATICN
 
0.182 	 OSTPOW 0.000 OROP'W 0 00 REFS 44.444U 5Q IN 
0.22 	 DELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI G.000 REF 13.3330 IN 
0352 	 1A 5 0REFB 13.330 IN 
E LVOR S B TA Y RPXHRP O7.5280 IN0 .5 9 0O0115 O .O 0 	 . 0000 

a°0 	 ZMRP 1 1940 IN
 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0:0055 
AEDC VA1I63 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8001) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 3
 



















12 - - a 6 -4 - 4 6 a to 
:SYMBOL I)ELTAZ
 
v).12Q BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
, *.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO42 82___ BSTFOW 0o00OR'FC" U000 REPS -4440 sa IN 
.:1208 oELTAX -0.143 ALPHAI a000D RE L 13 3 a IN 
XR 7 S:33D IN
0.352 4ACH 5.020 ELVOST 0.000 
D.599 ELVORB 0.000 OETA 0.000 IHRP 0 . Du IN 
a,902 ZHRP 1.I 4U IN
 
Io°Doo 'REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE 0 U955
 
AEDC VAIJ,63 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80021 11 JUN 71 PAGE 4 




















0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I ow18 0SF.000 ORSPOW 0.0au REFS 4-.4440 SQ IN 
0 28 ELTAX - .143 ALPHAI .Oau REFa 11o333 5 IN 
E 5°f2.020 ELVBST 0.000 XHRP 7 .5280 I0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 
 YHRP 0.0000 in
 
a.1 ZRP 1 194 IN
 
1O.00'00 REFERENCE FILE SCALE . 0055 
AFDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ERTBO02) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 5
 
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
























.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0,.151 PARAMETRIC REFERENCE INFORMATIONSoINVALUES 4 .4 40RE F S 

. 2 ST OW aago OR POW . 0OO 
REL 13,3330 IN0.28 a ELTAX - 0143 ALPHAI .OO'1 





D.5Z HAH 5.2D .OOXHRP 7 5280 INELBT 

.5 9 9 ELV O R S .O 0 0 BE T A 0 .0 0 0 
 YH RP 0 .0 0 0 I N
 
ZHRr 1 IS40 IN
0.o 
 SCALE 0:, I5
 
109008 REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VAI.63 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8002) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 6 












a 1 a 
0

- 4 - 2 a 
4 6 




 BOOTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 0129 

REF R NCE NFOR ATI ONRE
0 : 51 PARAMETRIC VALUE S RF S .4440 $ IN
0 .0_0
RB OW 0.0 0
CW, 0.00 A LPHA 1
0 18 9 BSTPTAX - 019
- .20L 0 
XREF 113:5130 IN 
.5 ACH 5.20 ELVBST 0.000 
 ,GoO IN 
Y RP a ,ZR 1940 

2 




.1o5 REFERENCE FIL 
.RT8003]7
JUN 71 PAGE 








AEOC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUM&K 
.51	 LI 






.-. .2-a l 	 l___l ____ ___ . . . . .. 




0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
0,182 85TPOW 0o000 ORBPOW 0*000 IEFS A .4440 SQ IN 
0.228 	 DELTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI G.rlus REFL 13 3533 IN 
03Z 4CLBT oZ 003)REFB 13:3330 IN 
0.352XM O.0 ,AC .LBS INH5280 7°2 

0.599 ELVORB 0.000 SETIA 0.000 	 YMRP a.000D IN 




10o9000 REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSO03) 11 JUN l PAGE a
 
____ 




















-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 - a a 4 6 a 10 ±2 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 


















0.352 ACH 5.020 ELVBSr 0.000 REFB 13o5330 IN 
.599 
908 
ELVORS 0.00 BSTA 0C000 YMRE 
Z RF 
0.001.1940 ININ 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDOC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSO03) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 9
 



















-12 -10 - a 2 a 2 4 6 a lo 12 
SYMOOL ELTAI 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
0-151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.o182 8STFOW 0.00O COPOW 0.000 kEFS -. 444S sa IN 
0.228' DELTAX U.043 ALPHAI O.Oco RE;L 133350 IN 
EVIS 84AH 5.2 .00RE 13 :3330 INMR P 7 .5Z8 O IN








A 1,D00 ELVORB V.Doo DETA 0.000 
SCALE 6:0055
 
AEDC VAI S63 MDAC BOO0STER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8O043 -11 JUN 71 PAGE 10 











-i-6 4 -O 2 4 6
 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.18Z BSTFOW 0.000 CRBpOW 0.000 REFS t.,.4440 SQ IN 
0.228 	 DELTAX 0.043 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 1S.3330 IN
 
REFS 13 $533 IN
0.352 IACH 5.o20 ELVBST 0o000 XMRF 7:5280 IN 






AEDC VA11G3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8004) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 1I
 























-°1 -10 -O -6 -4 2 0 2 4 0 0 10 12 
SYBOL ODLTAZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAEIRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORPATICN
 























AEDC VAh1S63'MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8004 11 JUN 71 PAGE 12 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMIK Z 








IIIt l f 	f 
 I 
 f f 
 = n 
 t 




















0.151 PARAMETRIC VAI.ES 

0,12 115TPO W 
 0UD OR POW 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000
0.228 DELTAX 
 0 ,105 ALPHAI 0.0ou 	 REFS 
 .4440
AC 	 Sa IN




 LV ST OOOXMRP 	 13 o3330
E s 	 IN.599 	 ELVORS 0 . O00 
BETA 
 0.000 	 7 .528
, INYHR P
9 	 0 . 0 I 
REFERENCE FILE ZMR P I . A D IN000 1" 
SCALE a .005. 
AEC 	VA11G3 MDAC ROOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS0051 
 11 JUN 71 PAGE 13
 
____ 










-.212 -1D - -6
8 
-4 -2 a2 4 8 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZo20
al BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB OEGREES
 
0:151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.1 02 BSTPOW 0 :ODD ORSPOW 0.000 REFS 1-440 so IN 
0 o28 DELTAX 0 .105 ALPHA[ 0.000 R FL 13 3330 IN 
0 352 ACH 5.020 ELVBSr 0.000 REFB 13 IN.MR p .33307 .5289
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 IN0.908 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
_ ZMRF 1.19_ IN
 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE a.a55
 
AEDC VA1,163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80051 
 11 JUN 71 PAGE 14
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUUbtK i
 
J r.13 rI r -n-r in- r rl rr-t r r II i 










-in - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMOoL OELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 rEFS A.4444fl So IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.533a IN 
REFB 13.5330 IN0.599 ELVORBM.5ACH 5.020 ELVBST
0. 0  XMRPBETA 0.000.0  YN  70 .5286O000, inIN 
r O ZMRF I.1V40 IN o100 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 0055 
AEDC VA1iS3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTO05) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 15
 
K














S.120 	 BOOSTER_ ANGLE__ OF TTCK APH EGEE 
0.8 BSPW 000 OBO .00RF 	 -44 oI
 
-1 -1 - -4 	 _- _0 __ __ 8___4_ _ 	 _ __ 5 8 0I
 
-.D5 0 , 5 
 IMR-_____ 	 I 
5TREFERENCE .1LE 	 SCALEHA TI
 
DL2A OOOSTE 	 ANGLE OFBATEARK ALPHAB DE GREE 
0.228 DELTAX D.167 ALPHA! 0.000 	 REEL 15.333 IN 
O.35z 	 ACH 5:030 ELV2ST 0.000 YHRP 0.5080 IN 
XNRP 7.5920 IN 
REFERENJCE FILE 	 SCALE 0 0055 
AEDC VA1,163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (R18006)- 11 JUN 71 PAGE 16
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DOIA Al rALM mmca
 








12 -10 - 8 -6 - 4 - u 2 4 6 8 IS 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
o:,izo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0,151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a .182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW a Sao PEFS 44 4440 SO IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.167 ALFHAI 0:000 REFL 13."3 1 N 
0.352 MACH 5.020 ELVSST 0.000 :EFP 13 3330 IN 
10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA U.000 YMRP a .GOODO IN 
ZR P 1 1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE 0.0 B5 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER IRTSOOG) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 17
 





















__ __ __ _ ___l__ 	
__ __ _ _ _ _ ,I 
2 -0 -8 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTA7 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 SSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.000 REFS 4-.4440 So IN 
0.e28 DELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.3330REFS 13 3330 ININ
 
0.352 AH 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 	 XMRP 7.528C IN 
11000 	 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP D.00a0 IN 
ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0:0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEIC VA1I13 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8006) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 18
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 












0.100 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES 
















0.3520.599 ACHELVORB PARAN0.000 ELVO TLUEBETA 0.000 REFEIMRP 17.54.4480 A0 INiN 
0.59 LVRSLTA ~oo0.00YNRF 0.0000 IN 
0.904 ZNRP 1.104C IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBO07) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 19 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
' '
















-'2l 	 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 o 2 4 1 a Lo 12 
0120O 1300OOTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE 	INFORMATION
 0 ISE BSTPOW 0.000 OFUPOW 0o9au REFS 44.444-3 SO IN
22 8 E T X 028 A PA .




1.35: HACH 	 13:3330 IN
5.020 ELVBST 0.000 
 XMRP 	 7 .5Z8 IN0.599 ELVORB 0.000

-ZMRP 	 LETA 0.000 




10.000 	 REFERENCE FILE 
 S A E 	 5 0 5
 
AEDC VAI-163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT807) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 20 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUM&tz)
 
z 	 .7 
.2i 
















.02 -10 -- _-6 4 a0_ _ 4 6 to 12 
SYMOL ELTAZ 
L DES 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
02151 
0.1 82 BSTPOW 
rARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ORDPO 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 1 .4440 so IN 
0.228 CELTAX 0.228 ALFHAI 0.REFL 13 3330 IN 
0.352 'ACN 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 7NRE 7580 IN 
j 0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP U.0000 IN 
0.908 ZHRP 1.194n IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSO07) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 21 



















0.352 ACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 VHRP 7 .528U IN
 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA U.nou YHRP 0 . asu IN 








AEOC VAloiS3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8OO8) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 22
 










*-. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .
 
--212 -10 a 1 4 -2 0 P. 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0:120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a.151 FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .18Z 85TPOW C*000 ORBPOW 0,000 REFS ':.4440 SQ IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13 :3330 IN 
REFB 13.3330 IN
 
.32 tCH O.0XMRP IN
EVBS .0D 7 526D 

D.599 ELVORS 90as0 RETA 0.000 YMRP a .0000 IN 
a.0 ZMRP l.lseo IN
 
1o00.8' REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80081 11 JUN 71 PAGE 23
 



















-12 -10 -8 - -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





























10.001 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8008) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 24
 





















°312 -10 - - -4 - 02 4 6 1 12 
SYmBCL OELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 SSTPOW 0.000 , ORSPOW 0.000 REFS "'.4440 So IN 
0.228 CELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.3330 IN 
0.352 %°5CH 5.020 ELV3ST 0.000 REFSXHRP 13.33397.528D ININ 
k 0.599 ELVORB 0.000 8FTA 0.000 YMRF 0.00DO IN 
0.908 ZNRP 1.105 IN 
±0.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VAIIS3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8009) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 25
 
.4 








_	 R0FB 13. 350 




0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RZFS " .4-40 so IN 0 182 BSTPOW 0.000O RBOW .O*o0 
.:228 DELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI 0.000 	 PEFL 13 33535 IN 
0.352 ACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 	 RP 1550 IN
0.599 ELVORS 0.00 -.6BETA - 2 	 Y0R 0. 03 IN
 
0.10R 119;U IN 
0'9000 REFERENCE F0LE LCALE 0.00 5 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 11 JUN 71 PAGE IRT8OON]
26
 






















-1? -10 8 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL 7ELTAZ 
.10BOOSTER 	 ANGLE OF ATCALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 1NeORMATx0O4 
0 0.182 DSTPOW 0.0010 OIRSPOW 0,.000 	 IEFS -. .440 so IN 
0.228 	 DELTAX 0.522 ALPHA! 0.000 REFL 13.3330 in 
REFS 13.3330 IN0.352 4ACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 XMRF, 7.5280 I N 
Li 0.599 ELVORS 0.000 CJETA 0.000 YNRF o.Oao0 in 
.08 ZHRP 4.1540 IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA11G3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RT8009) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 27
 













0. F .. . .... . .. ... 





SYMBOL __ 12DELTAZ -in 
- 8 - 6 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 
.251 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
a.0o82 FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.218 BSTFOW 0.0OO ORSFOW 0.090 REFS 4440 so I10 
0.352 CELTAX - 0.390 












ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0 000 YHRP a .Go aa IN 
ZMRPF 1 1940 IN 
SAE DD5 














-4 02 46____ 
-. 5 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
A a.OLA BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB OEGREES
 
0.102 PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRHATICN 
a.fS BSTFOI 0.000 ORBPOW 0.0 REFS 44.444C So 1n 
0.352 UELTAX - 0.390 ALFHAI 5.100 REFL 13.3330 IN 
.599 fACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XHR 13:o33 , IN 
AE.VI1 ELVORB .N BETA PROI ORBTE YT p
ZHRP 1 1940 ININ 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0,U055 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8OIO) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 29
 
_ _ 
_ _ _ 
_ _ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
I 	 | 
ILI
 





U S .01. 4 12 	 __6__4_ i_ 
Ii. 
.03 	 ____ 
--. 0
 
-. 02 	 ____ 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
A 0i1i 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
O.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 SSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.0.0 	 REFS 44.4440 Sa IN 
DELTAX - 0.390 ALPHAI 5.151 	 REFL 13.3330 IND.5 	 REFS 13.3330 IN
 
0.599 JACH 5o010 ELVBST 0.000 	 XMRP 7°.5280 IN 
10.000 	 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF a o 0 IN 
ZMRP 1.1040 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VAl1F83 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS010) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 30
 
F 



















SYMBOLA OELTAZ.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
S0.82 
























ZMRP 1.1940 ZN 
SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8011) It JUN 71 PAGE 31
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBEK
 
.5 





12- -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 a 2 468 1 
SYMBOLA DELTAZ0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPFIAB OEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

















10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YRp a DoO IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSOII] 11 JUN 71 PAGE 
 32 
I I AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUOW(j.. . . .. . . . . .I 
.12 ___ _.......___ 












_ _ _ _ ____ 
.03 _ _ _ 
_ _ 
_ _ - _ 
x 
-. 02 
1 -10 8 6 4 -2 	 a 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
A 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0* 8.12 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.000 	 REFS I .444C So IN 
REFL 13.3334 IN0.352 DELTAX - 0.143 ALEHAI 5.100 	 1333a IN059 1C5.1 LBT .00REFD 

0.9 ICLBS 5DD .DDXMRP 	 7 .5260 1 N 
10.000 	 ELVORS 0.00a BETA 0.0OO YMRF 3 . OBOa IN 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB011) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 33
 
AEDC' VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMiK a
 
I 
Z .15 - ____ ____ 
IE 






-'3 12 - 4 2-1 -61 




A .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 .182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 / 0.228 BSTPOW U.000 RBPOW 0.0O0 
 EFS -449 SQ IN
 
0.352 DELTAX - .D19 ALPHAI 5.1ou 
 RE L :3330 IN

.00D0 MACH 5.010 
 ELVBST 0.00 
 REFB 13.3330 IN
XMRP 7.5280 IN
 
ELVORB 0.00O SETA 5.00O 









AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXTMI TY TO ORBITER CRT8012) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 31
 










'120 -10 -4 -	 4 6 10 
3ysYHot CELTAZ

"151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.181 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.22 8 BSTFOW 0.00 RSOW 0,900 	 REFS 4 .... 44 l Q IN 
0.352 	 CELTAX 0 .019 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 13.3330 IN 
1.ao MCLST5.1 U3OREFS 13 33 IN IO.DO HAC O.GOXMRP 	 INELBST 5010 7:528D 
ELVORS 0.000 3EIA G.UoO YMRP a0.0anD IN, 
ZMRF 1 19 IN 
SCALE 0:005?REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSO12) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 35
 
.02 












4 6 I121 
SYMBOL 
- 12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 0 2 
ELTAZ
 
A .151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
REFS AA.4440 so I0
 
0 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
Z 0 0 zzs35 CELTAX D.00D ALFHAI 5.100 	 REFL 13.333 INBSTPOW - 0.019 ORBPOW a goo 

10 I.o C .00 EVS o _XHRP7.528C ININ
REFB 	 13:3330
*-D .06	t_5. LVB T 

ELVORS 0,Oau BETA 0 aoO 








AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8012] 11 JUN 71 PAGE 36
 













-. 2 7 
- -. 15 
0 -. -i -6 -4 - a2 8io1 
-. 20 
____ 
G- Gas l__ .10 EVB__._0RE_3.330 I 
-. 25 
___ _ 
-° 2 -10 -S .64 - 0 2 46 810 12 
SyMBOLA OELTAZ 0.15± BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB OEGREES 
0 0.102 PAPANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 ZZFS 4 .444C SO IN 
0.352 DELTAX A 0.0..3 0.005 1 ALPH4AT IA)$EVOT 5.100 .00REFO REFL 13.3530 13.3530 IN IN 
XMRF 7.5260 IN 
ELVORS 1.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF I1S40 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEOC VA1S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8013) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 
 37 







.3z I -8 -4 ______ 0 	 4_ 
. 18 PARAETRI VAUE 	 EFRNC NFRATO 
-°I t -8 -6 -4 -20 01 
U'BO ELA 
0 .5 	 OSE NL FATCAPA ERE 
U . 1 PRAERI VL SREEENE 	 NORATO 
Uo-ISFW 	 ODD BO ,D EF 444 QI
 




aFB 	 1.50 I
 
loCo H 5o___V__OOOXHP 7520 I
 




RE-EC FL 	 CLEC05
J A 
rECVfG'DCBOTRI 	 RXMT OOBTR{T03 IJN7 AE 3
 
.0 













- e - 0 - -- 4 2 4 6 a % a 1_ 
SYMBOLA DELTAZ0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.162O 0Z0 SSTPO PARAMETRIC VALUES1.00, ORSPOW O.000 REFERENCE INFORMATION REFS 4.4440 0 IN 
0.352 DELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI 5.iou 	 REFL 13 3533b IN
 




ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP u O000 IN
 
ZMRF 1:19;5 IN
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCA0LE 0005
 
AEOC VA1163 N.AC BOOSTER IN PRO TO ORBITER CRT013) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 39AIGITY 

AEOC VA 1163 NDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUM tlK(
 
I 
.25 	 ____ 
.1-5
 
J .10 	 __ __ 
C-, 






-.20 	 _1__0_1_ 
0 	 OSE FATCAPA ERE
.151 	 NL 

__	 ZM- 1.195 IN__ 
-°12 -10 - 8 -5 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 S 8 10 ±2 
SYMO DELTAZ ROOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACIK, ALPHAR DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
[C 	 0.22 STOW .OO0 ORSPO X I.000 O.E RTFS 4t40 S1 IN 
. o0352 DELTAX 0.105 ALPNAI 5.100 REFL 1330 IN 
REFO 13.3330 IN
 
0.599 ACHI 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 	 XNRF 7.5280 IN
 




ZNR 1.I9. IN 
SCALE 0 0055 
•REFERENCE FILE
 
AEO VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8O143 11 JUN 71 PAGE 40
 













-. 12 -0 -8 -6 -- 2 a 2 4 
SYMBOL 'ILTAZ
 
0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a*182 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS ... 4440 Be in0 228 SSTFOW 0.000 ORDFO a.000 
:.352 CELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI 5.100 EEFL 13.3330 IN 
REF B 1 3 1I3 3 3 0 N 
,0:599 ACH 5.o 10 ELVBST 0 0 00 !MR P, 7:5280 IN 
a .0 EL4VORB 0.000 BE TA a 000 YHRP 0.0000 1 m 




AEDC VA1193 DAC BOOSTER RTTTA4C 11 JUN 71 PAGE. IN PROXAMITY TO ORBITER 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5











-. 03 E 
-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
A G-151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFErENCE INFORMATION
 




0.35Z DELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI 5.1OU REFL INREFS 13.333013.3330 IN 
0.599 ,ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XHRF 75.380 IN
 







AEDC VA1163}MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSQ14) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 42
 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER b
 





 Li .00 






-1.3 1 B2 6105 
SYMBOL VELTAZ
 
a.15 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.162 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERECE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTFOW 0.000 CRBFO 0.000 REFS .,4.40 sa in 





,0o ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 
 "MRF 7:5260 11N 






AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB015) 11-JUN 71 PAGE 43 














SYMBOL DELTAZ0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
/ 0.228 SSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW S.Guo RZ:FS ".o4-40 so IN 
0.35- .ELTA2 0.167 ALPHAI 5.100 PEFL 13 3335 IN 
10.00 ::cH 5.010 ELVBST .100 REFSXR 13.3337.52830 ININ 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF D.U30 IN 
REFR£N£ FL£SCALE ZAR1 1 19400.0D55 IN 
AEDC VAII,B3'MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8015) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 44
 

















-. ... .. .. . . T..7 . ...0s 

SYMBOL DELTAZ 
zS .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0o.28 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.000 REFS 44.444U SO lN 
0.352 DCLTAX 0.167 ALPMAI 5.190 REFL 13 3330 IN 










PEFER0NC0-FILE ZHRPSCALE 1.1940a.0055 IN 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RTTTAC) 1. JUN 71 PAGE 
 5 
















A 0151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0:D18Z0228 BSTFOW PARAMFTRIC VALUES 0.000 ORBPOW REFERENCE INFORMATION 
__,o_EFS -4440 SQ IN 
0.352',wiDELTAX 0.228 ALPHAI 5.10D REFL 13 3330 IN 
10.000 MACH 
//REFB





ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 
ZHRP 
a . 0O0 




AEOC VAiiG3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8016) 11 JUN 71, PAGE 
 46 
_ _ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMtx Z
 










-a±: -10 6 4 4 6 : 
SYMBOLA DELTAZ0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPFIAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.o28 BSTPOW 0.000 ORPOW 0.00 REFS 4-.4440 SO IN 
0.352 DELTAX 0.228 iLPHAI 5.100 REFL 13 3330 IN 
1000 1C .10 EVS TXL.P 19 REFB 13:33 307 .528  IN  
EI.VORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0aou IN 
ZMRP 1.1040 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ERT8OI6) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 47
 











-.00I -1 2O 0
 
SYMBOL OELTAZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACKI ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0/.226 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 REFS 44 444(2 40 IN 
, Do5 0. 51Q SCALE  .3 0 INELTAX 
AlREFB ±3.3330 IN 
ZHRP .1940 IN 
AEO VAIXIS3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8O1S) 11 JUN 71. PAGE 48
 





















-. 25 - ______ 
__ 
-3t12 -10 -a -6 -4 2 0 4 1o2 6 t 12 
SYMBOL CELTAZ
As 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.18a PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.220 SSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 
 REFS 4,o4440 50 IN 
R 52 DELTAX 0.352 ALFHAI 5.100 REFL 13.353 IN 
AEOC0V1 2 C1 ELVBST O. IN5.010 INP REF 13T 33O 
'MRP 7:5260 1N
ELVORB 0.000 BETA °,O00 
 YMRP O.0000 IN
 
ZMRP I 194U IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCA LE 0:0055
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8017) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 49
 














fe -10 --8 6 - 4 - O 4 6 012 
SYMOCL DELTAZ01 51 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a.180 228 PARAHETRIC VALUES 0.000 0.006 __PW REFS SQ 1­
0.15t.33 I 
_STPO  	 REFERENCE4.44.0INFORMATI Cf
 
0.35l D 	LAX .352 ALPHAI 5.10 GREFL 15.333a IN
 
10.000 	 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.00 XHRP 7.5280 IN
 







AEOC VA1",163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTR017) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 50 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 










2 4 6 _ 10 LZ12 -1 - 16 4 

SYMBOL DELTAZ
A O.isl 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCF INFORMATION 
0.248 BSTPOw o.oo0 CRIPOW 0.0DO 	 REFS 44.4440 so IN
 
C .352 DELTAX 0.352 "ALPHAI 5.100 	 RCFL 13.3330 IN
 
1.0 	 AH 50o EV3T .00REFS 1.33 0 IN 
%0.00 EAH O.OOXMRP IN,LVTT.D0 7.52eu 







AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8017) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 51
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
j_I_ I_ II I I V 4-




















0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
.0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.226 BSTPOW a.000 ORBPOW 0.030 REFS 44.444C SQ Iq 






0.599 MACH 5.01B ELVBST 0.000 XNRP 7.5280 IN 
10.000 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.0D0 YHRPZMRP 0 DOUO1 1940 ININ 
SCALE 
















SYBOL -1 - -8 -4 -
DELTAZ 0 4 6 a 10 12 





226 BSTPOW 0= 6 ORSPOW 0.000 
 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN
 
0.352 UELTAX 11*522 ALFHAI 5*110 REFL 13.3330 IN 
059 MC5.1 LBT 03sREFS 13.3330 IN 
0.99 ELBHAH T5.10 .OOXHRP 
 7528 IN
 
10.0DO ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 




REFERENCE FILE SCALE a.055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8018) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 53 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 





















-12 -10 -8 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 la 12 
SYMBOL CELTAZ 
, 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTFOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.003 rEFS 4-.4440 Se IN 
0.352 DELTAX 0.522 ALFA1 5.100 REFL 1.3330 IN 











SCALE 0O D55 
REFERENCE FILE
 
AEOC VA1I1G3MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80!8) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 94
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 

















-10 - S 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAe 
6 
DEGREES 
a to 12 
Q228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:352 BSTFOW 0.000 ORPFOW 0.300 REFS .4 4440 so IN 
/ 059 DELTAX - 0.591 ALFRAI s0.100 REF, i3,5330 IN 





ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0 .0on 0 IN 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE $CA LE 0:0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8O19) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 55
 










-to - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
to1 12 






















ELVORB 0.000 BETA O.OO0 YMRP 0 BOOS5 IN 
ZMRF 1 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0U0055 
AEOC VA1163'MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8019) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 96
 


























-12 -10 8 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
o 182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
o.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:23526.0.9 BSTPOWDELTAX 0.0000.591 ORFOWALFHAI 0.DcIo.lGC REFSREFL :.44013 3330 SOIN IN 
0:059,9 ,ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XRFP 13:530 1N, 
ELVORB 0.600 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.600 IN 
ZHR P 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE ILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT0193 11 JUN 71 PAGE 
 57 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
[25 E3---4 










-3a -10 8 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.18 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTFOW 0.0o0 ORBPOw 0.000 REFS 44.4440 30 IN 






10.000 MACH 5.010 ELYBST 0 000 XMRP 7.5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRF 0.o0o IN 
ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0 0055 
AEDC VAI3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8020) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 58
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5









-°1 -10 a a 2 4 6 a 111 12 
3VH00L VELTAZ 
0,182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.226 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,352Z 55TPOW 0,000 C lPOW1 0,000 REFS 44440 SQ IN
 




lOOO AH 5.10 *OOXMRF IN
1.0 L8TC .1 .00REFB
ELBT 7 .5280 








AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8020) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 59
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 '

.I~ .. . . .I'. .I j . .. . .. -'"1 
4 


























-10 -8 -6 .4 -a 0 a 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
6 
DEGREES 
8 10 12 









0,00010.1ou REFSREFL .444013 3 30 5IN IN 
REFS 13:53330 IN 
10.0DO 'ACH 5.010 ELVB T 0.000 XMRF 7 5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRF 0.0o2o IN 
ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
$CALE 0:0055 REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA 163AMDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS020) 11 JUN 71 PAGE G0
 


































REFSREFL !.444113.3330 SO ININ 





ELVORS 0.0O0 BETA 0.O0O YMRF BanGD IN 
ZMRF 1 1940 IN 
SCALE O. U55 
AEDC VAI1S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS021) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 
 61 





















0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE'OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES0.228 PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INF__ATIO_
 
0*352 BSTPOW 11o110 BPOW 0.0V0 R:FS A 4440 so IN
 
1 n.oaa VELTAX - 0.019 ALFHAI 10.100 REFL 15 3330 IN
 
5.10EFB 
 IS 3330 IN
 4¢ .0D ELVBST O.Vas XRP 758 IN
 








AEC VA1-G3 MAC BOOSTER IN PROX'IITY TO ORBITER RT821) 11 UN '71 PAGE 62_
 















.04 -10 8 -6 - 4 -	 4 6_8 _ 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.18 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0/.22S PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
0.3sa BSTFOW 0.000O RBFOW O.0O0 	 REFS 1 4440 Sa IN 
10.000 	 DELTX -0,019 ALPHAI 10.100 REFL 13.3550 IN
 
R10EFB l3330 I
MACH ELVBST .. 000 	 XMRF 7:5260 IN
 







AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8021) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 63
 
--
















o.se2 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
, 1 0.00_ DLAX 0.045 ALHA 1 _ F L0.352 5STPOW 0.000 ORBOW _.1 __P.000O 
_ _ _ _33_ REFS * 4440 Be ININ
 
ACH 5..10 ELVST 

____ 
__RP REFS 13 3330
7_.52_  IN1IN
 
ELVORS 0.000 SLTA 0.000 
 YMRP 0.11005 IN
 




" REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VAL163 MBAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8022) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 64
 










0 !1 -10_ 4 2 1 
o.iaz BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 228 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO1
 
0.35Z SSTPOW O.OD O RPOW 0,01:0 REFS '_.4440 $a IN
 
10.OB DELTAX 9.043 ALPHAI 10 100 REFL 13333D IN
 
'ACH 5.010 ElVBST 01000 XRF 13fl330 IN
 
ELVORE 0.000 BETA 0.1300 









AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB022) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 95
 




















-'0 1 2 - 1 0 a 6 4 - 20 4 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0-o182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF A-TTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.28 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION 
R 0.352 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBFOW 0,GO00 F 44 QI 
0ou O ELTAX, 0.043 ALFHAI 10.100 REFL 15.333U IN 
4CLBT 5.1 000REFB 13:3330 IN
 OOOXMR 7.5280 

ELVORS 0.900 BETA 0.000 YMRF a0050 IN
 
4AH 50R ELBT P IN 
ZRP 1 1940 IN
 






















-o 3 1 9 -1 0 a - 6- 4 2 n 2 A 6 a I n 1 2 
SYMBOL DELTAZ0*o182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:352 BSTPOW 0,000 ORSPOW 0.000 REFS 4 .4440 SQ IN 
a/°599 DELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI 10.100 REFL 13.333D IN 
la.naO *ACH 5.01B ELVB$T D.000 REFS XHR , 13 3330 7,52aU IN IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP a .ouca I, 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:00O55 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8023) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 
 67 













 8 10 le 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
o 18 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. AL0HAB DEGREES 
o.ZZ8 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN E INFORMATION 
0.352 sSTPOw 5°000 OflPOW a UDo REFS 44.4440 SQ IN
 
-0.59- . )ELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI 10.100 REFL 13.3330 INRFB 13.3330 IN
1.e0 

ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.00 YNRP 0.00G, IN
 









AEDC VA163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8023) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 68
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
o -__--_ 





















-122 - a 6 4 a 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL VELTAZ 
o .2 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
D.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 OSTPOW 0.000 OROPOW 0.000 REFO 44.4440 so 1h 


















ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FIE SCALE 00055 
AEDC VA1IS3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8023) 11 JUN 7 PAGE 
 09 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 











Z -. 05 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _
 





.282 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. AL PHAB DEGREES 
0.2es PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFEReNCE INFORMATION
 
0.352 BSTFOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.0 0 	 RtFS - 4440 sa IN
 
10.050 	 69LTAX 0.167 ALFHAI 10.100 REFL 13 3530 IN
 
ACM 5.0io ELVBST 0.000 
 HP 13.3380 IN
 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA C.QOo YMRP 0.0O09 IN
 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE 	 D,0055
 
AEDC VAlIG3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80243 11 JUN 71 PAGE 70
 









2 -10 6 - 4 29 2 lSYMBOL ELTAZ
 
0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES
 
/ 0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.352 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 11.1ou REFS 44.4440 so IN 
10.000 DFLTAX 0.167 ALPHAI 1.100 REFS 13.3330 I 
HatH 5.010 ELVOST D.Uou R 758 IN
 
ELVORB U.UUO BETA O.UUU YMRP UouUu IN
 
ZMRF 1"1940 IN 
SAE 005
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8024) 11 JUN 71 PAGE "I
 




Z 00 .0? 
U.o
 
O.0 2 -10 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
.182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 44.4440 sa IN
 
.0 352 B5TPOH 0.0.O O BOW 0.000-10.000" P LTAX 0.167 ALPHAI iu.10ci 	 EEFL 13 3330 IN 
REFB 13. 333U IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XMRP 7 .5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0,000 YMRP ODD 1.4 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
SCALE 0 0 ,55 
REFERENCE FILE
 




AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 











Z - 5 	 8 6 4 24a_ ___Iii 
Si 
sosr"SoL DELTAX 
S.. 82 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
E] .gza PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA71ON 
0.352 BSTPOW U.000 ORBFOW 0.000 	 REFS ... 4440 SQ IN 
1000 	 ELTAX 0.228 ALFHAI is.101REL 15330 I 
AH 501 .03REFS 13 3 33 IN:
LBT
FAHLVIM.5,l OXRP 7 .5z'a IN 
ELVORS O.1oOu BETA O.000 YHEP G.oorv IN 
ZHRF 1 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:0055
 
AEDC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8025) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 3
 














______ a 12_ 
SYMBIOL DELTAZ
 
0.182 BOOSTER ANGI-E OF ATTACK, ALP1HAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






RBPOW 0.000 REFS 
ALPHAI io.100 REFL 

















AEDC VAII163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80251 11 JUN 71 PAGE u4 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 













2' -10 6 4 a 4 	 1Z a - -	 2 68la 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
0 .ez 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGRFES
 
, .228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.3bz BSTPOW 0.000 O aPOW 0.000 	 REFS . 444U SQ I1N
 
10.000 	 DELTAX 0.228 ALPHAI 1C£oo REFL 13 3330 IN
 
AH 500 EYST 
 REFS 13.3330 IN
00H
LVSXH 5.1 OOOXMRP 	 7,.5260 IN
 
ELVOR_ .GO BETA _, 	 YRP . 0_ 1N 
Z 8RP1 1940 IN 
REFERENCN OAP055	 SCALEFILE 
11 PAGE
AE0C VA1163 MBAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 	 JUN 71 CRT8025)75
 
--






-. 1 l--l 
- .2 




12.D -"-'4-"0246 	 0± 
-. 25 




'0 U..42 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
r2PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTPOW 0.050 ORSPOW 0.0D0 RFS 4;.4440 So IN 
1000 DELTAX 0.352 ALPHAI io.oo REFL 13.3330 IN 
REFB 13.3330 IN
ACH 5tOO ELVSST 0.000 	 XNRP 7.5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YNRP O*SOGO IN 
ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE PILE 
AEDC VA1163,MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8026) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 7G
 













0.2 PAAMTRC AUE RFEENEINORATO
 




U-I .oUu,~ ELOR .5 BET 0.0 a D-U-. 1ETX LHI 1 101.3 YR 

REU 
CEB 1.3b I 
AH-L4. 5. ,OOXHP 7520 I 




-. 2EC FL CLE QB5
 




AECVA135 MTOAC B OOTRI RB OXIIT TORO ORETE 
 11 JU 1 44T844)PAE 7
 






















.12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORATION 
0 352 BSTPOW 0.0D0 ORSPOW D.000 REFS 44 4440 SQ IN 
Do .oDFLTAX 0.352 ALFHAI 10.10F 
XRPF 17.5330D IN 
0.28 PARAETRIC VALUES 
M.CH 5.010 ELVBST 0.090 

ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 





AEDC VA11s3 DAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBO2 11 JUN 71 PAGE 78
Z 
















z -. 1$ 
-. 20
 
I.. . 500 0.501__ ALHA 1.10 	 _______ EF 1.3 0 I 
-7 	 5I
 
C-, _.__ BT 0_ 05 	 Y, RP a BO 0 IN 
I-R 	 1.1915I
 
-312 10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DE4TAZ 
o " 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK "ALPHAB DEGREESVRAMTRIC PADC VALUES 	 REFERENCE NFORMATION 
0.32 BSTFOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 	 REPS 44.4449 50 IN 
0.590 	 ZSLTAX 0.50j ALPHA! 10.100 REEL 13.3330 IN 
4000 ACLBS.00 .00REPS 13.3330 IN
DO0 AC B .O0 °OOXNRP 7.5280 [N 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0,000 YMRP 0 0000 IN 
ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENOC FILE 	 SCALE 0 0055 
AEIJC VAIIS3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8027) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 79
 














- 12 -1 4 - 2 a 2 64a 10 la 
syHeOL DELTAZ
0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.2zs PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:352 B5TPO. 0,OB0 ORBFOW 0*00, REFS 44 444 Sa I N 
D 599; ' LTAX 0.501 ALPHAI 1U.100 REFL 13:5330 1N 
- . 0REFS 13 30 IN
-12 ±0 tH1 - S - 0 2XRP 24280 7 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETAO 0.00 YRP 4 INS00L 

ZMRP 1.1340 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1A1B63 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8027) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 80
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
. ' . I ,I I I I 

















-10 6 4 -2 2 4 6 8 10 l_ 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 .228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0*352 857TCA4 0,000O BFO 0,0651 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 








REFERENCE FIRE SCALE 0.005T5
 
VOOg ,0 .0DXMRP 7.5280 IN
 
AEOC VAIIG33 DAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RT8027) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 1
 




.5 M 52___1 
I-.1
 
. 151 PARAMETRI VALUES- 6810 REFERENCE INFRM 
-1 -1 81 
ALHI 490REL
0.2 031 VI'X- - 2533 
A w. 5 9.5 AACMI _____.__BEA _ AUSRFEEC .01 MR 0000 HOHTO 
n.8 SPW OOO PW 00 RF 444 















.000 . iGrACB .__ STRI PR IMT TO RBTR RT08 11 _ UN 1 1_ 194PAE 






















AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 












SYMBOL DELTAZ0 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB OEGREES
0 .1 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 0.182 BSTFOW C.CouOR PO 0.0O0 REFS 44.4440 SG its 
0.228 	 D LTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI - 4.9GG REFL 13.333U IN 
A LBT 000REFS 13 3350 IN
 
M P 7 5 2 8 0 I N
 0 : 3 5 B M a t h 5 0 0 EL S T O O OX 
a 599 ELVORB U.000 BETA 0.000 	 YHRP 0.Ouna IN
 
10.000 	 ZMRP 1.1940 IN
 
REFERENCE ILC 
 SCALE 	 0.0055
 
AEOC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8028) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 93
 























.00 	 _____ 
-. 02 
-.312 -1 0 8 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 10 ? 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.12U 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 	 REF 44 4440 SO IN 
0.228 ELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI - 4.900 	 REFL 13 3330 INREFE 13 3330 IN
 
0.352 MACH 5.010 LVBST 0.000 XNRP 7 528, IN
 
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YNRF 0 0000 IN 
10.00r 	 ZHRF 1 194& IN 
SCALE 0 0055REFEREtNCE FILE 

AEDC VA1A63 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSO28) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 84
 





















G-12a -10 -a -R 4 -2 2 2 4 6 8 I 12 
SYBL oELAZ 	 BOOSlER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.15± PARANCTRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORATON 
0.182 SSTPOW 0.000 T.00 J 	 REFS 44.4440 INBRPOW 	 1 
0.228 	 PCLTAX - 0.143 ALPHA! - 4°903 REFL 13.3330 IN 
REFS 13.3330 IN 
0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 	 XMRP 7.5280 IN 
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.00U0 IN 
10 000 ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VAI1G3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSG2SJ 11 JUN 71 PAGE 95
 





D- .- I_____ 
IL 
o .0 
- 1 1 -8 -6 -4 - 0 a 4 6 a 0I 
SYMBOL DCLTA7 
0 120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
U.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0*182 B$TPOW 0,000 ORBPOW 17*000 REF$ 44.4440 SO IN 
0.228 -ELTAX -0.143 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 13 3330 IN 
REES 13:3330 IN
 
0:35Z MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 
 xH.P 7 .5280 IN
 0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP O.00oO IN
 





AEGC VA1163 MBAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8029) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 86
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-. -1 - 8 6 - - 2 04 2 4 6 8 10 it 
SYMBOL DELTAT 
. PAAERC BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERF&-CE INFORMATION0 . BSTPOW 0.000 ORBFow 0.000 	 REF 44.4440 SQ INREFL 13.3z30 IN 
0.228 CELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI - 4.900 
REFS 13.3330 IN
 
0 352 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 	 XMRF 7.52aD IN
 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0.0000 IN
 
10.000 	 ZHRP I 1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT80293 11 JUN 71 PAGE 87
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBtTER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
5 I 1 1 1 














-12 -10 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYhBOL VELTAZa.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERE :=: INFOR$ATI ON
 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBFOW 0.000 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.228, 1 LTAX 0.019 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 13.3330 IN 
REFB 13.333a IN
0.352 HACK 5.010 ELVOST 0.00 XHRF 7.5260 IN 







AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8030) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 88
 
- -
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TESt DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 









SYBO OEYI a1 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
a .120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.1si PARAMETRIC VALUES
o .182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.000 	 REFSREFEREOC: INFORMATION44.444D SO IN
 
0.228 -LTAX -0.919 ALFHAI - 4.900 	 REFL 13.3330 IN 




1.000 ELVORB 0.080 BETA 8 Goa 




REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS030) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 39
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.11 _____ _____ _____ 









4 .03 ____ 
Lii
 
o- '.04 _____________ 
ti­
.03 _________ ____ 
.02 _ _ _ __ _ • • 
II 
.01 _____ _____ ____ 






-10 -1 - - 4 -2 0 2 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
6 
DEGREES 
a 10 12 
2 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 B$TPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.00 REFS 44.4440 sQ it, 
0.2 a LTAX - 0 .019 ALPHAI - 4.90U REFL 13 3330 IN 
REF 1.5330 IN 





REFERENCE FILE SCALE u 0055 
AEDC VAI 63,MDAC BOOSTER IN'PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8030) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 30
 











Z 	 . ___5_I 











SCLE G__ 5_REFERN.15FLE 

SYHVOL DELTAZe.12oBOOSTER 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPLIAB DEGREES2 F1ARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCF INFORHAION I 
/ 0.230 DrTA 0.043 ALRHAI - 4.900 	 REFL 13.3330 IN
 
REFS 13o3330 IN
A 0.352 HACH 5.010 EL'.BST 0.000 	 XNRF 7.5280 IN 
10.00 veLVRs 0.000 SETA 0.000 	 yMRP 0.0oo0 IN 
ZNRF 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY T0 ORBITER (RIB031) 11 JUN 71 PAGE C1
 














a -to a 6 -4 a 64 a 10 1 
.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB EGREES
 
0-151 ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.IBZ SSTFW D.OOO ORFOW .000 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN0.228 E LTAX 0.043 ALHAI - 4.900 REFL 13 3330 IN 
0.5 MC 0.0 13 .3330 INELBT .00 EFS0.352~xmgE V .O
1 T 
 RP5280 7AE.. IN 
10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
SAE 005REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1,IG3 MDAC E30OSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80311 11 JUN 71 PAGE 92 
















____ ___ _ 
-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 ) 2 4 6 8 11 12 
SYtISQL OELTAZ 
.NC BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION0 .182 BSTP. 0.0 OREPO4, 0.00 REFS 4444400.043 4,900 RIEFL 13 :333U SO IN0/.228 DELTAX ALPHAL INREPO 13.3330 IN 
0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVBt 01000 X-REF 7.5280 IN 
X0.000 ELVORS D.000 BETA 0.000 YHR: O,.528 INZMRP 1 194'3 INREFERE'C9 FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8031) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 93
 
-- -












______S .05 ___ 
-' 12 - - 6a 4 2 2 4 6 a la 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ ) 0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
G. 51 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENI INFORMATION 
0:.82 B5TF.W 0.000 OrBPOW 0*o10f REFS 44.444U SQ IN 
0.228 ELTAX 0.10f5 ALPHAI - 4.900 6EFL 13.3330 IN 
HRP 13 3.PO IN 
YHRp O7: 8U IN 
0.352 MACH 5.010 E-VBST U.000 
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.110 
10.00 V ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
', REFERENCL FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VA1I 63 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS0323 11 JUN 71 PAGE 94
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
rrri 













-- - 4 -- _ _ _ 0_.- -- D 







0 8 2 S T F O W 
FARAMETRIC 
0 .0 0 
VALUES 
O R SPOW a o o0 R E F S 4 4 .4 4 4 0 s o I N 
/ 
0. C8 
0 .5 9 9 
-LTAX 















0 0 0 
REFL 
Y R P 
13. 3330 
13.3330 
7 . 280 












AEDC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIITY TO RBITER RT8032) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 35
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 















-03 ,.. . . .. . . .L.. . L. .L 	 L L ,L
.12 -10 	 6 ­a 	 4 o 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
V.izo 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC ALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.18Z BSTPOW Q.000 ORSPOW 0 0O REFS 44.444-3 SQ IN 
G.228 ELTAX 	 0.105 ALPHAI - 4.9U0 REFL 13 3350 IN 
MACH 5.010 	 ELVBST 0.000 REFS 13.3330 IN 
REFEENC 7.5eac IN 
0.352 

0r ELVORB 	 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRF IN.599 	 a 0000 

10.00V 	 ZMRP 1.1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8032) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 96
 










Z -. us 
U­
-B1 -1l a 6 -4 2 El 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL CELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0:151 PARAMETRIC VALUES RE ERENCE INFORMATION
0 .J182 BSTPOW 0.000 BPOW Olu R5F$ 44.4440 I IN 
0.2as -:LTAX 0.167 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 13.3330 IN 
0.35Z MACH 5.010 E VBST 0.000 XRPO 13:330 1N
 
10 .000 ELVORB U.Cav BETA O0.00YR .0u I
 





AFDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RTS033) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 97
 









o . -10 -8 6 - 4 -2 a 2 6 a to 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
G.IZO BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 



























AEDC VA1163"MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8033) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 38
 
AEDC VA 1163 IIDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBE5 
I 
.11C VA_____113 	 ADORIERTSTDTAA __CBOSE MC NBE 















- .03 -10___ a - - -a0 




.120 	 BOEISTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALHAB DEGREES
 
0 11 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENrE INFORMATION 
0.18,2 9STPOW 0.000O 8POW O.uOO REFS 44.444 SQ IN 
D.ZZ8 'ELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 13. 533 IM. 
13330
.02LVBST 0.5 AH 500REFB0. O 	 XMRP 7:52as ININ
 
10.000 	 CLVORB 0.000 BETA O.DoB YHRP 04000O IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 INREFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0.0055
 
AEC VA 113 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIAITY TO ORBITER CRT8033 11 JUN PGE 99 
AEDOC VA i183 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
1 "1 
.25 -_ ___ _ _ _ --­
.15 













-12L~ -10 - 8 -6 - 4 ~ 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMOLCETA BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0 0.12 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBFOW 0.000 REFS 44.4410 So IN 

























D00 55 IN 
AEOC VA1153 MBAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8O34) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 100 














10 Z4 66 -4 2 2
-'I ET .10 -a 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
2 .IZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
U.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.18? BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0 REFS'D 44.4445 S IN 
0.228 r-LTAX 0.228 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 13.3330 IN 
0.352 MACH 5.00 E:VST 0.00 REB 13.3330 IN 
A.CVI ELVOR BER P OII O. IN0.00 IN Ta ORo 
 1940ZHRF 10. 05 INCALE 

REFERE C E FILE 

JUN 71 PAGE 101
AEDC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8034] 11 

42 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
























-10 -8 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, AI.PHAB DEGREES 
8 10 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.00a ORSPOW 0.0E REFS ., 4440 SO IN 






0.352la goo JACHELVORB 5:0±00.000 ELVBSTBETA 0:000.000 MRPYMRP 
O75U
U.Suag INin 
ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0:0055 
'AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8034) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 102
 
12 



















1.20 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
U Is 0.000 	 INFORMATION.. B.TOW FARAMETRICORBPOWVALUES 0.0OO 	 REFERENCE151 	 REFS 44.4440 S IN
 
0.228 DELTAx 0.352 ALFHAI - 4.9bU 	 REFL 1 .3330 IN 
0352 	 14&CH 5.010 ELVBST O.Dob REFS 13o3330 in
 
XMRP 7°5280 IN
0..Dan0 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 
 YHRP D.OO000 1 
ZMRP 1.19.n IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8035) It JUN 71 PAGE 103
 









-. 4. ____ 
SA 
.'12 - 10 -- a 6 - 4 - 0 4 6 8 10 12 SYMBOL 
 Q6LTAZ

.12Z BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTFOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.000 RFS A 4440 M SQ IN
iFL 13.333, IN0.228 DELTAX 0.352 ALPHAI - 4900 
RE5S 13 3330 IN7 .528




YMRP 0 0O0O IN 
ZMRP I 194U IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE INOU5s
 




AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBUR b 
.12 























o.1zo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE iNFORMATI ON
 
0:182 asTrow 0.000 QR~pow/ 0.000 REFS 40.4440 SQ IN 
/ 0.28 DELTAX 0.352 ALFH.1 - 4.900 BEFL 13.333C IN 
-FB 13. 330 IN
 
352 C H 5.010 ELVB$T U.090 
 XmRP 7.5280 IN
 
- :a 0. BETA 0.000 _LVORD a .0000 
Z.RP 1 194G IN 
REFERENCE FILE A FL D55 SCALE 









AEOC V.A 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 




























-1 0--4 6 -2 0 a 4 6 8 10 12 
PYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.00 REFS 4,.4440 So iN 
a.228 PELTAY 0.522 ALPHAI - 4.9U0 REFL 13.S33C IN 
I 7:50 IN0.352 '*CH 5.010 ELVBST 0.0o00HRP 0 .599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA U.000 YHRP 0.0Do IN 







AEDC VlI3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT036) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 106
 













-. 22 -10 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 la 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
S.1MO BDt03TER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S0.151 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTPOW .000 ORSFOW 0.00 
 REFS '..444C S3 IN
 
0.228 DELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 13.333U IN
 
0.352 AC 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 REFS 13.3330 IN
 
REFRENC F7L
0.509 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 ::::E a.00,aYNRF ININ
 
10.*00 ZNRP 1.194U IN
 
SCALE 0.0055
REFERE CE FILE 

AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8036) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 107
 


























-1a - 8 
.C010.05 










8 10 12 
/x 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,1820.2 8 OSTPO,ELTAX 0,0000.522 ORBPOALFHAI - 0,0004.9CO REFSREFL 44.444013 3330 SQ ININ 







0G.0BB ZHRP 1 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SNALEMATION IN 
G3MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT803G)
AEOC VA1i3 11 JUN 71 PAGE 108
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
*25 
_____ 




. 05 0 5 E_ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I 
SYBO B TA 
















3 0 I 
LJ 0 0El5 0 REEEC IESAEAAERC AUSRFRNC .05 NOMTO 
) .15 b 
____1_94_I 
SYMBOL DELA BROTERANLENF TTAK.ALLHA DGESAE DQ 
AEDC VA MOHAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8037) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 109 























-'[12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 2 4 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
a).i2o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
01 BSTPOW4 50.000 ORSPOW 10o.UbO REFP, .4440 Sa IN 
0.162 ELTAX - 0.391 ALFHAI 0.005 REFL 1535330 IN 
.3REFS 13333 IN








AEOC VA11.S3-MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8037) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 110
 












.03 10 a6 - - 4 - a a 4 3 8 10 le 
SYMBOL OELTA2
 
..az BOOSTER.ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
,I BTPO 50.00 ORBPOW 100.6ou REFS 44.4440 SQ IN
.0 BeOLTAX 
- 391 
 ALPHAI 0.06r, 
25.XHRP REF 133330 IN0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA iO.000 7O.ELT80 NYRP D.440 IN 




AEFC VA1I13 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBO37) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 111
 
10. 0 REFERENCE FILE 






Z -.05 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.060 YMRP a_____L] 











- 3--1..J..-L-.. 44...- LW..-4 - 0 4681 1 
SYNSOL DELTAZ
2 0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
10.11 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
50.00 TO.I0
0.182 BSTFOW PROFOX REF$ 44,444bJ S1J IN0.22" ICELTAX - 0.143 ALENAI n.ooo REEL 13 3330 IN 
O.$52 a;ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XNRP 7 52$0 IN 
Dg ZRF 1 5350 IN
 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SAE 005
 
AEDC VAUSI3 2 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CR18038) I-1 JUN 71 PAGE 112
 








-1 -8 6 -4 -2 0 4 	 8a 1a 
SYMBOL OCLTIZ
 
.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O:ISZ 8STPOF 50*000 ORBFOW 100,000 REFS 44 44[3 sa I N 
_ ELTAX AL-HAI 	 REFLa.2z 0 .143 0.10D 	 13.3330 IN 
0.352 	 MA. 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 REFB 13.3330 IN 
XMRP 7.5280 1N 
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP D.OG IN 
a 9D8 ZMRP 1:1940 1 N 
10:0D0 REFERENCE FILE SCALE a .0055 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER £RT8038) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 113
 
.04 












-12= -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 02 4 6 810 12 
SYBOL OLTAZ 
.120, BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
O.i51082 asTPON FARAHETRIC VALUESso000 ORBFOW lao.o0 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS 44.444.0 SQ IN 
0.228 VILTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13330 IN 
/ 0 5 9 9 EL V O R S 
.52 MC5.1LBT 
0.55 
. 0 0 0 B E T A 
BOaREFS 
D. 
. 0 0 0 
XM pAC H5280
Y R P 
13.3330 
7.1LBS 




0.90810.004 REFERENCE FILE ZMRFSCALE 1.19409.0055 IN 
AEOC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8O3B) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 14
 
_ _ 



















-312SYMBOL OELIAZ -10 .. 
02 4 10 
0..12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:102 BSTPOM 50*000 O OO 300,000 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.228 OF-TAX - 0.019 ALFHAI 0.O00 REFL 13.3330 IN 
0.35Z MACH 5.010 ELVS$T O.OGU REFS XHRP 13o3330 7 .5289 1 , iN 
, .599 ELV OR .0O 0 E TA 0.000 Y RP c . G00 IN 
a* ZMRP 1o1940 IN 
1.00 REFERENCE tILE SCALE 0.UO55 
AEOC VA1163 MBAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8039) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 115
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'TX 0.U - 0.1 LHI D5Q 

REB 13i 0 I
 
L-5 iH 5.1 LBT .O 
 HP .Z0 I









AoC.o 13 D BOSEIR______ OBIE RT 09] I UN7 AG I 
0 ODG RFRNEF ESAE 




AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUNBER 5
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Z -10 -- 4 -2 4 1 
WYHOL DELTAZ 
.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
REFL 13 5330 IN
0.228 DELTAX - 0.019 ACPHAI 0.000 
.EF0 13.5330 IN
 
0.3512 M _H 5.010 ECVOST 0.000 XRP IN
7:5280 
n 599 ELVOR S 0.000 BETA . a0a Y R r 0 .0000 1 , 
0.9De ZHRP 1.1940 IN
20.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80393 ii JUN 71 PAGE 117
 














_3.120 -in -a 6 -4 - 2 4a10 l 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
S .. j2o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 .151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
0 leZ SSTFOW 50.00o ORSPOW 100.00, RLFS '4.4440 so IN 
G:ZZ " VELTAX 0.04E LFHAI 0.000 REFL 13 3330 IN 
032 1CLUT .1 G00REFB 13:3330 1 N 0o5C 50 ELBTI .D X4RP 7 .5280 IN
 
La.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.0599 IN
 






AEDC VA1163"MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8040) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 118
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITERTEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5




















 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
DEGREES
2 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERCNCE INFORMATION
 
o O.1SS BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 1on.aoo 	 REFS 44.4440 So IN 
0.228 	 DELTAX 0.04Z ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.3330 IN
 
RREF5 
 15 3330 IN
 0.352 M.CH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XRP 7520 IN
 







AEDC VA1I13 MDAC ROOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8040) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 1iS
 
-AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
< 	 I 
















.03 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a to 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 'PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENC INFORMATION 
0o18Z BSTPOW 50.009 RBFOW loo.ous REFS 44.4440 So IN 





ts o352 MACH 5°010 ELVBST 0.000 XMP 13.3330 1N 
1.BO ELVORS .0 ET .0 YmRP G.Doao IN 
B.120 
ZMRF 1 1940 IN
REFERENC FILE 	 SCALE 00955
 
AEDC VAIG3MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ART8040) PAGE
It JUN 71 	 120
 





















- -. 15 
C-
S -10 -8 -6 4 -2 a 2 4 5 0 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.120SU.IS BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB PARAMETRIC VALUES DEGREES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















0136: HAH 5.010 ELVOST 0.00 REFS 1 3330 IN 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 XMRYH P 7.280a DOUG IN 
a SOS ZMRP 1:1940 N 
0.000, PEFERENCE rIL5 SCALE ,0055 
AEDC VAIIS3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8041) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 121
 













-. 4 II 




4 -4 _-____- a 10_ 19 
5YMBOL OELTAZ
 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.102 BSTFOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 RErS 4# '440 SQ IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.104 A.PHAI o.0ou REFL 13 3330 IN 
0.352 MA H 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XMRPREFS 13.333U7.5280 IN1 N 
0.599 EUVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 yMRp 0.0000 IN
 
0908 ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
10.000 'REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDOC VAI1'S3.MDAC'BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8041) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 122
 















--6 4 -2 0 4 6 8 10 12 
SY1B40 DELTAZ 

0.120 BOOSTER AANGLEEr OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW oo.000 
 REFS 4,.4440 S0 IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 0.000 
 RLFL 13.3330 IN
 
0.352 M4CH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 REFS 133330 IN
 
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA U.000 XRP 75Z80 N
YHRP 0 . ODU I N 
OS8ZHRP 1 1940 IN 
$000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE a 0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80411 11 JUN 71 PAGE 123 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.25 
.20 ____ ___ _ 




-. 20 ____Zf 
UECVIG OCBOTRI RXMT OOBTR[T02 1U 1 PG ~ 
-°-10 B -6 -4 - 02 4 6 8 012 
SYMBOL OCLTAZ 




0o182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 so it­
/ 0.228 DFLTAX 0.166 ALPHAI .O00 REFL 153330 IN
 
0-151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
13o5330 IN
 
In 35 H 

.52 MCLBT .1 .00REFB 
 P .O 

1000 ELVORB S.000 BETA D000 YMRP a DODO IN
 
ZMRF 1 1940 IN
 




con X R° 7LBS5280 IN
 
--









-. 2 -2 6 4 - 0 2 z 8 10 
SYMBOL VELTAZ 
0120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0:151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.12 BSTFOW 50-00a ORBPOW In000O REFS 4*.4440 $a IN 
0(.220 DELTAX 0.166 LFHAI 0.000 REFL I153330 IN 







SD.000 ELVORB DUou BE(A 0.000 YARp O°oOpa IN 
ZHRP 1 1940 IN 
$CALE a 0055 




AEDC VA 1-163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 











-1 -10 -a 6 -4 -2 0 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
A .151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a isz BSTPOW 50.000 ORBFOW I00.0013 REFS -' 4440 SQ IN 






0.352 CH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 7 5280 IN 
ID.Doo ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 9.0DUD IN 
ZmRP 194b IN 
SCALE 0.OU55 
AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS0421 11 JUN 71 PAGE 126
 












-. 12 -10 - 8 -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 8 1 1 
SYMBOL OCLTAZ
 
a.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
1:151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEPEU]CE INFORMATION 
0.13Z BSTPOW 50.000 MOPOW 100.005 REFS - .4440 so IN 
0[.228 VELTAX 0.226 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.3330
.05 A 510REFS  ININ 
0.32 AH O.DOXHRP 7.5280 IN
ELBS .gl 

, 0 .599 L VORB D. 000 BETA 0 .990 ..R.p a Coc IN, 
a.0 ZMRP 1.1940 IN
 
10:9"08 REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE a .0a55 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8043) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 17
 

















-1 -8 - 4 -2 0 2 4 
BOOSTER ANGLF OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
6 
DEGREES 
8 10 12 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENr7 INFORMATION 
0.182 STPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 so IN 
.z28a f .LTAX 0.228 ALPHAI 0.000 REFLREFB 13.33335 3350 IN 
0.352 HACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 R 7.3330 IN 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF 0.0000 IN 
0.908 ZHRP 1.1940 IN 
10.000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 00055 
LA
AEDC VAI1 1G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8043] 11 JUN 71 PAGE 128
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 















-01 -10 - 6 4 -E O 4 6 a to 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZS.LZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.11 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATIN
 
0:182 85TFOW 50*000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 SO IN 
0.228 ELTAX 0.228 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 13.3330 IN

REFB 13 3330 IN
 
0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 3.0o0 XMRr 7.5280 IN
 
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 
 YMRF 0 .000 IN
 
0.908 ZMRF 1.1940 IN
 
10:.00 REFERENCC FILE 
 SCALE O.O055
 
AEDC VAI 163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8043) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 129
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
*20 
0I I I ..---I.I .I 
C-) 







- -12 -1 6 4 - 0 2 4 6 8 la 12 
SYMBOL UELTAZ 






REFS 44.444' so IN 
02.8 EnLTAX 0.351 ALPHAI O.UbU REFL 13 3330 IN 





0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA .000 THRP 0.0000 IN 
.0 ZMRF 1140 IN 
10o9000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0°0055 
AEDC VAIzI,63 rMDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER IRT8044) lI!JUN 71 PAGE 130 
z I 


























hEFS ---.444C Q IN 




















f 0.908U. " REFERENCE FILE ZMRPSCALE 1o194UIOS5L IN 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80443 11 JUN 71 PAGE 131
 
____ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 













_ . 03 
____ 




-. 01 - __ 
I 
12 -10 -a -6 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
O.ite SSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS '.4440 SQ IN 
0.226,00.352 DELTAX CH 0.351 5.010 ALPHAI ELVSST 0.00 0.000 REFL XRP 13.3330 7.5280 IN IN 
0.599 ELVORO 0.000 BErA 0.000 YNRP 0.0010 IN 
0 go8 






AEDC VAIS3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8044) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 132
 
______ 











U]I 0 ____ __ 
z 
I- -. 15 
-
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
0­
-12 10t -­ - 4 2 0 2 4 G 8 10 l2 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
a' 120 BOdSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
























09 ZHRP I .1940 IN 
10o000 REFERENCE FILE SCALE a.0055 
AEDC VAI163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8045 11-JUN 71 PAGE 133
 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 











, .. _ _ . . ._ .i ._ ._ . . . .. 
- 6 -4 - 2 2 4 6 111 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.Io BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENC7 INFORMATION 
0.102 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100 001 REFS 44.4440 So IN 
0.22 , D-LTAX 0.522 ALPHAI U.1306 13 3330 IN 
XMRP 7.5200 IN 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 Y.RF 0 0000 IN 
0.900 ZHRP 1.1940 IN 
1:.000 REFERENCE FILE S AL 0.0055 




AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
I I I IIj 	 I' 
" 	 ­




















-10 -8 - 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 ±2 
a.120 B3STER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTFOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.0,0 REFS - 4440 S% IN 
U.226 DELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.333 IN 
0.352 ACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 REPS 13.3330 IN 
0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
a ZNRF 1.IS4U IN 
EV1600 3 REFERENC FILE SCALE 00055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT80451 11 UN 71 PAGE 135
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 

















Z 	 -. 05 
12 - a 6 -4 -2 2 4 6 10 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
S 	 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACr%, AL PHAG DEGREES 
0*1 82 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONZ .228 BSTPOW 50.000 ORPOW 100.BU0 	 REFS 44 4440 so IN 




0.599 IACH 5 010 ELVBST U.Bas XRF 7 .528 0 IN 






AEDC VAII63rMDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8046) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 13G
 











.- 0.1 PAA-RCVLE ______ EEE N A 
,:ZZ BSTPOW MUD ORPOW 10B.GoO REFS . 4440 SQ IN 
0.352 DELTAX - 0.390 ALPHAI 5.100 REEL 13 3330 IN 
EFB 13:333S 1NAC .00 0.0EVBTEOI .OOXHRP
/ 0.99 AC EVBT 7 .5280 IN 
10:090 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRP O.0000 IN 
IN1 1940ZRP
SCALE 0°0055REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8O46) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 137
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 












-~ .03 	 ____ 
.02 	 ____ 
.01 
.002____ 




- 0 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 

0.182 	 PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.ZZS 5STPOW 50.00 ORBPOW 100.00o REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.352 DELTAX - 0.390 ALFHAI 5.105 	 REFL
.200SE SPW 	 13.3330.3  ININU 
REFBELVBST 0.0000.599 UMCH 5.010SXNRF 	 7.5280 !N 
10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP a 000G IN 





AEDC VA113.MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8046) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 1?8 

















I. 0 J-.- i.- L .. . L .. L .. L . ... . . . . L, L . .. .. L . . . . L . . 4 .. i C 4 4 ... ... t. L L .. L .. 4 L J - L . .. L .C f l . 4..J.  I 

.2 -10 -8 -9 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 
 10 12SYMBOL DELTAZA 0.15 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.102 PEARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCV INFORMATION
0.228 BSTPOW 50.000 OREPOW 100.000 
 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN
 
o.35 r:LTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 13.303 IN
 
0.599 MACH 5.010 ELVSST OoOua 













AFDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8047) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 139
 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 








- F, , , Ji I .t . . .. i p t o . 
-.612 -10 a-8 - 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
A .151 ' BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0*182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.2za BSTFOW 50.000 ORSPOW 109.300 REFS .4.4440 SO IM
 
0*352 OCLTAX 0,143 ALPHAI 5 100 REP, 13.33JU IN
 
.59 MC . .00REF5 
 13.3330 IN
a LBT
0.595.10AC ELBST GoQDXHRP 7 5280 IN
 
10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP a .0000 IN1RP Z 1 1940 IN
 
SCALE 0 0055




AEDC VA1,3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER {RT8047) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 140 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.12 ,_ ._ , I I , , 
__ _ __ _ I _ _I 
_ _ _ I II I .	 















o 2 - 4 2 2 4 6 a is 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
A .151 	 BOCSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S 0,182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
E] D.eZ8 ESSPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.005 REFS 4- 4440 so in 
V, .:352 DELTAX -0.143 ALFHAI 5.100 REFL 13.3336 IN 
REFB 13.63330 IN
 
. 0 2 9 1 C " $Palo LVBST .D0o 	 X R P 7.5280 IN 
10.000 	 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.0O0 YHRP 0.OOOO IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 INREFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 00,55
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER LRT8047B 11 JUN 71 PAGE 141
 





















.3012 -10 a 6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
A O.sl BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 SSTFOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.l0t REFS 44.4440 SQ ItN
 
0.352 CELTAX 0.019 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 13.3330 IN
 
0 .130  A CH 5 .010 E L VBS T 0 000 
 R F 5 2 805 IN
 
A' RP 73.330 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 B PTA TO0RBI T U YERP O1 INZHRP I 1S413 IN
 
REFERENC ILC 
 SCALE 0 0055
 
AEDC VAI11G3' DAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT O)4RI 11 JUN 7,1 PArF 142
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.5~ 






--2 -10 a 6 4 - 2 0 4 	 a 160 
SYMBOL DELTAZ

A Gis 	 BOCSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0:182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.29a BSTPOW 50.00aORSFBOW ID0*UD 	 REFS 44.444F so 1%
 
R .352 r LTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI 5 i u 	 REFL 13.3330 IN 
IS= 	 MC .1 LBT ODoREFS 13 333U IN
 
10o00 HAC ODDXHRP IN
ELBST 561D 7.5280 




REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0,005 , 
ZHRP 

AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8048) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 143 












-01 2 -to - 8 -6 -4 - 2 a a 4 6 a 10 12 
MMBOL DELTAZ
 
A 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONW 
la n228 BSTFOW 50.000 CMBFOW ina.000 REFS 44.444J $0 =N 
0.352 	 'ELTAX - o°ui9 ALFHAI 5.1DD REFL 13.5333U IN 
/ REFS 13.3330 1NXHRP 7:5280 1 N5.010 D.000 

ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0 GOU3 IN
 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN
 
, REFERENCE FILE 





AEDC VAI,10G MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8048) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 1444 
uL I 
















j .10 . 0 AACH__ 5.___1_ EL SS 	 ____R FS_1_3 0 I 
-. 2 




zE£E FL 	 S O S
 
ZM- 1.19D I
AEI V1S DCBOTRI RXMT T RIE RB4) 1 	 U 1 PG 4
 
Li-2 VA1163 M 0 IN PR O TO O R41 	 7 10550. B 

D. RFERNC FILE RI 	 SCALREeNE D NFORsAs O
 











-12 -10 a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 	 12 
SYMBOL 	 DELTAZ
 
A 0.15± 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 	 BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
dELTAX ALFHAI.352- 0.043 5.100 	 REFL 13 3330 IN 
AL 
 13.3350 IN
10.000 M.CN 5.010 ELVSST 0.000 	 REFB XMRF 7.5280 INELVORB r.000 BETA 0.000 	 Y.4RP a0 O0DC in 




AEDC VA1t63,MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8049) 11 JUN 73 PAGE 1AS
 
_ _ 
















Ci ~ -- 4 2 4 _912 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
A o.i 1 BOUSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 0.228 BST FOW 50. 00 OB FO 1 0. 000 REF S 44 .444 0 SQ I Nl 
R .352 DELTAX 0.043 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 13 3330 IN
.0REFB 

0.000 XMRP .528a IN
 
ELVOR- . 000 BE TA . 00 yHR p. D ou N 
Z-R2 10 IN 
REFERENCE FALE SCALE N A0055 
AE0C VA11 3 DAC BOOSTER IN PROXIITY TO ORBITER CRTBO4) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 1I7
 




















-.05 ,,T a _4_ a6 	 1 1II 
C-.3
 
a- -99 . - - 4 .




A 0.1± 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORATION
 
0.22$ 63tOAOW$STPOW 50.000 0I.000 	 REF 44.4440 50 I
 
0.352 	 P'LTAX 0.105 ALPHA! 5.100RFL 1, 30 I
 
059 ACEVST .00REFB 13.3330
5.1 	 IN
 
0.9 500 HC LBS .OOXMRF 	 7 53B0 ZN
 
ZMRP 1.1940 	 IN
 
-. REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 04.055
 
AEOC VA1IS3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8050) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 119
 
___ 
_ _ _ _ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 









2 - 6 - 4 a a 4 __ 6 E1a 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ

A 0.151 BOV)S7ER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0:35.199 -joTA - PARAMETRIC,o 1 -sHAVALUES 5.4 0 REFSREFERENCE INFORMATION 1 0 IN 
0.2za BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 1O0o0.0 REFS 44.4440 SQ 114 
-EFL 13 3330 IN0 2599 SASH 5.010 ELVST 1.000 RF 4.44 0 IN
 
XRF ±3.5330 IN 
FOro 13.33 INELVORE 5.010 BTA Y3RP 0a0u 
0 ZHRP 1.1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE a 0055
 
AEOC VA1l63 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB050) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 119
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TESTDATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 














SYMBOLA DELTAZ o.isl ,a6461 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES 
0$2 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 2 a 8 S TP OW 
0.35o DELTAX 
.REF 
SO . 0 0 0 
S.105 
OR P O W 
ALFHAI 
1 0. 0 0 0 
5.t __ 
R F SREFL 4 ' 4 4 4 0 13 333U 
13 3330 
S o ININ 
IN 
.0 0BAED 0.59 H *01ELBS B°DOXRP ELVORB .00 BETA .000VA163MDBOSTR I BOST ANGL ORBFEATTCK,85ALHA YRPDEGREESGE 7,5e8sa eo0 ININ15 
REFERENCE FILE ZMRPSCALE 1.194Za 0 55 IN 
12 -10 -S 4 -2 0 2 1A 10 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUfMltK Z ­

















-Z 12 -to a 6 -4 -2 13 2 4 1
 
SYMBOL VELTAZ
A U.151 	 BObSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
v0.22ISZ8 USTPOW PARAMETRIC VALUES RBFOW 	 REFS 44,.444D S50.ItO 100001 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION IN
 
0.352 	 DELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 1.,5339 IN
 
1000 EYSTCH 500 UOUREFS 
 13 3330 N
 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.900 rMRP 0 1a 0 IN 
ZMRP 1.1949 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8051) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 151 
AEDC VA 1183 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBK
 
_ _ 	 F _I _ 
.4 ­







-- 8 -6 -2 	 4 6 a 11 12 
SYMBOL PELTAZ
 
.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0o1Ba PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE, INFORMATION 
/ 0.228 BSTFOW 50.000 ORSPOW 100.000 REFS 44 4440 so IN 
0.352f DELTAX 0.167 ALPMAI 5.100 	 REFL 153 3350 IN 
REFB 15.53330 IN10.050 Mf-H 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 	 xMK n
i.28 

ELVORS 0.000 BETA U aou YHRP 0 0000 IN
 






AEOC VA1163 DAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBI1TER CRTB051) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 152
 





















02 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 z 4 6 a a 1 
.01 _____LTAZ 
A, 0.151 BOM'TER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
Go1Sz PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATI ON 
i 0.228 BSTPOW 50.000 ORDPOW 100.000 REFS 44 4440 so IN 
0.352 DELTAX 0.167 ALPRAI 5.100 REFL . a33 IN 
0.000O PACH 5.D10 ELVBST U.a00 RHEP 1328330 1N 
.LVOR 0 000 ETA .000 Y MEP 0.0000 N 
-. R0 1 1941 IN 
REFERENCE FALE SCALE RTDN55 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8051) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 153
 
-2 
AEOC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
*.30 i-r-r -1----r -r-rr -r---t- rr-t- tr-1 ?t-r-	 JI tl 
*20______ 	 ______ ____ 
LL .10 
u) 
.15 ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
Z 
zI 
- .30 . .. , , . . l .,_., ._ .l . . . _. . 
-' 1 10 -a 6 -4 - 02 46 1 
SYMBOLA OELTAZ0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
u s ARAMETRIC VALUES 
F*B 	 REFERENCF INFORMATION
 
O.228 SSTPOW 50.000 osePOW 10o.000 	 REFS 44.4440 SG IN
 
0.352, V 0.228 ALPHAI 5.100 	 REFL 13 33350 IN
PLTAX 

1000 LBSAC .00 
 13.3330 IN
.06REFS
Do O ELBSTHAC 5020D.DDXHRP 	 7.52SO IN
 







AEOC VA1II, 3MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80521 11 JUN 71 PAGE 154 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 









-ilzI -1O 	 - - 6 -4 -2 2 4 z 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
, 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPIABA .	 DEGREES
 
0 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCF INF__ATION 
0.228 OSTPOW 50.000 Bpow o.0.00 	 REFS 44.4440 so IN 
, 	,352 Or'-TAX P.Zza ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 13.5330 IN 
2050 ACLPS .00 .00REFO 15:3330 IN 
IODO HCH 5,1 .OOXMRP 	 IN
EVBT 7 .5280 




 SCALE a 0055
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80523 11 JUN 71 PAGE 1v5
 
_ _ 

















_ _ _ _ _ 






- 12 -1 0 -- a - 4 - 2 a a 4 6 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
A 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 	 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBFOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 So IN
 
REFL 13.3530 IN
0.352' OF'TAX / 0228 ALFHAI 5.100 
13.3330 IN 
Ix 1000:  A ELBS .DuREFB 
100 HACK 5.010 ELVOST 0.00XHRP 7 5280 :N
 
ELVORS G.000 BETA 0.00 YHRP 0.o00 IN
 





AEOC VAII3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8052) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 1t6
 
__ __ 












6 -4 -2 a
-°312 -ID a SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAS DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.226 BSTOW 50 000 ORSOW 100,000 REFS 44.444C SQ 1i4 
0.352 [ LTAX 0.352 ALPHAI 5,100 REFL 13.3330 1N 
1333 30 ;N
1 .00 MCHLVS5UI OOUREFSZD°DO M~t 501 XMRP 7:5260 IN
ELS T O*O 








AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8053) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 157 
.EOC VA 1163 MDAC BObSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
_














0 182 PARAETRIC VALUES S G 1 0RE F S 4 4 4 44 0 
0 .228 T B$TPOW 5 0 .0 0D OR PO W 1 0 .0 0 0 
 IN 
R °552 CELTAX . 52 A FHAI 5.1 0 1 .33 3U IN 
IDBo hRM5.1 EFST a8u RP 7.528 0 IN 
REFL 13 3 z5D 
O. OX
CD*ODE V88GH .DQ 

RP, . u , C I N 
E LVOR B 0 0 0 0 B E T A . 0 0 0 

ZMRF 1o1940 IN
S A E 0 0 5

WFER NCE F LE 
 11JUN 71 PAGE 18
 
















.02 -10 a 6 -4 a 2 4 6 8 IQ X 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
OLaz PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O,2es BSTPOW 50.000 OFU3POW 100.O00 RLF$ -.°4440 so IN
 
a 552 DELTAX 0.352 ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 13.333U IN
o:3003 CH ,/REFS5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMRF 15 3330 IN
7:528 1  
CLVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 
 YMRP a.Duu IN 
ZmRP 1.1940 in 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE D.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB053] 11 JUN 71 PAGE 199
 
















IiI RaEE FL SAE DG5
 




0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 5O.DDo OREFOW loonob 	 REFS 44.4445 $G IN
 
0.352 	 ELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI 5.160 REFL 13 55330 IN
 
.59 MCLET .i .00REFB 
 133330 IN
 / D.95DD HCLBS .DXHR 	 P 7 .528 IN 
10.005 ELVORS 0.0as BET. 0.000 	 YHRP a ._O_ IN 















_,__ _ l- . , 
-.4 
- 2 -1 1 - --4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL CELTAZ
 
a'.5I BOCSTER ANGLE OF ATTACh. ALPHAB OEGREES 
ao.1z PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 BSTPOW 50.000 OROFOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 S 4F
 
0.352 OELTAX .522 ALPHA! 5:100B EFL 13 3330 IN
 
0.599 P.CH 5.010 ELVDST 0.00O R7F .75280 IN
 
10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 
 YMRP 0 0o0 IN
ZHEP 1.1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8054) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 1H1
 























S. . . TFI . I______ 
.0 12 -0 -8 -6 -4 -2 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
B.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0*102 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
B.Z28 BSTPOW 5O°000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS -. 4440 $a IN 
0.352 DELTAX 0.52Z ALPHAI 5.100 REFL 13 333U IN 
.99 
10.000AED 
AA 510 L8T .00REFB 
0.99 . HELST 5.10 .DDXHRP 
ELVORB 0.000 BE TA .000VA163MDBOSTR I BOST ANGL OFBTEATTACK. AL ) 
15:3330 
7 .5280 




REFERENCE FILE Z"RPSCALE I o19400.0055 IN 





AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
_






















SYMBOL DELTAZ0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 





5 0.000 OR POW lOO.000 
- 0.391 ALPHA I 1 0.109 
to00 C .1LBT 000RMFB 











ELVORS 0.1008 BETA 0.000 YMRP 9.000a IN 
DATA MIST. CDE H _55 
ZRPSCALE 11940U__ 
IN 
AE0C VAIIG3 AC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 11 JUN 71 RRT8055CPAGE I3 
*EDC 
 VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER ,ANO ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 













-612 -- 4- - 2 02 40 L . . 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0 .182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
D.ZE FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTFOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.0no 	 RLF$ 4440 SO IN 
0.599 	 VELTAX - .391 ALFHAI 10.ILU REFL 13.3330 IN 
1000 CL8T .1 0BBREFS 13 3330 IN
 10o00ELBST,C 5010O O0XMRF 7°5280 IN
 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0005 IN
 




BAAMIT COE MSCALE 
AEDC VA11-63 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 'CRT8055) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 194
 
- -
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
. . .... ... 
12 























0.182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAPETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENC INFORMATION 
0.352 	 BSTOW - 50.000 OBFOW s0.100 REFS 44.4440 so IN 




aoO MACH 5.010 EL ST 0.101) XHRP T75280 IN 
LVOR3 0.000 BETA .MRP 000 INNI 194 D
ZHR F
SCALE 0:0055 
ATA HIS . COE N 
AEOC VA163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RT8055) II JUNt71 PAGE IG5 
- -
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
Ts I I I . I r I 













-12n -10 --8 -6 -4 -20 4 6 a la 12 
SYMBOL CELTAZ 
v.Z 	 BOOSlER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 	 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBFOW loo.ouc REFS 44.4440 so IN
 
REFL 13 3330 IN
 
XMR 7.5330 1 ' 













AEOC VAII1G3,MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8OSG) 11 JUN 71 PAGE ISG
 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 








-4 2 4 6 a so 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
a- 182e BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACh, ALPHAB DEGREES 
.."a8 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 OSTPOW4 50.010Q ORBPOW 100.000 REFS e 4440 SO IN 
01 DELTAX ALFHAI REFL IND599 -0.143 10,100 13.333a 
REFB 13 3330 IN10,UGO F. CH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 7:5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP u . BUD IN 
ZMRP I .19,40 1 N 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE a .0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PRO]XIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8056) 11 JUN 71 PAG 197
 
____ 




















-0 12 -10 	 - -6 6 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
0.182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTAC:', ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.35 BST0W 55,000 ORBPOW 100.0C0 	 RrFS * 4440 52 IN 
0.599 	 DELTAX - 0.143 ALFHAI 19.100 REFL 13.333G IN 
10000goEFB 13:3330 IN
 
ELVBST 0 	 R 7 5280 IN 
ELVORS O.Oo BETA O.OD YNRF 0 Ou00 IN 
iNRp 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0 a055
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI1,G3MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8056) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 1G8
 































VA1163 MBOBOO BOOSTERCANGLE ATA.. LHA 
VALUES IT TOOEFERRENC7 
TERINNGLET T ORBITRCRTBALPA 
1 
SCALDGRE 






- -  -
.6F AEDC VA .1163...MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER t " III1311 .... ...1j . ...
 









-. .__09_.0___.__ 33 ___ IN_
 




- .1 ____~__ _4 1i N__#________ 
_______ I-. 3 0.iaBOTRAGEOPATC.APAHERS14 
PARAETRCVLE
Q.2 REFEREN AAETI RCAEFERNC.IFMAIO
FIL FCALEAT0C5AUSREFERENCE 

AE :3AIS3BTDAC -BOO00TER INPOXIMTYT0ORITE00T85 1FFU 71444E 170I
ACVA135 MDA BOTO STE IN0 POXMITY00 TOF ORBTE CRT057 11 JU 1 AEN7
 



































0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0.352 BSTFOW 50.000 oR.POW 160.600 REFS 44 4440 So IN 
10.000 -ELTAX50019 ALPAI l0.iou RFLREFBXMRP 
7 5230ia.35307 5280 
INININ 
ELVORS 0.00 BETA 0.00u0 Y0RP 0130 IN 
Z tRPI1,94C IN 
SCALE U.D55 
AEOC VA1G3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80573 11 JU4 71 PAGE 171
 
12 



















a ,i82 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES REFERENCE INFORATIONOZ8 - ARAETRIC VALUES 
0.352 5STPOW SO.13DO OBPOW IOU BOB RLFS - 444a so 11 
10.0,l 61ELTAX 0.043 ALPHA] 10.100 REFL 13.333U IN
 
REFB 13,3330 IN1 NACH 5.010 ELVOST S.000 7 5280
XR0 

ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 
 YMRP 0:o0's IN,
 





AEDC VA1,S3MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8OSB) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 172
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 \ 










- .1 	 __---___ ....0 
.8111 -1 .-8 -4 	 02 
-.4EFB ____N 
- .2 _ARERICVAUEREERNC _ NFORMATION 
-. 5 	 __ _ 
±I i -s -VT4 2 a 2 4 4 8 	 0 N2 
SYMOL 	 TELTAZ 
OASZ2 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 	 8STrOJ 50.000 ORBFOW 100.000 F 44 QI
 
1-0.000 	 DELTAX 10.043 ALFHAI 10.100 REFL 13.3330 IN
 







AEOC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8058) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 173 
_______ 




















.00 ___ _ 
-. 01 
-0312 -10 8 -6 -4 -2 0 8 a 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCF. INFORMATION
 
0.352 BSTFOW 50.000 oRBFOW 100.l0 REFS 44.4440 $a IN
 
10.000 t-LTAX 0.043 ALrHAl ±0.10o REFL 13.3330 IN
 MACH REF 13.3339 IN
 
HAHLCST .0GDo DXMRP 7 5280 1 N 
ELVORB B5TA 0.000 YMRF 0.00500 IN





AEOC VA1A'63-MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8058) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 174
 









____ _ ___ 
CI 
F- -15 
3 01 e1 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 z i n 102 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0 .182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAS DEGREES 



















;bGO H¢EV 501 .00XHRF 7 528a IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BCTA 0.0vo YMRF a 000 IN 
ZHRF I 194D IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 .0055 
AEBC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8059) It JUN 71 PAGE 15
 
_____ _____ 
AEDC VA 1163 NDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5










a - 6 - 4 -2 a 4 6 to0 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ0,182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB OEGREES 
a. ZZ$ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R 0*352 SSTPO 50,000 ORBPOW 100,000 REFS 4440 $0 1N 
. 0.599 DELTAX 0.105 ALPHAI lo°1uu REFL 13:333U IN 
REFS 15.3330 1 N 
I oO00 'CH 5.010 ELVBST U.Uoo XMRP 7 5200 IN
 
ELVORS 1.000 BETA U.000 YMRP 0.O001, IN
 
Z0RF 1 1940 IN
 
REFERENCE PILE SAE 005
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8059) 11 JUN 71 PAGE I 6
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 





















0.12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a 228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBFOW 100.000 REFS 4J 4440 SO IN
 




F0.000r CH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 7 520 IN
 








AEDC VA1163 MUAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS059) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 177
 

















C-).1 LVS .O HR .2O I 
. - _T _E ELOR .__ .000 I 
-. 10 _N 1.1940 
.CA0 0-05
 
U.- .0 32 BPO 5N.06 11 JUN 71 PAGE 1 N 
/ .2 AAHTIFILEOCALETI095AUSREFERENCE
0 EF22EN PARAETRCVLE EEEC NONTX 
AEOC VAL1IS3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBOSO] 11 JUN 71 PAGE 178
 














-. . . . . . . . .
 
-'1 -8 -6 4 - 2 a a 4 6 a 10 ii 
SYMBOL CELTAZ 
o.102 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 USTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 41,4440 se IN 
10.009D ELTAX 0.166 LPHAI 10.100 REFL 13 3a3C IN 
.EFB 13.3330 IN
 
H 5.IG ELBS MRP I N
 00 7 szo 
ELVORS D.000 BE TA 0.900 YMRF 0.00O0 IN 
ZMRP I *1I40 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SAE 005 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBOGO) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 179
 
.12 






















-10 -8 -e -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0 .182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.22$ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 










13 333015 3 17.520 
INNIN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 1 194b IN 
FILE SCALE 0 0055 
AEDOC VA1,1,6t3MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8060) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 180
 
12 


















._ . . . . . . . __. _ 
-. 25
 




> o.162 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:352 BSTFOW 50.000 OR8FOW 100.069 REFS ".:.4440 QI
 
ta Ono DELTAX 0.220 ALFRAI 1010REFL 13 333, IN
 
AH 5 10 EVS 
 13 .3330 IN
.0,REFS
ACHxm 7.1 5.2DXRP IN
.LBSU 
ELVORB 0.000 SLTA D.OOD YNRP! OD IN 
ZHRF 1.194 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCLE 0:0055
 
AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RTBOGI) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 181
 










'.2 -10 a - 4 -0_ 2 4 	 B 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
a.ioz 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHAB DEGREES 
0/.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTFOW 50.000OD HPOW 100.DO 	 REFS 4 440a so IN 




ACH 5.010 ELVBST 00000 	 XmRP 7.5zaSD IN
 
ELVORB 0.1300 BETA 0*5aa 	 YmRr 0.0sOO IN,
 























.0 3- 1 B a 6 4 2 a a 4 6 a t o 2 
SYMSOL D:LTAZ 
0.182 BOOSIER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.28 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATICM 
a 352 BSTPOW 50.000O OPOW Dooboo REFS ... 4440 sa in 
I0:000D ELTAX O.Zz ALPMAI 10.100 REFL 13.3330 IN 
IACH $.010 ELVBST 000 REFS XMRP 13.3330 7.5280 1 N IN 
ELVORS D.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP U.11ouv IN 
REFERENCE FILE ZMRPSCALE 1.lq4C0.0055 IN 
DG3
AEOC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ART80I-A 11 JUN 71 PAGE 

AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 











L4 C .r...... .. Jl - LL... ... 1..L. J.. -L..S. .4 ...., tLLJ.. - i i.-L. .. J L-C 4J 4. 
-12 -10 -8 - - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.16Z BOOS ER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 











ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.000c IN 
ZHRFSCALE 1 a 1940O055i IN 
1 REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8S062) 11 JUN 71 PAGE !84
 









-- 16-0 -8 -6 -4 
 -2 D2 4 11 10 12SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0 .182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.225 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 352 BST FOW 5 0 .110 0 OR POW 19 . 00010.000 OFITAX 0.C5 ALPHAI t0 too REF S 44 44 40 s o IN
REFL 15.5333 IN
 
HACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 REFB 13 3330 1N 
ELOS 00000H'RPBEA 7.5280 4 NELVRB OO0
ETA O°ODYMRP 
 0.0000 1 N 
ZRP 1.190 IN 
REFERENCE tILE 'CALE 0 Boss 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80623 
 11 JUN 71 PAGE Ie5
 












-'012 -20 -6 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a IS 12 SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
O.Z2S PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 10.00_352 BSTPOW 0.352 ORSPOW 10.1o REFS 133330 $aPELTAX 5 000 ALFHAI IOU 000 L 44.444r IN IN
 
_ 13:333U_ _ _N INHX.RP 7_.ACLBT .1 .00REFS 

ELVORB Do.OO BETA 0.000 YMRP D.00G IN 
ZmRP 1 1940 IN 
u REFERENCE FILE SAE 005 




AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
Y~I .10 1_ 1 1 11 1 i " I I I II_ 	 __ _ 
.15 	 _____ 
-3 I-l f 
LL. -,)





-. -. 05 	 __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Iii 
-. 1 -10 	 2-__- 0 a _ 4 6 8 _0 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0 ,.182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK{, ALPHIAB DEGREES 
,.228 FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATI O
 
0 352 BSTFOW DO PW I ,O 	 RF ,44 S I
 
a,599 DELTAX 0.501 ALPHAI L0.100 	 REFL 13,333U IN 
13,3330 IN
I:REFB
oo0 	 'ACH 5.010 ELVBST 6.000 XMRP 1:52so IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA U.000 YHRF 0.00CU IN
 
ZHRP 1.194- IN 
R EFERENCE SCALE N0055FILE 

AEfC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PRIXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8063) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 187 











-212 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 8 1 
SYMBOL DE4TAZ 
0,1.82 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
R 0352 ESTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW lou.sca REFS 1 .4440 sa IN 




10 H - 1 6 -4 -26XHRF 7 528 0 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0900 IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE D 0055 REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1iBS3DAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8063) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 188
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOS4f}ND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
Ll ts --4­
.10 




i .- in a 6 4 	 a 21 
a_ 
.02 SS____ ._R4 	 0 
I.00 I5 0_.1
 
*1 01 APHI __99__ 	 33 IDETX 1010 	 EL 5 

-. 02 	 5 
-1 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2Z 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMSOL OELTAZ0 o.taa 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACI(. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 FARANETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIO4 
0.:: 0:Trow 50.0:0 ORnOW ±ooaoC XRF 52.40 S IN 
0.59$ DELIAX 0.501 ALFHAI 10.100 REFL '3.3330 IN 
REFB 13 3330 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA U.00 	 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
SCALE a 05REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA1183 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSQS3) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 189
 
AFDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
II 	 _I 








Z -. 95 




0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0:18Z B5TPOW 50,000 CQBPO 100.003 	 REFS 4- 1440 sa in 
[ 	 0 .228 CELTAX - .391 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 13 3330 IN
 
0o~l2 H 5010 13 3330 IN
ELBST O,00REFS
LST
0.5 .1 000XMRP 
 7.5Z80 IN
 0.599 ELVORS 0.000 
 BEA a U00 	 YHRP a uoOu IN
 
10.000 	 ZMRP 1.1940 IN
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0.005S
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8OB4) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 190
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
g |iI| tkl 











.0.. . . . . .. . .
 
-. 4 
-2 -10 -'1 4 2 4 
1 I' I&1 
SYMBOL 'ELTAZ
.20 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB EGREES 
a,151 
0:12
.22 STP ODELTAX 
PARA ETR 
5 0,0000 .391 
I VALUES 
BPOWALPHA I 1 00.C O- 4 .90 0 
REFERENCE INF RMATI O 




° C H 
EVOR S 
5 .0 1O 
0.0O 0 
E L V S S T 
BETA 
. 0 0O 
0.000 
XH R P 
Y RP 
ZRF 






A0.000 CA LE 0 .0055 
REFEREN CE FILE 

AEOC VA11B3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RT80G4) 1 UN 71 PAGE 191 

















..12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAME:TRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, 5- 182 DELTAX135TF.1 50-000 ALHAI 100,000 444 0 IN0.228 -8.391 O-RBOW 4.9 REFS soL 13,3330 in
 
REFB 13,3330 iN
0.352 H.CH 5.010 ELVaST 
 0.000 XMRP 7:5280 IN
 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.080 YMRP a ubbc in 
lo.no 0 ZHRP 1 1940 IN 
SCALE a Buss 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAlIII3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8OG4) 11 JUN 71 PAGE iP2 
__________ ___ 


















-312 -10 -- -4 -2 0 a 6 a 10 se 
SYMBOL DCLTAZ 
G.LZO BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D,182 8STFOW 50.000 OROFOW 11111000 REFS .4440 SO IN 
EFL 13 33 3t) IN 
0:352 CH 5,010 ELV5ST 0,000 XMRP 7.5za0 IN 
a $°99 
-0.000 






RCFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBOG5) ILI UN 71 PAGE 193
 
______ 


























.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALP 4AB DEGREES2 

0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
, 102 BSTPO 50.000 CRBPOW 100 Duo REFS 44o444U so IN
 
.228 GELTAX - 0.143 ALFHAT - 4.905 REFL 13 3330 IN
 
R 7.:333 IN
0.352 M.CH 5.0±0 ELVBST 0 000 

0.599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0.0ac IN
 
10.000 	 ZHRP 1 1940 IN
 
SCALE 0 U055
 REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8065) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 194
 
__ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
_ 















-.012 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2z 	 4 6 8 10 12Y BOL OLTAZ
D.IEZ 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
U.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0.102 86TPOW 50.000 OROPOW 100*000 	 REFS -. 444D $0 IN 
0.228 	 DELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 13o334D IN 
REFS 13.3330 IN 
0o352 AACH 5*DID ELVB$T 0.000 XHRF 7.5280 IN 
..599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.00 IN 
Z RP 1.1940 IN
10.000 

SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8065) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 195
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
.25 














5-- - 15 
-. 25 




0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.1$2 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBFOW 100.000 REFS 44 4440 SQ IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.019 ALFHAI - 4.900 REFL 13.3330 IN 
XRP 7.5280 IN0.352 H .H 5.010 ELVSST 0.000 
10.000 ELVORS 0.000 BETA D.Go0 YNRP 0.6000 N 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:0055
 
AEDC VA1lS3-MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8OEG) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 196
 
12 











0 -. 5 
2 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a IS 12 
SYBOC12A BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB OEGREES 
02 " FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION ' 
a0.182 BTO .0 ORfiPow 100.000RES 4.4D SIN 
0.226 DELTAX -0.029 ALFHAI - 4 900 REEL 13.3330 I N 
REFS 13.3330 I N0.352 MICH 5.010 ELVSS5T 0.000XR :2 I
fr 10.000 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRF 0.0000D IN 
ZNRP 194Ui IN 
SCALE 0.0 055REFERENCE FILE 
AEfJC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER ,INPROXIMITY TO ORBITER CR18066) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 197 
















0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.162 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW IDS Ora REFS 1 .4440 SQ IN
 
V.22 ' DELTAY GoS9 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 13 333b IN 
13.3339 IN
a 5 CLBT .1 aGoREFS
0,32 ELBSaH .01 0 OOXMRF 7 5280 in
 




REFERENCE FILE ZMRFSCALE 00055  
IN PROXI TO ORBITER CRT8066 JUN 71 198
AEDC VA11G3t DAC BOOSTER AITY -LP PAGE 


















-31n -,a -8 4 -2 2 4 6 t on 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
0 1 0 OCIOSfER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBFOW 100.OO0 REFS 44 444n so IN 
0.2za CELTAX 0.043 ALPMAI 4.90C EFL 133530 IN 
R=13 13.3330 IN 
0,352 ,1ACH 5.0io ELVBST a0B XHRP 7 .5280 IN 
0.0ogo ELVORS 0.00D BETA 0.000 YMRr 0.0000 IN
 
Z-RP 1 1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0 a5 5
 
AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTa0G73- 11 JUN 71 PAGE 199 












'222 aL 6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 a 1o0 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.,20 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
9.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.162, STFOW 50.000 BFCW IOU Dan REFS 44.4 41, SQ IN 
0.028 DELTAX 0.043 ALPMAI - 4.905 REFL 13 3330 IN 
/ 1D.aOv ELVORB 
0,5D.3 
U.000 
















AEOC VAII.63 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8OST) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 200 
AEDOC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
















-- 1~2 _16-8 - -4 2 0 2 4 6 
a to 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.120S.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB PARAMETRIC VALUES DEGREES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.298 0.LTAX 0.043 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL i3 3330 IN 
0.352 h CH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 REFBXMRP 13.33307 .5280 ININ 






SCALE 0 0055 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8067) II JUN 71 PAGE 201
 
AEDoC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBR 5 
.25 --	 __j -­
.15 zi
 








4 	 la 1 
--312 -10 -8 6 -4 	 a SYMBOL DCLTAZ
 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, AIPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,D18Z 85TPOW 50.000 ORBPOW IO0,00S REFS - 444U so IN 
0.228 	 DELTAX 0o105 ALPHAI - 1.900 REFL 13 3330 IN
 
13:53330
5TXMRP 0.5 LSTC .1 U00REFS 	 7.52!  IN
 
0 .599 ELVORB a cauO BETA 0.000i 	 YMRP a0.Goa IN
 
10.000 	 Z-R8 1 1940 IN 
EFBLENCE FLLE AH SC ALE 0FAA 
AEEC VA11E3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSOS8) 11 JUN 	71 PAGE 202 











-12 -10 -8 6 - 4 -2 a z 4 6a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 a.12o 

0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0*18Z E5TPOW 50,000 OROPOW 100,1110 REFS 44.444!1 so IN 
0 I22 0.105 4.900 REFL 13.5330 INETAX -LHA 

22LHIREFB 
 13:333, NA.S 5.020 a BUD X"RP 7 5280 1 N H H ELVBST 
0°5599 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0:09O YRP 0.0000 IN 
IODoo0 ZHRip I 194a IN 
CL .n
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8068) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 1-03 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
I~~ 	 I 









o .05 	 BSTRAGEO ATTACK, LPA DERS 
U.0 
-. 0a 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:182 OSTPOW 50*000 ORBPOW 100,005 REFS 4-. 4411 so IN 
G.ZZ8 DELTAX 0.105 ALPMAI - 4.900 REFL 153 3 1 IN 
RF 13:5480 11N
0.352 MA-H 5.010 ELVBST 0.O0O 

0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.00, 	 yMRp 9.0000 IN
 
.02 	 0 ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE a 0055 
AEDC VA1163MDAC BOOSTER INPROXIMITY TO ORBITER RTTTCK ) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 204
 













- 12 1 6 -4 	 2 4 6 1_ 12 
5 .BOL OELTAZ 
a.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.15 1PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D,18 BSTPOW 50.000 OR5POW 100.000 REFS - .444a SQ IN 
0.228 	 DELTAX 0.167 ALFHAI - 4.900 REFL 11:3,3i 1 
REFB 13.3"a0 IN0.352 ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 	 IMRP 7.528, IN 
// 	 1D.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA DDou YMRP U.0000 IN 
ZRP 1.1941 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 	 SAE 885
 
AEDC VA11G3 M2AC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ARTLPHAB 11 JUN 71 PAGE 205
 
AEDC VA 1163 NDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NU'BER 5 






4 2 4 1 12 
SYBOL 








0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS 4 4440 SG IN




0.228 DeTAX 0.167 LFHAI - 4.900 
.32 mZ .1 .00REFSVBT 
 7 .5260 IN0.52 P 	H 5.10 .OOXHRP
ELBT 










AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTOO69) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 206 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.1t 	 ,J,.III 	 I_____ 
F,-- ----­









_ _ _ 
_ 




-. 01- _ _ _ _ __ 	 _ _ 
-. 02 I 
•I ... t...4...,.J. ­
12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 11 12 
SYMBOLSO UELTAZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHABo.TZ0 DEGRFES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.182 BSTPO 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 	 REFS -. 4440 sa IN 
0.220 	 DELTAX 0.167 ALPHA! - 4.900 REFL 13.3330 IN 
REFS 13.3330 IN 
0.352 IACH 5:010 ELVBST .0:00 	 XHRP 7.5280 INA 
 1 0.000 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0.00cs IN'
 ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE a os5REFERENCE FILE 

AEOC VA1I13 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8O69) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 207
 









z -- MTI 
B 
VALUE R E E MA 
as 
-°Z 
B su____ ____E4 4I 
t1a.-. 00 0 EVR .0 BEA.00MR a o I 
-. 0 
_____94 Z-HR.1______ 





REFEREANCE FVILUE TR 
-MDACO BOOTER IN PROXIMIT TOF ORBITER CR8G0 
VALUESEREFERENCESIAFORHAT055 
%R3-HDAC BOOSTElERRIMTANGL OFRATACR 
RECAELE 0 NF8055 
11JN7 PG 
ALPHABO DEGREES AGE2 
I 
0 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
I-I 
.4 












SY-OL 	 a4 -ELTAZ 2 a 2 4 6 
Y :12 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 182 8STP w 50.00 ORBPOW 10.0 REFS 44.444V S IN 
0.220 r"LTAX 0.228 ALPHA! - 4.900 	 REFL 13.3330 IN 
RES 13.3330 IN
 
XHR . 7.5280 IN,
 
0.352 ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0 roQ 	 0
 
0.000 	 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP a.OODc IN 




AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8070) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 209
 















-. -12 a 4 a . . . 6 8 le1 
SYMBOL OCLTAZ 
D. 120 ~ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
03.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 B STPOWJ 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS ..444, SQ IN 
0/.2Z8 "DELTAX D.228 ALPHA1 -$.90U REFL 13.3331) IN 
0.352 ACH 5.010 ELVBST . 000 RP 5 2603 IN71 

10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA O.uoO YMRP a 'aca IN 
ZHRF 1 1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE 0 0055
 
DC 

















- 32 -10 a 6 4 2 0 a SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
a 120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
.,151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.162 BSTPOW 50.00O OfpW 100.060 	 RLFS -. 4440 SQ Ift 
0.228 CELTAX 3.352 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 13o3330 INz " 5_REFS 13:333a 1 , 
0.52 ELBT*H 5.;D UUXMRP 	 7 .528 IN 








AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8071) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 211
 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA\AT MACH NUMBER 5 













- 4'l 21 2 6 1o 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.12o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
- 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.GOU REFS 44.444i Sa IN
 
0.228 DELTAX 0.352 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 13 3330 IN
 
.32 ACLBT .1 OG5REFS 135330 IN 
O.SZO AH 5. .O .528a INELB¥ XMRP 

10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BE TA D.000 YMRF a DODO IN 
ZMRP I J940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE a aas55 
AEOC VAtG63 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8071) 11 JUN 71 PAGE ?12
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
* ~' rr- -r-r--r-t--- r-r -t--rr- -- T--1­~ ­
















2 4 6 a 10 1212 -10 - a 6 - 4 - aSYMBOL V5LTAZ
 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 511.000 ORPOW 100.000 	 REFS 4 .4440 sa IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.352 ALFHAI 4.900 	 REFL 13 3330 IN 
13:3330 IN0 52 FCLET .1 .00REFB0"52 F CH 5"LD 	 XRP 7 .5280 INELBS °O° 

10.000 	 ELVORS 0.0oO BETA 0.000 YMRP a OC05 IN 
IN1 1940ZRP 

REFERENCE FILE 	 SAE 005
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8071) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 213
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.25 	












-. 25 - -_____ 
-12 	 -10 -- 8 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 	 8 122 	 l0 SYMBOL CELTAZ
 0zo 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTFOW 50.000 ORBPCW 100.000 	 REFS _.4440 So IN 
0.220 DELTAX 0522 ALPHA! - 4.90G 	 REFL 13 3330 IN
L8T 	 11 3530 INAC :1000REFS0,352 5.02 0.000 	 XMRPELVBSI 	 ACH 7.528D INf.599
0 ELVORB 0.000 BETA B.000 YMRP a.0900 IN 
10.000 	 ZHRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 0055
 
AEDC VAI,183 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8072) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 214
 




.	 . . . . . . . 
SI 
-C4 
-.4g1 -ID 4 	 1
 -- __ 
SYMBOL 	 QELTAZ 
o.12oBOOSTER 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
s 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 	 0182 BSTROW 5.0 OBPOW I00.000 PEFS 4 .4440 so IN 
.28 DELTA- 0.522 ALPHAI - 4.900 REFL 13.333b IN 
0.352 ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 	 REFB 13.3330 IN 
10.050 	 REFERCE FILE XMRP 7.5280 IN 
0.99 ELVORS 0.0o BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
EV.0 AMRP 1 194b IN SAE 005
REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8072) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 215 
__ __ __ 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 









-. 03 12 -to - 8 -6 -4 - 10 4 6 8 1, . 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
9.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:18e BSTPOW 50,000 ORBPOW 100.900 REPS 44 4440 SQ IN 
0.ZZ8 DELTAX 0.522 A'-FHAI - 4.90G REFL 13 3330 IN 
Hl'LBT .l 000REFB 13:3530 IN 
0.599 ELVORB 0.000 BETA B.Clb9 YMRP a o0000 IN 
10.000 ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
SAE Uos 
AEDC VA1163,MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8072) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 216
 
12 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
I I F 
.20 	 1I 









- 12 -10 	 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
n.±12 	 BOOSIER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.223 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 	599 DELTAX 0.391 ALPHAI - 1D.O0 REFL 13.3330 IN 
REFB 13.333b IN 
10.000 	 ,ACH 5.UIo ELVBST U.000 XMRP 7 . 526 IN 






AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8073) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 217 
AEC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5

.o ..I III, ,. .II Ij. I,.. . .. 	 , 






-- 112 -8--6 - 4 - 2 	 4101 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
0.=0 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
1.2 a PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
1.55 ,BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW aoO.cuo REFS .- 4440 so IN 
a 599 DELTAX - 0.591 ALPHAI - IV.090 REFL 13 533 IN 
, ACH 5 00500REFB MD 	 XMRP 13.333C7528DELVBST 	 IN
 
ELVORB D.000 BETA 0.00, 	 YHRP 0.00G9 IN 
ZtIRP 1.1940 INtREFERENCF FILE 	 SCALE 1.0055
 
AEDC VA ,'MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER IRT80733 11 JUN 71 PAGE 218
 
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ 




















O.ise BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 





50.DOU ORIPOW 150,000 
- 0 391 ALFHAI - IU.000 
11.00 MAH .00REFSELBT .10 
















73) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 219
AEOC VAILS3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT 

AEOC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER\AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
.25 
_ Ai7 












02 4 t 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
--312 -to - 8 6 4 2 




0. lz BSTpow 50.000 COFOW 10D*uvo REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
/ 0.599 DrTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI - I0.00U REFS 13 3330 1N
 
I .0D HAtH 5.010 ELVBST 0 a oR FB 73.520 IN
 
ELVORS 0.00, BETA 0.900 YMRP 0 O0000 IN
 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN
 
REFERENCE 'ILE 
 SCALE 0 OU555 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8074) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 220
 












4 2 0 2 4 a a 1 
SYHOO OELTAZ O.132 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
S0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 STPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 10B,00 REFS S0 IN 
0.599 GELTAX - 0.143 ALPMAI - 1O.000 REFL IN 





ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.000C IN 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
SCALE 0.005 





















-- 12: -10 --8 6 -4 -2 0 4 a 10 
SYMBOL DELTAZ0*o182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 






















,ELVORB Qo*Oa BE FA B.saa YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE a a0C55 
AEOC VAI',IG3,,MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80743 11 JUN 71 PAGE 222
 
12 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATAIAT MACH NUMBER '5





.10 l e 1a4 Laa1 0 
I-*I 
I-,­
0.,2 .,0 5.00 ,W 00.00 
MACH2-­110 -LOS 0.0 
0C0LTAXS 3 .Dou BETAZ - 0.000 
REFERENCE rILE 






























0.35 BSFO 50.000 10000 ______ 








1G.BOL i ETAE.19ALTA-i.00RFL 
CH PA5.01A ETRICVA.UE 
ELVORB D.000 BE-TA 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 






11 JUN 71 
1.33 





















-'3110 - 6 -4 -20 4 %
to 12 
SYBO DE. A BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





,ACH 5.010 ELVBOT a.900 XMRP 7 5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.0O0 THEP 0.0000 IN
Z.RP 1 1943 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SAE 005
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8075) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 225
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.r-0r1r1 j I IrI-1 rrI 
.25 ­
.15 - ____ ___ _ 










-312 -10 - 8 --6 4 -2 9 2 4 6 a 10 1 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0 . 182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, AL PHAB DEGREES 
0.Z28 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTFPW 50.000 OROPOW 100.0o REFS 4440 so IN 
±o.bO.O 
4 C ELTAX 0.043 ALFHAI - 10.000 REFL 13.333U IN 
ACH 5.010 ELVSST 0.001 REFSXHRF 13.33307 528, ININ 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.00 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.QD55 
AEDC VAII,63.MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8076) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 2?6
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 





-. 212 -10 - 8 -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 416 a 1 
SYMBOL 09LTAZ 
.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S 0.2ZS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENrE INFORMATZON 
a 352 BSTFOW 50.000 ORBFOW 100.0130 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
I0:000 ZLTAX 0.043 ALPMAI - 10.006 REFL 13. 3330 IN 
MACH 5.01C E-VBST 0.090 XRPO L3,3330 N 
ELVORB 0.06c BETA 0.000 YHRP 0 .GDQ IN 
Z-RP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENC FILE SCAtLE a 0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8OT6) !1 JUN 71 PAGE 227
 













12 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 Ia 
$yPBOL OELTAZ 
0.102 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.2a8 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
n 352 BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 1o0.000 REFSCA 44.4440 IN 
±0.000 -SLTAX 0.043 ALFHAI - 10.00, REFL 13.330 IN 
MACH 5.010 rLVST 0.000 XHRP 3 5280 IN 
ELVORB O.0o BETA (.000 YHRP 0.ouu IN 
ZHRP 1.194D IN
 
SCALE 0.0055REFERE CE FILE 
AEOC VA163EMOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8078) 11 JUN'71 PAGE 228
 
AEC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NIMBER 5
 










.15 -10 	 _4_046a_ 
S1MBOL DELTAZ
2_.__ 	 BOOSTER ANGLEG OF ATTACK. ALPHAB OEGREES 
0.2as PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.599 U.105 ALPHAI - 10.000 	 REFL 13.3330 IN
wLTAX 

REFS 	 13.5330 IN 
10.0o0 	 HACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMR _ 7:5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0°O00bu IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER'CRT807? 11 JUN 71 PAGE 229
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 




















o 0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.352 OSTFOW 50.000 ORBpOW 100.00' REFS 44.4440 5 IN 
U10.599 DrtTAX 0.105 ALFHAI - io0.00 REFL 13.5330 IN 
±0 000 MACH 5.010 ELVIST 0.000 XMRF .5280 IN 
ELVORB 0 G00 BCTA 0.000 YMRF 0.DOD IN 
ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE
 
AEDC VA1IG3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8077) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 230
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
4 












_ __ _ 
.02 
-,01 	 ____ 
.1- -10 a 6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0 0.182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,352 	 STFW 50:000 ORBPOW 100,000 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
REFL 13.5330 IN 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 	 XHRF 7.5280 IN 
ELVORB 	 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRF a 000b IN 
ZMRF 1.1S40 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0.0055 
AEOC VA1183 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8077) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 231
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
I 











z I I 




- - -6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10SYMBOL -i2
DELTAZ
O CE.TAZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.2z8 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 


















ELVORS 0.00D BETA 0.00 YMRP 0 Cav0 IN 
ZMRF I 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 
SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VAILG3-MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT807S) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 232 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5











-I2 -10 -6 4 	 2 4 6 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
o.18a 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.352 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 	 R:FS 4t.4440 SQ IN 
10.000 ELTAX 0.167 ALFHAI - 10.000 REFL 13.3330 IN 




 BETA 0.000 	 YNPF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO 	ORBITER (RT8078) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 233
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 















0.182 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.208 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0*352 
10.0352 5$TPOW ELTAX 50.000 0.167 ORSPOW ALPHAI 100.0GO - 10.000 RLFSREFL ,.444013:3530 SQ INZN 
REFB 13.3330 IN 
CH 5.010 ELVBST 0 DOD XHRP 7°.5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF 0.000D IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA11 34MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8078) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 2?4
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUBER 5
 
.r- r
* 0 j I I I1 r r Ij , II II j I- I 1 
- 1 .25 _ _ _ 
.20 
.15 











0.,82 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 0EGREES
 
2.28 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
W, 0:352 fBSTFOW 517.008 ORPOW 100.u08 REFS -- 4440 SO IN
 
. 10.0 0 DLTAX 0.2 8 LPHAI - 10.000 REFL 13.3 3 IN
REFS 1.335 IN
 
kC" 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 'MR, 7 .5280 IN 







AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RTSO79] 11 JUN 71 PAGE 215
 















-.5 	 __ _ 
_____________ _FB___ 	 R3 
2 -. - 6 - 4 --1 0 4 6 a 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
<> .182 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 .228 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 	INFORMATION
 
0,352 BSTPOW 50.000 ORDpOW IDD.000 	 REFS 44:4440, sa 1, 
10:000 	 r-LTAX 0.228 ALPHAI - 10.000 REEL 13 33 IN 
ACH 5.010 ELVBST o -2 03.3 75 0 IN 
ELVORB BETA 10.000S.O1O 








AEDC VA11S3 ?DAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8079) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 236
 






o .04 a_ 4_4_a1 
S .03 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
x
 




.~ . . . . .
o -D 
.01 
.01 ________ I 
0.228 PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENC INFORATION 
G.352 8STP w 50.000 0RBP 106*0a0 REFS 44.4440 SO INANL ALHBDERE IN
10.0 D C LTAX 0.228 ALPHA - 10.00 BOOSTERR- OF ATT C REFL 13o5550 
MACH 5.010 ELV ST 4.S00 0RP241 8 3 0 1N 







AEUC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8079) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 2J7
 








z -.05 -4 ____0 1 
I 






0.162 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
I , . 528. . IN,, ,
VO0 • 0 BETA , . 0G ,
, .00 ,MR
-.0.228 FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.352 SSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 100.B0 RLFS 4.. 4440 SQ IN 
i0.000 0.TA ALPhA! - 10.000 13.3330 IN9352 REFL 

.C 5.0 00EEFS IN
ELST 13.3330 

F*H 500 DODXNRP 7.5280 IN
ELBT 

ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0 0006 IN
 





AEC VAI12S3zMDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8080) 1 JUN 71 PAGE 238 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 











_1--. 8t- 6 - 4 -2 a 4 6 810 la 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
.82 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB OEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.18 PARAMETRIC VALUS 
0.352 BSTFOW 50.000 O.BPOW 100.600 REFS 44. 4440 Be IN 
REFL -13 3330 IN
19.000 VFLTAX 0.352 ALPHAI - 10.00C 
 RFB 13:333 IN 
HACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XHRP 7 .5Sze IN 



































12 -10 -8 6 4 - a 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZO .  	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION0.352 BSTFOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 	 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
1 oob " ELTAX 0.35a ALPHAI - 10.000 	 REFL 13.3330 IN 
REFB 13 3330 INLVS 	 7 .5280
HAH 5.1 OOQXHRP 	 IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YHRP a an U IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0 0055 
REFERENCC FILE 

AEDC VA,1B3'MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8080) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 240
 



















-. 0512 -- 6 -4 -2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
Dia~z BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
.,22S PARAMETRIC VALUES REF~kENCE INFORMATION 
0.352 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 SO IN 
0 599 P LTAX 0.521 ALPHAI - 1t.D5 REFL 13.3330 IN 
Ioaa EVBT'CH 500 00aREFS 133"9 IN 
0 C H5 0 ° BOOE L T 0 .0 0 X M R; 7 .5 2 8 0 I N
 
ELVORB 0.000 INT 0*GanRa cD IN
 





AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8081) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 211
 









4 -10 6 -4 _ _ 4 6 a in 19 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
00.182f 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
a 228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
PL 0352 BSTPOW 50*QUU OSPOW 100.0011 REFS 44.4440 SQ Iq 
/ 0.599,' -D LTAX 0.521 ALPHAI - 10.000 REFL 13.333D IN 
, t 	 REFS 13.3330 in 
1 	. 0 a' ACH 5 .010 ELV ST . 000 X RP 7.528 0 N 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
tZHRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE, 	 0.0055.
 
AEDC VA 11'63 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8O81) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 212 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DA AT CH NUMBER 5 
o .08 












4 	 _ 12
.03 1 2_- -10 -A - 2 	 a0 
0,1 2 	 DEGREES
SYMBOL VELTAZ	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 

0 0.228 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
_ 
RE F S 444 5 SQ I N 
- 0 "599 ELTAX .521 ALPHAr - 10.0000 : 3 5 2 	 66 7 7 0 1 50 0 0 0 ORB O W 1 0 . 0 0 0_ REFL 13.3336 1 N 
REFS 13 5330 1 
20.000 	 4ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0:000 XHR 7 52 0 IN 
ELVORS 0.0o BETA 0.000 YMRF 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE 	FILE 

AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8081) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 943
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
I3 jlI4 I I I I iI J ID I I, aI I I IF I 
.2514
 














0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.000 REFS 44.4440 so IN 




ACH 5.00 ELVST 0.000 XRP 7.5280a I 







- REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC V IXG3MAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER {RT8082) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 214
 
AEDOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUIER
 














-. 3EF__ 	 __.___0 IN_ 
o B -to - 8 -4 -4 10 12 
SYMBOL 'ELTAZ 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 






ELVORB 0o0co BETA O.DUD YMRP 0.QUUC IN
 






AEBC VA1163 MBAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT082) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 25
 














2 4 6 10 12
02 -10 -8 -6 -4 2 

SYMBOL DELTAZ
0 .1215 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
A 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBPOW 0.000 REFS 44.4440 so IN 














ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF 0.0DO IN 
ZMRF 1 1940 IN 
SCALE 0 D0 55 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1I63-MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8082) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 2-16 
4 

















3 0 in - in - 8 - 6 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL CELTAZ 
o.lao BOOSTER ANGL E OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
' 0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW o.UUU REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 


















AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8083) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 2A7
 







o .0 -10 -- 6 -- 4 4_ __ 8 __O _ __ _ 
-i5 
-. 4 
SY BOL D E L T AZ44
0 1~20 OF DEGREESBOOSTER ANGLE ATTACK , ALPHAB . .I I0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 182 BSTPO W4 0.000 ORBPOW . 090 REFS 444 S SQ IN 
D.O*ZS, DELTAX 0.143 ALPHAI O.Dou REFL ;;:335U IN 
REFB 13 3330 INIACM 5.025 ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 7:5280 1 N 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 yHp a ODDOD IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SAE OD5 
AEDC VAI.163,MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB083) 11- JUN 71 PAGE 248
 
_ _ _ 










_ _ _ _ 
_ __ 
_ _ _ 








-2 - -8 - -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 0 12 
SIMBOL OELTAZ
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION
 
0.182 O.000
o BSTPOW ORBFOW 0.000 REFS 44.4440 50 IN 
o 0.228 DELTAX -. 143 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL '43330 IN 
REFS 13.3330 IN
 
MACH 5.0212 ELVST b.60:3 
 XNRF T.5286 IN
 
LLVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YXRP 0.0000 IN
 





AEDC VA1IS3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB083) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 249
 
AEDC VA 1163 NDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER b 





















-- -2 - 2 a 40 12SYMBOL CELTAZ
0L 2L BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.100 ORBFOW 0.000 REFS 44.4440 So IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.105 #LPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.3330 IN 
M H 5.020 ELVST 00007528 REFS 
13.3330 IN 
IN 
ELVORD 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRF 0 000 IN 
ZHRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 
a:Qa5 
AEC VA11SG3 NOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80843 11 JUN 71 PAGE 250 










-. 5- 7 .5 8D I 
- --- to 8 6 -4 2 4 60 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
G.I8z BSTPOW 0.000 CQBPOW 0.000 REFS 44.4440 $a IA 
0.D*220 r-LTAX 9.105 ALPHAI UlDoO REFL ":.3330 1 N 
MACH 5.020 ELVOST 0.000 
 XRF 13 533a IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 Y.4RP 0.0oub IN 
ZMRP Io194U IN 
REFVReNCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA1063 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER LRT8084 PAGE
11 JUN 71 21
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 












-. 01 	 ______ 
-. 05 




0.12o 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.15i PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 0.182, BSTPOW 0.000 OREFOW 0.000 REFS 44.4440 SO IN o 	 0.ZBS". -LTAX 0.105 ALPHAI O.UG0 REFL 13.3330 IN
 
REFS 13.3330 IN
MACH 5.020 ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 7,5280 IN
 





1I REFERENCE FILE 

AEOC VAI163MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8084) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 252
 
I 
























*.CL8T .2 000REFB,CLSS 50O .UOXMRP 

BETA 0.000 











, ri:s 7:lI.I IN
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIOE 
REFS 80 IN REFL 13.3330 IN 
13.330 187.5Z80 IN 
YRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRe 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055 
11 JUN 71 PAGE 293
 

























> 0.1 " SSTE.1POW 000 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHABFN 0 	 DEGREESORDPOW, 0.000
[] 0 .2 2 8 '
A 11 LTA X FARAMETRIC VALUES
0 :5 2 1 ALFH A I 	 REFSREFERENCE INFORMATION
44.444V
0.0 00 	 so IN
MACH 	 5.uzo ELVSST 0.000 RE L 13 .3 3 30 IN
 
REFS
EL VOR B 0 	 13 3 550 IN
,OD D BE T A 
 u.G Ov 

YMR P





AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8085) .11 
JUN 71 PAGE 254
 











02 	 . . . ... . . . . . . . . . 
-12 -10 -8 6 4 -2 4 68 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 0.182 BSTFOW 0.0O0 ORBFOW 0.000 	 REFS 44.4440 SQ It 
0.228 	 DOLTAX 0.521 ALFHAL 0.010 REFL 13.3330 IN 
13.3330 1NMACH 5.020 ELVaST 520REFB0.000 	 XMRP 7.5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0.000 IN 
ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 

AEDC VA1I63 MOAC BOOSTER IN.PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8OBS) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 255
 
























.3 12 -10 a 6 -4 -- u 2 4 6 a a0 19 
SYMBOL DE TAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 100.000 ORSPOW l00.000 REFS 44.4440 so IN 
0.22 S , DELTAX - .3 1 ALP A I 0.00 r, fEFL 1 5 3 0 IN 
# 
0 *3 5 2 
1 .0D0 
N 4 C M 
ELVORS 
5 , 0 1 0 
0.O00 

















REFERENCE FLE SCALE a 0055 
AEOC VAII13 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ARTP86HAB JUN 71 PAGE 256 

















-. 5 2 H______7.5esa 
2 -08- 4 2 a 2 4 a to 
SYMBOL CELTAZ 




:.182 BSTPOW 100.OD0 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 $Q I" 
, . 2 8 DF L T A X . 9 1 A L H A I 0 .D 0 0 
a PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R E F S 1 3 , 3 3 U I N
 
N CH
0.352 5.010 ELVBST 0.g0080 
 XR I
 
lO.OOO VLVORB 0.000D BETA 0.000 yMRF cuN
,.OD 
ZMRP 1:1940 11NEFERENCE FILE SCALE '.0055
 
AEDC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ART808) UN 7 PAGE 257
B 11 


























.220 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6.18Z BSTPOW 100.000 ORSPOW 100.009 REFS 44.4440 so IN 




V, 0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVSST 0.000 








S REFERENCE ILE 

AEOC VAll: 3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBO8G) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 258 

















-12 -10 8 6 4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSrER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

























AEOC VA1IS3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80872 11 JUN 71 PAGE 259
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUBER 5
 








-6 -4 -2 a 2 4 	 1 
ELAgoBO 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
00-151 FARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS 4z 4440 So IN 
REFL 1 3 353L 
0.182 SSTFOW 1D0.000 ORSPOW 100.000 

LFA .0 13 35da ININ 
D 92 C" 5*010 ELVBST U.000HP 
9.2B*. O OOREFB




0.000 	 BETA 0.000 YMRP a (1000 IN 







AEDC VAI,,S3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8087) .11 JUN '71 PAGE 260 





















0:151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE "-E INFORMATION 
0 0.182 BSTPOW 100.000 0O4FOW 100.000 REFS 44 4440 SO IN 
E0.228LTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 0.000 REFLREFS 13.333013.3330 ININ 
0.35a HACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 









AEDC VAII63 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8087) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 261
 
0.0055 





















4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
-52n -10 - 8 - 6 ­
Sr.OOELA BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB OEGREES 
R F.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 OSTPOW 1000 BPORO100T000 REFS 44.440 $9 IN 0.225 Ott*TAX - 0.019 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 13.30 IN 
±0.000 MACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XRF ±3.3330 IN 








AEDO VA~I&,3J 1OAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RTBOB8) 11 -JUN 71 PAGE 2C2
 
____ 
_ _ _ 

















- t1 -o -6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 



























ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 0055 
AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS088) 11 JUN 71 PAGE ?63
 
AEC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER b
 
I





















-12 -to -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.12o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
G.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 95TPO. 100.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
* DELTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI 0.0o0 REFL 13 3330 IN 





ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMR- o.0Do IN 
ZMRP 1.194C IN 
SCALE O:DD5 














.1 2 -10 - 0 - 6 - 4 - 2 02 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DCLTAZ0.12o BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
a 15L PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION8 2  

0:1 BSTpOW 100.D000 OPp 100.0co REFS ' .4440 so IM
 





%Osn ELVORS .0 BETA 0.000 YMRV 0.0000 IN
 
ZMRR 1 1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE a nS55
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8O8S) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 265
 















SYMBOL ).120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACh, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.182. BSTPOW 100.000 ORBFOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 so IN 
S 0.2za; DELTAX U.104 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 15 33 0 IN 
0.35Z M.CH 5.010 ELV3ST 0.900 
 XRF 13 533U IN
 
10.O00 ELVORB O.000 BETA 0.O0O YMRF 0.0001, IN
 





AEOC VAI.I,GcMDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBOBS) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 266 
--









0.0 .01 wI 
-. 02 
-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL UELTAZ 
G.Izo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
9.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIC 
_LPHAI REFL 13.333a IN0.182=8 DELTAXBSTFOW lou0OO ORBFOW 0.000 S SQ
a. D.104 I0o 44 4440 IN 
REFB 13 3330 IN
 
0 5 VCH 5.010 ELVBST 9.000 XNRP 7 5280 I
 







AEOC VA11G3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80B9) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 267 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA Al MALH NUfLK Zj-t 
-.25 _ _ - _ _ _-











-to -o -6 -4 -2 0 a 4 6 8 10 L2 
SYMBOL DELAZ 
2 0 120 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB PARAMETRIC VALUES DEGREES REFERENCE INFORMATION 













10.000 MACH 5.010 EL4BST 0.000 REFSXMRP 13.33307.5280 IN IN 
E VOR8 0.000 BET. a.000 YNRP ZHRP 0.0000 1.194' IN IN 
SCALE 0 0055 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAlIS3LMOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBO9O) 11 JUN'71 PAGE 268
 




o .o 120 B T --- C__G_ 
-.1
 
a,151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:.82 SSTPC 100.0B0 C spOW 100.00o REFS 44.4440 SO IN 
REFS 13.3330 IN
 
- s.o . ACH 5 . 0ioT 0 ALVBBT C0 XRP 7 . 53 0 IN 






AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB090) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 269
 
AEDC VA 1163 MAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER U^I AfAllnIALM llur- t 
. 09 ____-________. 
F-













12 -10 -8 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 
S NBOL DELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOqMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 100.000 ORSPOW 100.00 REFS 44.4440 SG IN 
0.228 * DELTAX 166 ALPHA ..0.0o REFL 13.3330 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 REFS XMRP 
133330 
7.5280 IN IN 
ILVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0 DDS IN 









AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DAIA Al MALH Nurmu ­





S L 	 .00 
co 
S-.) 	 5 




-. 28 -ELTA 0.5 ALHA 40.1H ­
0.352 MACHO .10.O OEPOWS 0.000 
D.32 LVBTHCH 5.00 .OO 





AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSIER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8091) 

REF 1 340 IN 
REF$S I44.4440 1Q N 
MRP 7.5260 IN 
YHRP 0.600D IN 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
SCALE a .0055 
11 	JUN 71 PAGE 271
 









2 - 6 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCF INFORMATION 
0 o1a2 SSTPOW 100.000 CRBPOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 So IN 




0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVSST 0 050 

10.000 ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0 0v0 YMRP 0 OD0 IN







AEDC VAi163 TDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8091) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 272 




I 1 9 
 F I I I I 
__I I 
















-12 -10 4 -2 2 410 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.£20 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES2 .151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW I00.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 40.4440 	 SO IN 
0.228 	 OELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.333a IN 
IN13.3330
REFSAED AC PROX TNXRP 	 IN
AIG3 BOOSTER I Y 	 7.5280
10.000 ELVORS 9.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0.0000 IN
 
ZHRr 1 :1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ERT80913 11 JUN 71 PAGE 2"3 














-.30 le -10 a -.6 -4 --2 0 6E4 1 a 12 
SYMBOL ELTAZ 
o120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
a :151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 0.182 8STFOli 100.000 ORBFCW 100.000 REFS 44.444C, SQ IN 
0.226 - DELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI 9.0co REFL 13. 330 IN
 
• EF6 13 Z330 IN
 t, 0,35Z 4ACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XHRP 7:5280 IN 
GO.Ov ELVORB D.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0 .ouG IN 
ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
S REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VAIf63lMDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8092) It-JUN 71 PAGE 274
 
AEDOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5










- -0 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0:120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 1S1 FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ,la BSTFOW 100.000 ORBPOW 100,6ou REFS 4'.4440 SQ IN 
0.D22 VELTAX 0.522 LFHAI 0 G00 REFL 13 3 30 IN 
0.352 M CH 5.010 ELVBST O.000 XRF 13:5380 1 N 
10.000 ELVORB U.000 BE CA D.000 ¥HRF O.O0on IN 
ZMRF 1.1940 I 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8092) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 275
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
T-I 
.1 2 1_____ 	 _1__I _ jI I i l I l l









.03 	 ____ _____________ 
< .02 
.01 
-. 01 F. 
I ­
.02Z 
-12 -10 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 	 8 10 12ELTAZ
SYBOL 

.SLo 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK , ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 SSTPOW 100.000 ORSPOW ±00.00o REFS 4 .4440 so IN 
0.2z2 DELTAX 0.522 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 13 3330 IN 
REFB 13.3330 IN 
0.352 IACN 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 	 XNRP 7.5280 INX
0.0D ELVORB 0.000 BETA O.0oo 	 YNRP 0.OOcb IN 
ZNRF 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0005 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1483fMDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80923 11 JUN 71 PAGE 276
 
2 
_ _ _ 













Z -. 05 
C 
-. 15 
_ _ _ _ _ 
-° 
-. 2 SI 
C-.2 




A 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0.228 BSTFC 130.000 OR8POW 100.00 REFS A'.4440 SO IN
 
0.352 PELTAX 5.000 R REFL 13333
ALRHAJ II.TE IN
 
1O.000 "CM 5.010 ELVBST aOoo XRF 25330 IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZH RP 1,1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0U55 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER 'IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT80933 11 JUN 71 PAGE 277
 
AEDC VA 1163-MDAC.BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
.5 













-°- 1 1 - 6 - 4 - 20 24 6 a 01 
SYMBOL DELTAZ0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




1 ZLTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI 50 	 REFL 1o3:35 IN
 
500REFS 
 13 3350 IN
 
o.Doo0 , MACH 5.0io E-'VSST O.000 	 XMRP 7:52,10 IN 
ELVORB 6.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0 . auc IN 
ZHRP 1.1940 INSCALE 0 0055 
$2 REFEREIUCL FILE 
AEDC VA15163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER IRTS093) 11 JUN 71, PAGE, 278
 















42 -i_ 4 -2 4 6 a in 
SYMBOL DELTAZA 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
S 0.162 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE 	INFORMATION
0,.228 BsTPow 100.0oo ORBPOW loo.Oue 	 REFS 44.444 SQ I N 
10.000 	 H.CH 5.010 ELVSST Mug0 XRF 17.5330 1N 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMEP a . Dou IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 INREFERENCE 	FILE SCALE 0..055
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8OB3) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 279
 
12 









zI.-UZ -. 05 
_ _ _ 
InJ 
0 10 
I-- -. i5 
- .25 _____ 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
A SL 151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 














13 3JUP7 .5280 
IN 
230IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA a BUD YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1 194, IN 
REFERENCC FILE SCALE 0 0055 
AEDC 163VI3MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8O94) 11 JUN 71 PG 3 










-Ui,2 -0 a 6 -4 2 	 2 4 6 aa 	 ID 
SYMBOL 0ELTAZ
A 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
S 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIO
 
/ 	 0.228 BSTFOW 100.000 CeBPOw 10.009 REFS 44.4440 SO it] 
03S2 V LTAX 0.143 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 13 3330 IN 
I000 MCLBT .1 GDUREF5 13:333 , IN,
10.00 ELBSTAC 5010 0.00XMRP 7 5280 IN
 
ELVORB 3.000 BETA 0.000 
 YMBP a oOOUD IN 
ZHRP 1,194: IN 
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE a,0055
 




AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBIT TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
oF 	 I 
S.05 















-=12 -10 -s -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0.22a BSTFOW ±0O.000 CRBPOW 100.00 REFS 44.4440 so IN 




0.35' r LTAX 0.143 ALFHAI 5 0ou 
I GO t .OOXHR-	 7 .5280 IN
~I-BT 500 
ELVORB 0.001 BETA 0.000 	 YHRM IN
C.000L 

ZMRP 1 1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE BT 0LE 	 0.5255 
AEDC VAIiS3MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8094) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 282
 
-- 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 










2 -10 - 6 4 2 2 4 6 a so 
SYMBOL DELTAZ0..51 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0o182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REIERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 100.000 ORBPOW 130.000 REFS 44.444C so IN 
r-LTAX - .019 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 13 333D IN 







ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.900 YMRP D.0009 IN 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
SCALE O.0055 















-. -04- 2 1 
01
 
la~ELA -8 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 1j 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
SY.BOL BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 BSTFOW 100.000 ORBPOW 100.01, REFS *. 4440 $ IN 
10n.0 4 DELTAX - 0.019 ALFHAI 51060 REFL 13.3330 IN" 
 REFB 13.3330 IN
 
6ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.00 XMRF 7.5280 IN
 







AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN RROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8095) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 294
 



















- .0 3 1 2 .0 6 4 2 4 6 a 1 0 l a 




S. 0:18201 228 BSTPOW PARAMETRIC VALUES10,.0O ORSPOW REFS 44.4440 SQ IN300.06C 
MLSA DFLTAX ALPHAI 5.0 AN0G019LE REFL ISTC3.A IN 
REFB 13.3330 INI 
MACH 5.10 ELVOST 0.000 X1RF 7.5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.ooD IN 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8085J 11 JUN 71 PAGE 2C5
 













-'312 -10 a 4 - 2 4 
SYMBOL DELTAZA 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 FArAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.2zs BSTPOW 100.000 ORBPOW lauonum REFS 44.4440 so IN 
0.iSZE, 	OELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 5.05a REFL 13.5530 IN
 
1000 MCLOT .1 000REFB 
 13:3330 IN
 lOOO EVCH 5.1 .OOXMRP 7 .5280 IN
 










AEDC VAtfG3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8OgG] 11 JUN 715 PAGE -8G 
- --
--  - - 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 












______ __ ___ 
-.4
 
-' 12 -10 - 6 6 - 4 a a 2 4 6 a Is ja 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
A o.-S± 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACi(. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 0.182 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 BSTFOW 100.000 ORBPOW 100.0GO 	 REFS -.. 4440 SO IN 
0.352 CELTAX 0.104 ALPHA! 5.000 	 REFL 13.3330 IN 
REFS 13.3330 IN±0.00 A CM 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 	 XMRF 7.5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YHRP a.069 IN 
ZHRA 1 194I IN 
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE O.:005
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8O96) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 297 






















6 4 - 0 2 4 6 a 10 la 
-'012 -10 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
o.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
o.220o182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFSREFERENCE INFORMATIONSQ IN
.5o.000 BSTPOW ORBPOW IDD*O90 44.444C 

13 330
o .0 .REFS REFL 333  ININ5 o00

.0,352 r-LTA 0*104 AL PAI 

I~GO MCH 5*L .OSXHR, IN
EVBT 7. 5280 






 !SCALE a 0055
 
AEDC VAI L63 jMDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT80SG) 1°l JUN 71 PAGE 238 
















z 	 U ____ 4 to 1 
SYMBOL VELTAZ
A 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 	DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION0-182s PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.228 	 44 4440
I - BSTFOW 100.000 ORSPOW uoO.eos 	 REFS SQ IN 
1O000 LTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 5.000 	 REFL 13:30 1 N 
REFS $3 33350 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 	 XMRP 7 5280 IN
 
ELVOR B . 0 0 0 E TA O . 000 
 Y RP aO.OO ou IN
Z-R. 1 1940 1N
 
SCALE 0.,I's
AEF eMC, PILE 

AEBC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS0973 11 JUN 71 PAGE 289
 
.4 
AEDC VA 1163 EAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 







-. 12 10 -a 6 -4 2 a a 4 6 a o 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
A .il BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
1.$2 ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a Zz22 BSTFOW 100.000O RSPO 100.00, REFS 44.444n SQ IN
 
REFB 13.3330 IN
1ACH 5 010 ELVBST . -2 XRP 7 .5280 IN
 







AEDC VA143rMDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8097) I-JUN 71, PAGE 230
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
j1 . .









aa 4a to 0401 a 42 
0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
a .82 PARAMETRIC VALUES R:EFEREN CE INFORMATION 
0:2:6 BSTPOW 100.000O R5FCW 100.000 REF 44.4440 so in 
10.000 -:LiAX 0.166 ALPHAT 5.0DD REFL 13:.35a0 IN 
REFD 13 3330 IN 
MACH 5.0 EfVBST 0.000 XHRP , :5280 IN 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8097) 11 JUN 71 PAGE -431
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC ROOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
i ii i Ii II Ii IF i I I I I I 















6 	 4 2 0 2 4 6 0 12 
-- 2n -to0 a 
SYMBOL DELTAZA .15t 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S 	 0.182 FARAMETRIC iALUE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.229 	 BSTFOW 100.000 ORSPOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
I REFL 13.333U IN 
1D.000 	 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 xM P 7.5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP D .00 , IN 
ZMR 	 1 0940 IN
 
00 	 440 . REFESSF 1FILE 0 BNTRENCE0000iP 	 SCALE 4QW OSO 	 00055 I 
AEC VA103,MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 11 71-ERTFERC
PAGE OUN-92
 















-s - -O -8 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
A 051 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 0.18 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 100.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 44.444] SO IN 
0.352 nELTAX 0.351 ALFHAI b.o0 REFL 13.3330 IN 
10.000 MACH 5.01 ELVOST 0 000 REFP 13333 0 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP a.,DQO IN 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
REFREMCC FLE P T SCALE 0 55 
AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8OB8) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 233
 























- - -6 -4 2 0 2 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 
6 
DEGREES 
8 10 12 























ZRRP 1.3"40 IN 
A REFERENCE FILE ICALE u 0055 
AEDC VAI46G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8098] 11 JUN 71 PAGE 234
 

















-,2 i - 1 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
A 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB OEGREES 
0.162 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENrr INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTFOW ±o0.000 ,RBPOW 100.008 REFS 44.4445 SQ IN 
0.352 -.LTAX 0.5?1 ALPFHI 5.008 REFL 13.3338 IN 
±0.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST .EED R.330 I 









SCALE 1 194I0:0055 IN 
AEOC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8099) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 235
 
AEDC VA 1I63 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
I 	 r 
.5 	








('-. 4	 CAL 0.05 
Li1 
-- 2I -la -8 - 6 --4 -2 a 2 4 6 a la $ 
SYMBOL DELTAZA 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALOHAB DEGREES 
0 	 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
/ o .2 BSTPOW 100.000 ORBPOW ADD.Goa REFS 44.4440 so iN 
0.35i ELTAX 0521 ALPHAI 5.OD REFL 13 3339 IN
REFB 13 3330 IN
 
10 000 MACH 5.ala ELVBST 0.000 
 XMRP 7 .5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.0O0 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0 0000 1 N 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
SAE a.55 
, REFERENCE FILE 

AEOC VAl 1S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8099) 11.JUN,71 PAGE 296
 












-o.04 -10 - - - -2 a 4 6 8o 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ

A 0.1s1 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB OEGREES
 
S 0,182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 SSTPOW 100.000O BFPW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 SO IN 
0.352 ' LTAX 0.5n1 ALPHAI 5°000 REFL 13 3330 IN 
XRF 13:330 1 N 






113.000 MACH 6.010 ELVBST 0.000 
SCALE 0:005 5
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8099) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 237
 
_ _ 













S -. 15 
-. 20 
. 12 -10 -8 - 4 - 4 6 a le-12 
SYMBOL CLTAZ 
.IZo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
zo8 BSTPOW 0.000O RBPOW 100.000 REFS 44 444C se IN 
/ 0.2:8 T LTAX 
CREF 




10O0CH 500 ELV95T 5.000 XMR 7 5280 IN 
ELVORB 0 can BETA 0.000 YMRP, 0000 IN 
REFERENCE FILE ZMRPSCALE 1 10400055 IN 
AEDC VAl'B3'MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBIO0) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 238
 











. . . . . .
 
- ' 12 
-. 2 
12 -1U -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.18a
0.?00 BSTPOW ORSPOW 100.000 	 REFS 44.4443 SQ IN 
D.ZZ8 -ELTAX - 0.391 ALPHAI 0.000 	 REFL 13.3330 IN 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.g00 REFB 13.3330 IN
 
EDC BOOSTR IN PRO Y 1 7(.T50 IN
VA1163 MAC 	 TER








AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PRO3XIMITY TO ORBITER IRT8100) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 299
 
.01 



















-12 10 - - 2 0 2 4 8 10a 1? 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
O0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
S .151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 OSTP0O4 0.000 ORBPOW 100 OB REFS 44 444 so IN
 
0.22a0 LTAX 0.391 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 135.330 IN
 
REFS 13.5330 IN
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.00 

ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN





AEOC VA!143 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8100) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 300
 











.3e12 -to a 6 4 -2 0 4 8 10 12SYM50L DELTAZ
U.12O BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPuW 0.000 ORSPOW 100.00 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.28 DELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 0.0G0 REFL I±.3s3a IN 
0.00a MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 1.580 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP a.0a200 IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
REFEREPCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VAIG3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMI-TY TO ORBITER CRT8101) Ll JUN 71 PAGE 301
 








_ _ _ 
-1 -0 o -e -4 -202 46810 	 10 1SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.,120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. AILPHAS DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 o 0.182 SSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW 100.030 REFS 4, 4440 so IN 
f 0 . 2 DELTAX -0.145 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.30 IN8 
10.000 A CH 5.010 ELVSST 0.000 	 XMRP 13.3230 IN 
- ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMR? 0 .0050 INM 
ZMRP 1.194U, IN 
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE 0.0055
 
Ot L 
AEDO VA1A1S31MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CR18101) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 302
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-. 0% -_____ 	 ____ 
-. 0?Zt 
.03 -10a -6 - 2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ012 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
02 BSTFO4 0.000 ORSPOW 100.000 REFS '..4440 SO IN 
REFL 13.5330 IN0.228 DELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 0.000 	 REFO 13.5330 INXHRP 75280 IN 5.010 	 ELVBST 0.000 
YRMRF 7.5280 IN10.000 
'ACM 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.00o 	 Y0RP G.D 0 IN 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS1O1) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 303
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.15 __ .. . .. 
z 
-, 




-. - _12 -10 a -6 -4 -2 2 4 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0"120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACiK, AL PHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORBFOW 10O.B0O REFS -4 4440 so IN 
0.228
. 5REFB DELTAX - .019 ALPHAI C.000 REFL 13.3330 0 INN 
IO.00 ,AC 5DIDELEST D.DDXMRF 7,:5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.BOB YNRP a aDva IN 
ZNRP 1 1940 IN 
I REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 0055 
AEDC VA11G,3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER IRTS1023 11 JUN 71 PAWF 304
 











-- D - -6 -2024 6 a I a 12 
SYMSOL DELTAZ 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 Ro 120 
a .151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a0.182 BSTFOW 0.000 OROPOW 100.000 REFS 44 444C so IN
 
ao228 DELTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI 0.000 
 REF 13o3330 1 N 
13.3330 IN
 
t0.00ELBSTHAC 50100.00XHRF 7.5280 in
 
ELVORB a.000 BETA 0+000 YHRP 0:,0300 IN
 








AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8102) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 305
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
. .2 .- ... .....
1 I 
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-12 -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE-CE INFOMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 OROPOW 100.000 REFS SQ IN 
0.228 .ELTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.3330 IN 
10.000 MACH REPS 13.3330 IN 
5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 7.5230 IN 






" SCALE 0.0055 
REFERENCE FILE 

















-0 a - 6 
.T .t .o .n . .. . . . 






a .0 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
S 0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW IOD.000 
 REFS 44.4440 so IN
 
0.228 	 ELTAX O.Ia4 ALPHAI O.Ouu REFL 13.3330 IN
 
1000 MC LBT .1 U0uREFB 13.3330 IN
 
0.00 HAC 5010O.OUXMPP 	 7.5280 IN
ELBST




REFERENCE FIE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA11B3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBI033' 11 JUN 71 PAGE 307
 
__ 













6 a 10 I 
-12 -10 8 4 - 2 a 2 4 - 6 
SYMBOL CELTAZ
 DEGREES
O.lzo 	 BOosFER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 

REFERENCE INFORMATIONU.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 




Do0182 BSTPOW 0.0o0 ORSPOW 106.000 
0.2ES DELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 5.00C 

10.000 	 ,4ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XHRF 7.5280 IN
 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 
 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1:194 , IN 
a. 55 
REFERENCE FILESCL 
AEDC VA"I3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTOI03) 11 JUN 71 PAGE ?08
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
<] 
















-- 2 -10 - 6 -4 - 0 	 4 a a0 12 
SYMBOL OCLTAZ
 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 44.4441) ZQ IN 
0.228 ELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI UBGUD 	 REFL 13 353B
. REFS 0.000 CRaFOW loo.Doa 3 30 ININ0*182 BSTPOW 

EVBT 	 7 .52801000 HCH 5,1 ,00XMRP 	 IN
 
ELVORB .. 0 20BE TA 0 .000 Y RF 0 .0cb o IN
 
ZHR1 1 1940 IN
 
REFERENC FILE SCALE 0005R5
 
AEDC VA1 G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 11 JUN 71 PAGE 209IRTN103] 

AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5













-.30,2 -10 -a - 4 ­ a 2 4 68 is I 
SYMBOL CELTAZ 
5.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.82 BSTFOW 0.000 ORBPOW 1SG Goo REFS -4.4440 SQ IN
 
a 28 ELTAX D 166 ALPHAI .O 
 REF 13 333 0 1N 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 
 XMRP 7.5280 IN
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.100 




S REFERENCE FILE SCALE D.D055
 
AEDC VAI.I163 MDAC BOOSTER IN'PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBI04) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 310
 
___ 













-.--1 2 -6 -4 -20 	 2 4 6 810 12SYMBOL 
 N LTAZ
U.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 	 0:182 03TPO 0*000 CROPOW 100,000 REFS 44.4440 so IN 
0o228 CELTAX 0 166 ALHAI .00 REFL 13.3330 IN

. 0REFB 	 13.333 N 
ELVORS Y.M0 BETA O.Eo Z.000 	 YTA 
 IN
 
ZRP 1.1940 IN 
REFER NCE FILE 
 SCALE 3.30 IN 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT81043 I JUN 71 PAGE 311
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 

















-. 02 	 _ 
.03 -10 -8 6 4 2 2 4 6 8 Lo 
SYMUOL DELTAZo.2O 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 OrSW Igo0.000 	 REFS 4,.4440 SQ IN 
REFL 13 3320 IN 
REFS 13.3330 IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 0.0OD 
IO.DOu M CH 5.010 ELVOST 0.500 	 XMRP 7.5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YNRP 0 00CC IN 
ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 00055
 REFERENCE FILE 

AEDOC VAILG3 hDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8104) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 312
 


















.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
G.IL PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR ATION 
0.182 BSTFow U.00 ORBFow 160.09o REFS 1-4440 SQ IN 
/ 225 ELTAX .351 ALPHAI 000 RE 1 3 IN 
ouo ACH 
a: UREF8 
5.010 ELVBST U.0oD XMRP 1333307 .5280 1NIN 
ELVORB 0.000 
REFORENCO FALN 








AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8105) 11 71 IUNPAGE 313 
_ _ _ _ _ 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 












AEDC .0 216 M_____ BOOSTER_ IN____ PROXIMITY TOORITR____1_JN 1 PAE 1 




a'120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o0182 BSTPOW 00000 OQBPOW 100.000 REFS *4 4440 SQ IN 
O.2ZSB" DELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 0.010 REFL 13.3330 IN 
13.3330 IN1000 MCLBT .1 00aREFS1D.GO HAC ELBST 5010o00XMRP 7 5280 IN 
CLVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP u . uO0 IN 
ZMRF 1.1941l I N 
















-- Zl12 -1 0 a 61 - 4 - 2 0 a 4 6 toS 1 
SYBOL OLTAZ 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
a 161 PARAMETRIC VALUES0.182 8STPCW 0.000 ORBPow 100.o0 	 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN
 




ELVORB 0.D00 BETA D.000 

• 1 O D VBMAH . O O 	 , Too IN 












AEfC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.25 _ __ _ 
__
___










12 -10 a 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a IS 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
U.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0151l PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION0 :.182 STPOW G.GUU ORSPOW 100.000 REF 44.444U SO IN 
0 228 ;ELTAX 0.522 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.333a IN 
HACH 5.01D ELVBST 0.000 REFS 13.333a IN 
XHRP 7:5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.009 BE TA 0.000 YH RPr a DUO I N 





AEDC VAI,1,G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBIOG) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 316
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
5 _ .__ ._ ­_ 1_ l _ , . .l. ._ ., ._.- . . 






. 1 _ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALDHAB DEGREES 1 
a.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 44.444a SQ IN 
CLTAX O000 CRUPOALFHAI iaa.SUO 13.343a IN0 Sze2 0.522 0.0O, REFL0 .8 STPOW 
10.O00 MAcN 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XRF 13.5280 IN 
ELVORS *O T ,O YMRF 0.0000 IN 
Z.RF 1.1940 IN
 
SCALE 0.gas55REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER IRTSMO) 11 JUN -11 PAGE 317
 















.0-12 1 -8 6 -4 0 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
.120 BOosrER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
" 0.182 OSTpOW O.OOO ORSPOW 100.00D REFS 44.444-J so IN 
0.228 PELTAX 0.522 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 13 3330 IN 
2 MREFS 13330 1 
IO.DO HAHLVSTt.10 O O0XMRP .5280 IN
 
ELVORS 0.0O0 BETA O.O00 YMRP 0.10050 IN
 
ZHRF 1 1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 RA05I5
 
JUN 7f PAGE
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 11 1RT8106)?18
 
-- 


















- 10 - -6 - 4 - 2 
 2 4 6 0 12
 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0D.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION0 .182 SSTO4 50.000 ORBPOW 50.0O0 REFS 44.4440 so IIN 
REFL 13 3330 N 
0.228 DELTAX -0.391 ALFHAI 0.000 
D.52 EHCHVBS ,00 b.OOREFB 
 13:3S30 2N
 
1135 LBSAC .00 .00XMRP
10.000 ELVORB 7,.5280 IN
0.000 BEA 0.000 
 YMRP 0.05ou IN
Z.R1 1 1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE 00 a 55 
AEDC VA1163 MAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT81071 
 11 JUN 71 PAGE 319
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
LLI
 











20.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUESRE RNC IFOMT N 
0 0.182 BSIPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 50.C00 REFS .4.4449 so IN 
0.228 CELTAX - 0.391 ALFNAI o.0o REFL 13.3330 IN 
.5281 IN,





AEIJC VA14S3MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8107) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 320 










-. 03 ._._ . . ._ _ _ _.A ,5 
.0 2 -10a 4 46 1 1 
SYHOOL DZLTAZ 
alizoBOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB OEGREES
 
5 E ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a$:82 - ORSFOW :;:S SO INBTEOW 50:00 50.000 44.4440 

0,228 ETX -031 APA .0 REFL 13.3330 IN
 
MACH 1 ELVST 0.000 











AEOIC VA1163 MOAt BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER IRT81O7) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 121
 


















0.1ZO BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTFOW 50.000 OQBPOW 50.000 REFS 44.4440 $0 IN 
[ 0 .228 ELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13 30 IN 0REF 13:3330 IN
 
0,52EVSTHC 501 0.0MXRp 7 .5280 IN 
, 10.00O ELVORB 0.1305 BETA 0.0 MF 0uin IN





AEDC VAI-163'NDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSI08) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 322 














-'2 - 0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 4 6 a in le 
SY MBOL CELTAZ 
.12o BOOSIER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 


































SCALE 0 0055 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB1O8) iI JUN 71 PAGE 323 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5














- 4 - 0 2 4 6 a 10 1212 -10 a 
SYMBOL VELTAZ
 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, AL0 HAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 50.000 REFS 44.4440 so IN 
0.228 ELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI a 000 REFL 13.3530SREEB .3330 ININ 
0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMRF 7.52?R IN 
YBR D.o IN






AEDC VA163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS108 11 JUN 71, PAGE 324
 






















.12 -10 -a8 -s 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYB DLZo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
.151 .09LTHA 
o o BTO 5*0 ORSPOW 000RF 44 I 
0.228L 'E TA 
- ARAMETRIC VALUE U U a	 REF$44.44N 8 IN2 




10.000 	 MACH 5.011 FLVBST 0.000 7.5280 IN
 








AEDC-VA1IG3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8109) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 325
 














-10 - 8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.123 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAHETRIC*VALUES RERENCE INFORATION 
0.18, BSTFOW 50.00 CQBPOW 50.000 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
S0.228 0ELTAX.019 ALFHAI . REFL 13.3330 IN 
10.000 MACH 5.010 ELVSST 0 000 XMRF 7.5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF 0 oUDO IN 
ZMRF 1 1940 IN 
SCALE a.0055 























2 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 2 4 6 12 
SYHBOL OELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 










0.600 REFS REFL 
44.4440 
13.3330 SO IN IN 
10.220 LACH 0.010 BELVST .09O REF 13.3330 IN 
XMRF 713.3 0 IN 
0LVOR 5.00 BETA 0.000 YXRF . 0000 IN 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1IS3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER LRT8109) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 327
 












-31 -1 6 -4 -2 2 4 6 a 1a len
 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
O .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0:182 BSTPOW 50-000 ORSPO so Goo, REFS 44 4440 so 1N 
0.D228 DELTAX 0.14 ALPHAI 0.00, EFL 13 3330 IN
 
5XRP 13 3630 IN
7.528 
LVRTU,00F8
0,52 MAH *00 

Gio oD ELVORB 0.000 BE TA 0.000 YMRP 0.00nio IN 
ZMRP I 194C IN 
1 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
116
AII3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS11O1 11 JUN 7, PAGE 328 




















0.12O BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.R182 BSTBOW 50.00ORBPOW 50.000 REFS 44.4440 SO IN
 
0.228 VFLTAX 0.104 ALFHAI 0 0o REFL 13.3330 IN
REFB 13 3330 IN
 
0.352 ACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.00 XMRS 3S.33 IN
 
10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.0o0 
 YMRP 0.00o1, IN
 





AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8110) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 329
 

















-'012 -10 - 6 -4 2 
I 	0 .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALDHAB DEGREES
 
a 0151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERFIFE INFORMATION
 
:18B2 BSTFOWELTAX 5D.oo0 104 ORBPOWALPHAI so009OO__Do 	 REFSL 13.3330 $0IN IN0.228 	 44 444
REFS 13 .550 IN 
0.352 MACH 5:010 ELVI15T 0.0,0. 	 XHRF 7:5250 in
 
10.0a ELVOR BETA 	 YHRP IN
0 a OB 0.0 0 a DODD 

ZRP 1 1940 in
 
REFERENCE FILE 	 SCALE a 055
 
AEDC VA.G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ARTLHAB 11DR30 PAGE
JUN 71 


















0.129 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION0:182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 50-00 REFS 44.444 IQ IN
 
0 ELTAX U.166 ALFHAI U.0oD REFL 13.3330 IN
Oo18 

1000 MCLBT .1 00uREFB 13 3330 IN
 
10.80 HAHLV@T .88 8,88XMRF 7:5280 1N 
ELVORB 0.880 BETA 0.6o0 YMRP 0 .O83 In 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ERT8III) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 231
 














4 6 101 
.-126 -10 a -- 4 
Y BOL DELTAZ
 




0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 




8 2. STPOW 5D.UO0 ORBPOW 50.0ou 
 1 33  IN
 0 22 6 :LTA X 0 .166 ALPHA I S.uua
1 .)REFS 

X R F .5 2 0 IN












AEDC VAjG3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RT111) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 332
 















.01 	 r __t____ t eI __ i 	 l
 
-. 02 
- 120 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 	 4 6 a In 12 
SYMBOL VELTAZ
 
o.12o 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.132.. BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 50.000 REFS 44.4440 S IN 
aJ 'ELTAX 10LST 0.0000.228 	 0.166 A PHA .REFL 13.330 IN REFS 13 3330 IN10.000 MACH 5.010 ELYBST 0.009 
 XMRF 7.5280 INELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 YNRF 0.00"j IN 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8111) 11 JUN 71 PAGE -33
 












-12 - n -8 - - 4 -2 a 2 4 6 1 
SYMBOL OELT Z
 
O.iea BOOSIER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
6.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEPENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 50.0ba REFS ,.4440 Sa IN 
0.00, EFL 13 3330 IN
 
REFB 13.3330 IN 
R 0.352 .. ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XHRF 7 .528U IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.351 ALHAI 

10.000 ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRF 0.00oG IN
 






AEDC VA1.163CMDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8I12) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 334 
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0.12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTAC, ALPHAB 0EGREES 
a0*151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION. 
0.182 BSTPOW 5o.o00 oRSFow 5o.ooo REFS 44.4440 SG IN 
S 0 28 DF TAX .351 ALHAI 0.000 REFL 13o3 "a0 [, 
RP 13.3330 IN V, 0352 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.060 









AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8112) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 335
 














- .06 8 BSPW 000 QP__0.0 __40 PF oI 




1000 LO 0 EA 000Y .0000 I 
-12 -10 --8 8 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
flHOOL OELTAZDERS 
2 0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHABDERS 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATI ON 
0 0.'182 BSTPOW 50.000 OROFOW 50.000 PEFS 4e*444Q SQ IN 
0.228 DELTAX 0.351 ALPNAX 0.000 PEFt. 13.333 IN 
0.352 tACM 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 7.5280 IN 







AEDC VAISG3 'MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT81123 11 JUN 71 PAGE 336
 












 0 2 4 6 
-°0.120 
a 10 2 
, .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHABPARAMETRIC VALUES DEGREES
 
, .1 8z 5ST POW 50.000 
 ORBFOW 
 SU.000
0.228 DELTAX REFERENCE INFORMATION0 522 ALFHAI 
 0.000 REFS 44.4440 
 $aINM L
.010 13 333C, IN5.5 ELVBST0*3 0.900 
O.000 eLVOR5 R
0.000 aETA 7.53330 IND.000 
 7 . 5280 INZR1 






 0 . D055AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8113) 
 11 JUN 71 
 PAGE 37
 










 - 82 2 4 
 a 10 le 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, AIPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 r REFEREN INFORMATION
0.182. SBTPOW QRBPOW50.000 50.000 
 RES 44.444, SQ IN0.228 C LTAX 0.522 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.3330 IN 
0.55 	 MACH 5.010 ELVB$T 0 U00 REFS 13.3330 IN
 
XMRP 7.5Z80 IN
0.000 ELVOR5 0.000 BETA a BUD 
 YMRP a 'DUG IN 
ZMRF 1.194U IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE, a 0055 























-a4 -so - 2 0 2 4 0 6 10 12 
SYM8CL OELTAZ
 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
S.151 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
0.102 SSTFOW 50.000 OROPOW 50.0o0 REFS 44 .444C so IN0.228 r-LTAX 0.522 ALPHA! 0.000 REFL 13.3330 IN 
0.352 MACH 5 010 ELVBST 0.000 REFS 13.3330 IN1 .3  HACK 5.01 BE T 0.000 XNRr 7.5280 INA
10.000 ELVORS BETA0.0 0 000 YNRP 0.000b IN 
ZNRF 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8113) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 339
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 













-'312 -10 a 	 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a a SYMBOL CELTAZ
 
0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERE-ICE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTPC 5U.U00 ORIPOW 50.000 REFC 44.4440 SQ IN 




10.000 	 MACH 5.010 ELVB$T 0.000 XHR P 7*.5280 IN 






AEDC VAI 1G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8114) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 340 
i­













-. -z -a --6 4 --	 4 a _a 1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
A 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALP14AB DEGREES 
0.182 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENLE INFORMATION 
.Zza BSTFPW 50.000 oRarPow 50.OU-l REFS 44 4440 SO IN 
0:352 -ELTAX -0.391 ALFHAI 5.000 REFL 13:3530 IN
 
1000 MC .10 EVS .0 




lO.OO AC 5.10 

ELVCR8 0.000 BETA G,05g YIRP O.OOOu IN
 





AEOC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8114) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 341
 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER ANO ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.11 ______ __......._____	 --

















- F0 ._ Il ._ .__ . . .i i. ... l _ 
-12 -10 -8 6 4 -2 	 2 4 6 8 10 12SYMBOL CELTAZ
O E.15 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERE,.CE INFCRATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 50.00 ORBPOW 50.000 	 REFS 44.4440 So IN 
0.352 	 DELTAX - 0.91 ALFHAI 5.000 REFL 13.3340 IN 
ERrB 134330 IN10.000 	 MACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 
XMRP 7.S so IN
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.00 YHRF 0.D00 IN 




AEOC VAIlG3 MOAC ROOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8114) 11 JUN 71, PAGE 342
 
AEDC VA 1163 DAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5






I-- -- _ _5 
SYL .00 TA 
-. ELOR BETA_ YM D000 I050 ______ 
.1 _HR__ ____ ___ ___4___N 
REEEC FL CLED 5
 
AECVIS2DCBOTR'NPOIIYT RIE RBI] I U 1 PG 4
 
A ~ EEEC F.ILE ATAKAPH5ERE SOSEAL L 0F 
AEC .A163 PARABOOSETR IN PROXIMIT TOOREFERR15N1UN71 PCEI S43AT~t
 
















A .15 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
ffota? PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERC-CE It-FORMATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 50.000O RBPOW 50.000 	 REP. 44.4440 SQ IN 
-.2 352 	 DELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 5.00 REFL 13.3330 IN 
M.REFB 13 30 IN 
XMR 7 0 IN
 
ELVORB O.ELA BETA OEAN ATAK 	 YLRP 0 IN 





AEDC VAI',63 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8115) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 344
 
____ 

















10 -8 -6 -4BOOSTER -2ANGLE OF 0ATTACK, ALPHAB4 6DEGREES 0 10 
U.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBFOW 50.00 REFS 44.4440 S' IN 
/ 0.352 1.000 DELTAX NACH - 0.143 5.010 ALPHAI ELV8ST 5.OD 0.000 REFL REFLRE I .3330 13.350.3330 IN ININ 







AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRTSI15) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 345
 
12 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 













AEI -A_,,__ BOOSTE 	 PG
 
-.'30la -10 --a 6 -4 2 	 4 6 a 10 1 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERE , E INFORMATIONS 0.200 BSTOW 56.000 ORBFOW S0.000 	 REFS 44.4440 SO IN 




MACH 5.010 FLVBST O,00a XMRP 7 5280 IN
 










AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 









A a*151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.162 FARAMETIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
/ 0.228 BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 50.000 REFS 44.444r so IN 
$0.000 DELTAX - 0.019 AL~FHAI 5,050 REFL 13,3"30 IN 
MAH 500 EVS EFB 13:3330 IN.0
HAHLVS 5.1 OOOXMRP 7 .528a IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.900 YMRP D.U000 IN 
ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER IRT8IIG) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 347
 















-. 02	 L .
-. 03 	 L I . 
-.. z2 -±0 -O -6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 1 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
A 0151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.1a2 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTFOW 50.000 ORSPOW 50.oo0 	 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
10.000 	 DELTAX - 0 019 ALPHAI 5.0G0 REFL 13.3330 IN 
REFB 13.5330 IN 4ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 	 XMRP 7.5280 IN
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 1.00s 	 YMRP 0 0000 IN
 





AEDOC VA11S3 MEAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8116) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 348
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 














- 1 - o -8 -4 -2 4 6 a to 
SYMBOL DELTAZ0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
/ 0.22a BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 5u.uuo REFS 44.4440 so N 
D.352 DELTAX D.104 ALPHAI 5.pac REFL 13 3330 IN 





ELVCRS D.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
SCALE o:0a55-
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8117) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 349
 
AEDOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5







1 . 3 . _ I
-J6	 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ R F _ _o .0 3 5 0 ,1 0_ A LA b 0 0 
fl-.-24 -1 -_ 6 -4 _0 6 _ 0 
UMRP -	 . 5______IN 
-. 25 20246a1 I1 
SYNSOL 	 VLTAZo.15 	 ANGLE ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES'BOOSTER 	 OF 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCC INFORMATION 
/ 028BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW 50.000 PIFS 44.4440 SO IN 
10.000 	 NACH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XMR? V.5240 IN
 







AEDOC VAI1S3 ADAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8117J 11 JUN 71 PAGE 250
 
















A .151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, AI.PHAB DEGREES
 
0 .182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO
 
0O.Z BSTFOl 50.O000 ORBPOW 5.000 REFS 44.4440 so IN
 
0.352 VELTAX 0.104 ALPMAI 5.000 REFL 13.3330 IN
 
10.000 ,ACH 5 010 ELVBST .0O 
 R MFB 71 535 IN
ELVORB o. 0 BETA U.0O YHRP. o 'a IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:.0 t55
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8117] 11 JUN 71 PAGE 351
 















-1 -1 a o i 
0.151 E NL FATC.APA ERE 
















ELVORB a ova B TA 0.06D YMRF 0.0OO0 IN 
z MRF 1.194U IN 
REFERENCE FILE SAE OD5 
AEOC VA1tG3.MOAC BOOSTER IN!PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSII83 11 JUN 71 PAGE 352 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 













- 2 -10 - 8 6 -4 -2 	 4 a l 12 
SYMBOLA DCLTAZ	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHABB-15 	 DEGREES
 
0.182 PARAMEYRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATI O 
D 228 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBP014 50.000 REFS ,4.4440 SQ IN 
10.050 	 DELTAX 0.166 ALFHAI 5.000 REFL 13.333a IN 
AAH 500 EVS .10REF8 13.53330 19
 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP .go00 IN
 





AEOC VAIIG63 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT81I8] 11 JUN 71 PAGE 353
 





















-4 -10 4 a 0 2 4 6 a_ 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0-o151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
.1 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.22a BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW D0.Cou REFS 444U SQ IN 
10.000 	 DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 13.3330 IN 
~ 5.010 ~ 0.000 ~ ~ ~ EREREFSCL 13.3 313 INACH ~ ELVBST 	 ~ 7 5280A~ 	 XMRF 0±:ROSE0NGEO0ATC.5LHB 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA O o u Y R F 0.0 O IN 
ZNR1 I 194- IN 
REFERENCE FALE TICL SEER C0 F5 I 
ELOB .00YR 	 JUN 71 I000BT 	 11 PAGE.00 354RTBNIB?AEDC VAII3,MDAC BOOSTER I'N PROXIMITY TO ORBITER 





















-12 - -6 4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 IQ
SYMBOL CELTAZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB
S.1 o DEGREES
 
0.182 FARANETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 BSTPOW 50.000 
 ORBPOW 50.000 REFS 44.444l so IN 
A 0352 CELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 5.014 REFL 13.3330 IN ooo AK 50± vs XR1 13°3330 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0,000 YMRPp a.,Do, IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE 





AEOC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RTSt1S) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 355
 
-.4 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 










-°1 10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 4 8IS 12 
SYMBOL
A DELTAZ.251 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
, ia2 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.228 BSTPOW 50.000 OROPOW S0.000 REF- 44.4440 SO IN 
0*5aREFL 13. 330Q IN 
I0.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST U.Sao XMRP 7.5a80 IN 
ELVORS 0.05v BETA 0.000 w YHRF 0 . cqB IN 
ZMRP I 194C IN 
I" REFERENCE FILE CL 0O5 
AEDC VAII1G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8119) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 356
 
--



































0.22*0 BSTPOW 01351 REFERF'-CE5 ,000 ALPHAIBrOW INFORMATIONOR 50.005 0 D 

10.000 REF3 44.4440 69 IN
MACH 


















SCALE O . B5
RE FERE NCE FILE 

AEOC VA1I13 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8I1Sg 11 JUN 71 PAGE 357
 









.JR .1 5280__IN 
-. 25_____ 
UI- - .15 P RA ET__VA UE 

EF RE CE INOAT
 
SYMBL 12 -0 O6 .F 200DLTA EVSTERANL 18 .3 0BOO5°L 12O TTCK LPA DEGRS580 
0E28STOW .0°O O BPOW 50.000 RF 44.40 0 IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
, REFERENCL FILE 
C .0 5
AEDC VAItG3 MOAC ROOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RTS12O) 
 11 JUN 71 PAGE 358
 













' -_ A-­.0 -





0 182 PARAMETIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.228 BSTPOW 5a.Ova ORSPOW 50.)D0 REFS 44.4440 30 IN 
0.352 VELTAX C.521 ALPHAI 5.006 REFL 13.3330 IN
 
.REFS 133330 IN
O12 - a.4 -2 0 2 X 7 15280IN50 

ELVOR .. 28OTET0.000BEA 50.300 YRP 4. 0 IN
 
ZHRP 1 1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT81203 11 JUN 71 PAGE 359
 












.04 12 	 4 2 4 8 . .10 . l__ 
-. 01 
.10 PAAMTICVLUS 	 EERNE NFRATO 
1 	 RFL N_______ __.5__ ALPHA__ 5.05 	 13.3 IID A 

-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 	 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL CELTAZA 0.15± 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
< 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.285. BSFO00 ORPO 5.ODREFS 	 44.44 0 SO IN 
0.352 ' DELTAX 0.521 ALPHA! 5.000 	 REFL 13.3330 IN 
RP 1533 IN
15.000 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 
ELVORB 	 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP .000 IN 




AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8120) 11 JUN 71! PAGE 360
 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 









-. 10 L 
U _ _ 
.25 	 __ _ _ _ _ _ 
La -1S a - 6 a a 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL VELTAZ 
A 0:151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.	 STFOW 50.000 OReBOW 25.000 REFS 44.444C SO IN 
DELTAX - 0.391 ALFHAI 5.00 REEL 13.3330 IN 
REFB 13.3330 INMACN 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XMRP 7.5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YMRF 0 0000 IN 
ZMRP 1.1640 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEDC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS121J 11 JUN 71 PAGE 361
 











-. ______ 	 ______ 
--26 -10 -8 -6 - 4 20 2 4 6 a 10 i2 
SYMBOL UELTAZ 
0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 FARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 	 BSTFOW 50.000 OR Pow 25 Ulu REFS 4 .4449 so IN 
l CiLTA. 0.391 ALFMAI 5,000 REFL 133530 REFS 13.3330 IN 
ACH 5.01a ELVOST G.uva XHRP 7 .5280 IN 
ELVORB 0.O0a BETA 0.0au YHRP 0*OOO0 IN 
ZHRp 1:194U IN 
REFERENCE FILE SAE 005 
AEBC VA11G3 iMDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8I21) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 3G2
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 














*00 	 _______ _ 
-. 02 
-12 10 -o - - -2 0 4 6 10 12 
SYMBOLL 0.1A BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREESOELTAZ
fr 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 	 BSTFOW 50.000 ORBPO 25.0 r REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
DELTAX 0.391 ALPHA! 5.000 REFL 13 3330 INNEFB 1 ° 3 0 
,ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 HRF 7.5280 3N 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.00a 	 YHRF O.0000 IN 




AEDC VA1183 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8121) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 363
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 










.-3 1 . . 
. -
I 
-1., - --6 I -4 --22 4 
, 
6 810 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ0*15., BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
. 0 .182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 















ELVORB 0.000 BETA a.000 YMRP 0.000C IN 
ZMRP 1 1940 IN 
RKFERENCE FILE SCALE 0 .0055 
AEDC VA11633DAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8122) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 364
 








A 0.15, 8OOSIER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 is?8 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
io.cou BSTPOW ORSPOW50.ou 25 000 REFS 44.4440 so IN
LTAX 0.143 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 13.3330 IN
 




ELVORS 0.000 BETA 
 0.000 YINP a.Go Cr IN
 
ZHR F 1 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:0,55 





AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 


















f l 	 _, ___
_°03 	 l _______i__fi i _ ___ _. . 
-.01
 
--	 4 6 111 12
210 -10 a 6 --4 
SYMBOL VELTAZ	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
S O.L5 
REFEREN'E INFORMATION
0.18Z PARAMETRIC VALUES 

10.000 BSTPOW 50.000 ORSPOW 25.000 	 REFS 44.444t) 50 IN 
REFL 13.3330 IN 
I REF5 13.3330 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XARP 7.5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YHRP 0.0009 IN 
ZMRF 1.1940 IN 




AEOC VA6I63 MOAC BOOSTER -IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8122) 11 JUN 712 PAGE 366
 







* -. 05 
- 3 2--12 - 8- 4- 2 a 2 4 a a l a 1 9 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
A 0.151 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORHATI O
h .182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
100.000 5STPOW 50.000 ORBPOW Z5.006 REFS 44 4440 so IN
 
DELTAX -0.019 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 13.3330 IN
 




ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0.O00 YHRP U.00DU IN
 
ZHRP 1 1940 IN
 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE U.0055,
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8123) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 367
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5















I 11 2[ 1i .I .I .[ L .t .i .F . i. 
-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 	 4 6 a 10, 1i 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
A 0.151 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.182 FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 SSTPOW 50.0D0 ORBPOW 25.006 	 REFS 44.4440 so IN 
'DF-.TAX 	 - 0o1 LHI 5.000 REFL 13 .3350 IN 
MAHLOS 501 .00..B 13.3530 1
 HACH~~~~~~ 50 	 RP 75280 IN.O EVT 








AEDC VA116S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8I23) 11 JUN 7] PAGE 3F8
 
















a 18 AAERC AUSRFRNC NOMTO
 
10.000 	 BSTPOW 00.DO ORBPOW 25.003 REFS 44.4440 So IN
 
DELTAX 0,419 ALPHAI 5.Uoo REFL 13.3330 IN

.CH 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 	 R FB 13.5330 IN
 
XHRpYR F 7,5280no
ELVORB 0 000 BETA .. 000 a IN
 
ZHRF 1.1940 IN
RFERENCE 	FILE SCALE 0.0055
 
AEkC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ARTA23) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 3
 












a.182 PARAMETRIC VALUESBOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB REFERENCE INFORMATIO
 0,151 

0O.000 	 5STPOW 50°000 ORBFOW 25.050 REFS 4.,4440 SQ IN
 
DELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 5.000 





LVSAH 5.1 000XMRP 7 .580 IN 
EL ORB 0.000 bETA 0.000 YMRP a Dona IN 
Z-RP 1 1945 IN
 
SCALE a:0055
DATA MIST. COCE M 
AEDC VAfiG3'MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8124) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 370
 
AEDOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 

















A O.Isl BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.132 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BSTFOW 50.000 QRBPO 25.000 REFS 4 ,44D sa IN 
DELTAX 0.104 LPHAI 5.000 EL 1. 39 I 
M Ch 5.010 ELVOST 0.000 XMRF 7 .520D IN 





DATA MIST. CODE m 
AEOC VA1163 MOAt BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8124] 11 JUN 71 PAGE 371
 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 

















-. 02 ____ 
-12 -10 -8 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
A O.L 

0.18A PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SYMBOL DELTAZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
1o.o SSTPOW, 50.000 ORBPOW 25.000 REFS 44.4440 so IN 
DELTAX 0.104 ,LFUAI 5.000 REFLREFS 13:333013 3330 ININ 
4 CH 5.010 ELVSST 0.000 ×HR 7.580 IN 
ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.001 YMRP 0.OO0 IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE H SCALE 0 G055 
AEDC VA1163,MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8124) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 372 










-- 1 2 - i o- 8- 4 2 0 24 61 11 1 2 
0.1.1 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB 
DEGREES
 / 0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES10.000 
 STP0W 50.000 OREPOW 25.0O0 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 44.4440 30 IN
 
DELTAX 0.166 ALHAI 5.000 
 REFL 13 3330 IN
 
ML "ST .00REFS
HahLV$5.1 O OOXRP 13:33530 IN
7 .5280 INELVORS 0.000 
 ETA U.Uoa YRP a DOUG IN 
DATA MIST. COD M ZMRP 11940 IN
 SCALE 0:D055 
AEDC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER RT81253 
 11 JUN 71 PAGE 373
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.4 







.12 PARAETRI VALUE REERNNFRATO 
SC-jD05
 
--_12. _ 6194 1.6- 0 IN
 







AEDC O .1 50.00 T0 ORBITE CRT81251 11 JU AEN7 IN
VA1163 - BOSTRBNPOXIIT 1 1.1940 






















-12EL TAZ -10 8 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
A CELT BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREESSY MOL 

0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
±0.0O0 	 SSTFOW 50.000 ORBPOW 25.UOO REF 44.444a sQ IN 
INDELTAX" 0.166 ALFHAI 5.000 REFL 13.3330 
MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 7.5280 IN 
REFB 

ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YHRP O.00'0 IN 
ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
SCALE U.9055 
DATA MIST. CODE H 
AEOC VA1I13 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTR125) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 375
 

















-. 10 L L L L L 
-12 -10 -6 -e 4 -2 2 4 6 8 10 12SYMBOL DELTAZ
S :L BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
S .182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BSTFOW 50.000 ORsPOW 25.060 REFS 44.4440 SO IN 
REFL 13.3330 INDELTAX 0.351 ALPHAI 5.000 
 REFB 13:3330 1N 
'ACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMRP 7.5280 IN 
ELVORS 0.000 BETA 0 00 YNRP 0.0000 IN 
Z1IRP 1.1940 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE M SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSI26) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 376
 
















_ _ _ _ _ 4_ 
SAMBOL DELTAZ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.282 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I00GG O STPOW 50.000 OROFOW 25.000 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
DELTAX 0.351 ALFHAI 5.000 RE L 13.83"D IN 
p.CH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 XMRFX I 7.528052  IN 
,ELVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0 O000 IN 
ZNRP 1.1940 ICALE 0005 N 
DATA MIST. CODE 
AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTB126) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 377
 




0 	 .05 
.0­
w
z 	 .02 





.03 12 -i a - 6 4 ­ a 4 	 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
a-.!51 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB EGREES 
. Ise PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
102000 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPO_ 25.OG REFS 44.4440 so IN 
0DELTAX 0.351 ALHAI 5.0130 REFL 13 3350 IN 
LVSTCH 5BLD .00 EFS 13:3330 IN
.0RP 	 7.5280 1
LVORB 0.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMP .0Dan IN
 
ZH RP 1.1940 IN
 
MIST. CODE RDATA O SCALE 0.055
 
AEOC VAI163'MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8126) 1I JUN 71 PAGE 378
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
Ld 
M10 
z -. 05 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
I- .30 
C 
-. 10 EV___ 0.000 F 
a 
I 
I- -. 15 IN 
S 
SYBO -.0 AZ 

SYNBOL OELTAZ 
0.15± BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
±0.000 SSTFOW 50.000 CROPOW 25.000 REFS 44.4440 50 IN 
C TA °00REEL IN.51 ALHA 13.3330 
DETXBN EFB IN~IA ±3.3330 
OATA HS C H AE 005 
. E 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8127311I JUN 71 PAGE 379
 

















__1__ _42 24 a10 
10.0020 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPoW 25.000 REFS 44.4440 50 IN 
DELTAX 0.521 LFHAI 5.0.3 REFL 13 3330 IN 
F;C 5010 ELBSTOREFB INO. 13.3330 

1XRP 7.528 0 IN
 




DATA MIST. CODE N 
 SCALE 0 0055
 
J 5 
AEDC VAI1G3MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8127) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 380
 
V 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER.AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
I 
j1i I ljJ I I, j I, I, I| I I I 
.12 _ _ _ _ _ _ -
_ _ 	 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
.11 [____ 
.10 	













.	 . .­. .

-12 -10 a -1 -4 - 0 2 6 8 IQ 12 
SYMBOL ELTAZ 
A .15± BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.182 PARAHETRIC VALUES 	 RECERENrE INFORMATION 
10.000 	 BSTPOW 50.000 ORBPOW zs.0oo REFS 44.4440 SG IN 
"ELTAX 0.521 ALPHAI 5.000 REFL 13.3a30 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVBST 0.000 REP 	 13.3130 IN 
ELVORB 0.00 BETA 0.000 	 YNRP 0.00o IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055
DATA MIST. CODE x 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8127) 11 JUN 71 PAGE ?81
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j 	 .10 
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i- .15 TR__AUER 	 _ARH FRE_ _ NFO_ AT_ 
-. 25 8 0_9 LP AO._ __A_ _30	 R FL 1- .2 
-12 -10 -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 IS 
SYDO BOOSTERANL ATTCK fLPHAn DEGREESDTZv 	 OF2 5 - PARAMETRIC VALUES ATACK 	 R:EFANGE INFORMATION 
0.182 	 SSTI' BOBPO aBDREPS 44.444U SQ IN 
0° 5A H5 010 ELVB T Z. UGG XHR F 7 5280 inMC 	 9*5EFS 13 3330 iN
 t v o s o o EL V O R S - 20 .0 0 0 BE T A 0 .R 0 Y H Fa 000 o o n 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
DATA HISf. CODE M SCALE a 0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8128) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 332
 













o -o -10 6 - 2 
_ 4 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
O.lzo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE',:E INFORMATION 
0:1~82 SSTPOW 0.00D ORBPOW 0.000 
 REFS 44.4440 SO IN
 
REFL 13. 3360 
 IN
 
OZ.S52 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 20.000 
 XMRF 7:5280 IN
 
10.000 ELVORS - Z0,000 BETA 0.00O YMRF a0DOW IN 
Z0RF 1 1940 IN 
DATA MIST. - M SCALE 00, 55
 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8I28) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 383
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER ,5












o-10 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 le 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
.. 120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.15i PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,O182 BSTFOM U,000 OR5FOW U0005 REFS 44.4410 so IN 
0.228 	 'DELTAX - U.591 ALPHAI 0.005 REFL 13°3330 IN 
REFO 13,3330 IN0.352 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 20.000 XMRF 7.5269 IN
 




.; DATA MIST. COCE H CL UM5 
ZMRF 

AEOC VAi'lG3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8128) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 384
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
I2I- I I I j j 1 1 1 1 















-. R F______ 
0 
L --.0 	 6S101 _-__ _-_-_ _0_ 
Z 0 A___O_~ 	 ___T__-0_4RFL 1.330 I 
- 0.25 	 __-_BT,_OO _ N 
12 
SYMBOL TELTAZ a 18 a0 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHIIAB DEGREES 
a I.5 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION ­
0:.82 SSTFOW 0.000 ORSPOW 0.00a REFS 44.4440 so IN 
0.228 	 OELTAX - 0.145 ALFHAI 0.0ou REFL 13.3330 IN 
032REFS 13.:3330 IN 0.352 :ATAa MIS, cST 20.000 	 XHRP 7.5280 IN 
±0.000 	 ELVORS - 20.000 BETA 0.000 YNRF 0 0000 1IN 
,4*ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
0.0055DATAMIS. COE MSCALE 
AEOC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RTB12SJ 11 JUN 71 PAGE 385
 












C, i_____ , 
-. 4 




.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D IS2 RSTPOW 0.0n0 ORBPOW U.D0r REFS 4;:.440 SO IN 
1 3300.28REFB DE TX - 013 P A .0 REFL 3. 0 INN 
-10.352 - H 5.00 ELV57 20.000 XHR- 75280 IN
 







DATA MIST. CODE M 
AEOC VA1163rMDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER tRT8129) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 386
 
___ 



















.03 - -10 - 6 -4 -2 0 I 4 6 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
O.IZQ BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
.0 .1_z 1STPOW 0.000 C spow O.o_ _ __ _4440 INREFS _ 

REFL 13 3330 IN
 
0-352 ACH 5.010 ELVST 2 .000 X MRF 7 . seau IN. 





DATA MIST. AOAE .
 SCALE 0 355 N
 
AEDC VA1 3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBIIER 11 JUN 71 PAGE 387NRT8129) 

_____ 
AFDC VA 1163 tDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 














4 - 2 	 2 4 6a 1 1 2 
-'3 1 2 -1 0 a 6 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
a 120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUE$ 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTPOW 0.000 ORSPOW U.D00 	 REFS 44.4440 so IN
 
// 	 0.228 - DELTAX - 0.019 ALPHAI 0 Goo REFL 13.3330 IN 
1000 M H 005REFS 13 333U IN
LOS .i
ELVST 5.10 
ELVORB - 20.000 BETA' 0.000 YMRP 0 DoO IN 
ZHRP 1 1940 IN 
IO.GO *C ZO.ODXMRF 	 7:5280 IN
 
SCALE a:0055DATA MIST. CODE H 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER [RT8130) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 388
 
. I 







-°212SYMBOL DELTAZ -in - 8 -6 -42 4 6 In 12 
U.lzo BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATI ON 
0 ISE B5TFOW 0,000 CRIIFO D*6U0 REFS 44.4440 $ IN 
a 2zo r LTAX - 0.019 ALFHAI U.000 REFL 13 3330 IN 





ELVORD - 20.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 9.00co IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
DATA HIST CODE m SCALE U.0055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTSI30) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 399
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 
.11 	 ____ ____ 
j j 	 I7 
F-

H .06 ____ ____ ____ 	 ____ 
LI]
 







.03 	 ____ 
-. 02
 
12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12SYMBOL UELTAZ
O .12 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.51 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREMIE INFORMATION 
0,182 B5TPOW 1*000 OPOW 0.000 R0FS 44 4440 $0 IN 
0.228 * 	 ELTAX 0.019 ALPHAI OXEN0 REFL 13 3350 IN 
REFB 13.3330 IN
 
10.000 	 MACH 5.010 ELVBST 20 000 X0R 7.5280 IN 
ELVORB - 20.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0 DOCL IN
ZHRP 1.1940 IN
 
SCALE 	 0.005514 DATA MIST. CODE H 
AEDC VAI-.163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8130) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 390
 










-.30 1 -10 8 -6 - - 2 4 6 810 1 
srHBOL OCLTAZ 
0120 BOOSIER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
1:151 PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INrORHATION 
0.16a BsTPOu 0.000 ORBPOW OoO00 REFS 44.4440 so 114 
0.228 DELTAX Do104 ALFHAI 0.OO0 REFL 13.3330 IN 





Ix 10.000 ELVORB - 20.000 BETA 0.000 YIR,ZR. a o 'a 1.1940 IN,IN 
DATA HIS, CODE H SCALE 0 0055 
AE 0CVA1163 DAC BOOSTER IN PROXIITY TO ORBITER RRTER31N11 JUN 71 PAGE 391 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMER 5
 










-- }I-1 8 -6 -,4 -- z 0 2 4 1 	 01 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
2 	 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCT INFORMATION 
O.18z BSTPOW 0.0D0 ORBFOW 0 000 REFS 44.4440 SO IN 
REFL 153330 IN
PLTAX ALPHAI0.228 r' 0.104 U.0a0 
M°5 5.010 ELVOST 20o110 	 XMRP 7 5280 INACH 







I DATA MIST. CODE M 
AEDC VAILG3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8131) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 392 
________ 
____ 
_ _ _ _ 
.10 


















-. 03 ._ . . . . . . . __. _ 
-. 01 	
____ 
-12 -10 -8 -6 4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.120 	 BOOSIER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES2 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM4ATION 
0.8? SSTPOW 0.000 ORBFOW 0.000 REFS 44.4440 So IN 
0.228 flLTAX 0.104 ALFHAI 0.000 	 REFL 13.330 IN
 
REFS 13.3330 IN0.352 HACH 5.010 ELVSST 20.OU0 	 XHRF 7.5380 IN
 





DATA HIST. CCOE N 
AEDC VAII63 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8131) II JUN 71 PAGE 393
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 


























-6 -4 -2 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL O.12E
05LTAZ
 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB OEGREES
 

















10.000 ACH 5.010 ELVBST 20.000 REFBXHRF 13 33307°5280 ININ 
ELVORB - 20.000 BETA 0.000 YRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP I.IS40 IN 
I DATA MIST. CODE H SCALE 0:005 
AEDOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8132) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 394 









- 12Z -10 - 8 6 4 4681 12
 
SYBLo.LTA BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
o B$TFOW ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
4.40 GI
0.162 BSTPOW O°OOO OROPOW 0.000EF 

0.2 2$ DELTAX .166 ALPHA! 0 000REF 13330 I
fr 2 









DATA HST. COE N 

ELVORS - 20.000 BETA 0.000 
SCALE 0.0055
 
AEOC VAlES3 MEIAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CR18132) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 385
 
AEDC VA 1163 MOAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBIR b 

















-. 03 le -1- 8 6 4 2 0 2 4 6 a 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
 
0.12D 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTP_._0 a ao_ __ORSP_ 	 REFS 4-4440 sa IN 
0.228 	 1 DELTAX 0.166 ALPHAI 0.000 IREFL L53330 IN 
REFB 13 3330 IN 
10.00D ACH 5.010 ELVBST 20.000 XMRF 7:528 a N 
ELVOR - 20.00D RTA 0.000 YMRP D DODD in 
ZRP 11940 IN
 
DATA LIST.CODE B ACALE 	 0055
 
AEDC VA15133MDAC BOOSTER INVRTAR32LP OXIMITY TO ORBITER 	 JUN 71 ENPAGE 396 
















-- - a5 	 224a0 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0-120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
-a151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S 0.182 DSTPOW O.00O 
 ORB W OG 	 REFS 44.4440 $0 IN0.I8 ELTAX APSA 	 REFL 13B.52 .0: 	 53330 IN 
0.352 	 4ACH 5.010 ELVOST 20.000 REFS 13 3330 in
 
X000HRP 7 5za0 IN
tOOD ELVORB - 20.000 
 BETA 0.00D MRF 0.O0O0 in
 
ZHRP 1 1943 IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE M 	 SCALE 0.13055 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8133) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 397 
















-.-2 4 -2 a 2 4 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0 .120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENC INFORMATION 
o 0.18? BSTFOW V0DOD ORBPOW 0.0o0 	 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
0.2281' 	 -LTAX 0.352 ALPHAI [.000 REFL 13.3.30 IN 
REFS 1353330 INMACH 
0.352 	 XMRP 7.528 IN 
10.000 ELVORB - 2C.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0.OObO INZMRP 1 1940 IN 
SCALE 0.U55DATA HIS'. CODE M 





AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
 

















.12 -10 - 6 4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL VELTAZ 
0.129 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN'S INFORMATION 









0.00020.000 REFLXMRP 13.33307.5280 ININ 
o10.01H ELVORB - 20.000 BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 1.1940 IN 
DATA HIS. CODE H SCALE 0.0055 
AEDOC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8133) 11 JUN 71 PAGE C99
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
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.25 	 1____ t 
.20 	
____ 
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-12 -t0 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 BSTFOW 0.000 ORBPOW O.00 	 EFS 44.444G So IN 
0.228 E"LTAX 0.522 ALHAI 0.000 	 REFL 13 3330 IN0.920 	 REFS 13.5350 IN0.008 MACN 5.010 ELYBOT 20 000 	 XMRF 7.5280 IN 
10.000 	 ELVORB - 20.000 BETA 0.D0 YNRF O.OOQ'C IN 
ZMRF 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0 0055REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAl4630MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8134) 11 JUN 71 PAGE AO0
 
.4 








-­ 0 -8 - 4 -2 4 
BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB 
6 
DEGREES 
8 10 19 
a 151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENrE INFORMATION 
0:182 BSTPOW 0.1300 ORBPOW C.Uu REFS 44.4440 SO IN 
0 .Z28 ELTAX 0.522 ALHAI 0.000 REFL 13.333 IN 
0 AH .10EVBT Zu00REFS 13.3330 IN 
0.98 HCHLVBT5.DD .00 HRP 7 5280 IN 
10:,9008 ELVORS - 20.000 BETA 0.000 YHRF 0 .OuD IN 
ZHR. 1 1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SCALE 00055 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTGI34] 11 JUN 71 PAGE "01
 

















2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12-12 -10 6 4
SYMBOL OELTA2
 S.YL L BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 


























AEDC VA1A63cMDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT81343 11 JUN 71 PAGE 402 


















- .30 . . . . 
-12 -1a -a -e -4 - 0 2 4 5 8 10 12SYMBOL 	 OELTAZ
S 	 .Y 2 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.182 	 8STPOW 100.000 ORFOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 SO IN 
CELTAX - 0.390 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.3330 INREFS t3.3350 IN
hJACH 5.010 ELVDST 20.000RF 	 7.Z8 I
 
ELVORS - 20.000 BETA 0.000 	 YMRP 0.0000 IN 




AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8135) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 403
 





-. . . . . . . . .
 
-'Z12 -la a 4 -2 0 4 6 a 10 le 
SYMBOL DELTAl 
0 .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
G.151 PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENrE INFORMATION
 
0:182 BSTFOW 100.000 ORSPOW illa.000 REFS 44 4440 SO IN 
]* ELTAX - o390 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 13 3330 IN 
MAH 500 EVS 13 353a IN000REFB
HAC 5.10 ELVST 7,5280
20°00XNAP IN 
ELVORS - 20.000 BETA O.0OO YMRP UOG 'a IN 
ZRP 11940 IN
 
Z REFERENCE FILE SAE O05
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8I35) 11 JUN 71= PAGE 404
 























o.12 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERE-Z INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTPO 100.000 RBPOW 00.00 	 REFS 44.4440 S IN 
ELTAX 	 - 0.390 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13 3330 IN 
REF8 13.3330 IN
NACH 5.010 ELVBST 20.000 	 XMRP 7.5280 IN
 
ELVORB - 20.000 BETA 0.o00 	 YHRP 0.000 IN 
ZNRP 1 1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE VILE 

AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8135) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 05
 






AC V-, DCBOTRI POIIYT 
 RIE R81 1JN7, PG 

--312 -10 -6 4 a 2 4 a 0 z 
SYMBOL OELTAZ

.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.152 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFRENE INFOHATION
 
V.182 .B$TFOW 100.0130 ORBPOW 100.00r REFS 44.4440 SQ IN
 
ELTAX - .143 ALPHAI .00 REF S 13.3530 IN 
ACH 5 .010 LVB ST 2. 000 R FB7 13 5 2 0 IN
 
IELVORS - 20.ODD BETA o.D00 yHRF U .uub IN
 
.ZMRP 
 I 194G IN
 
SCL 005
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. ,. . , , , , . . 
-f12 -10 6 -2 2 a 22a -4 a 4 10 
SYMBOL DELTAZ
 0..12 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
a 251 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREN-Z INFOPMAIION 
0:182 5STPOW 100.000 ORSPOW looOOO REFS 44.4440 SO IN 
XELTAX - 0.143 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13. 33 INM2REFS 33 IN
 
HAC 5.1020,OOXMRPELVST 7.5280 IN 
ELVORB - 20.00D BETA 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 1 1940 IN 
DATA MIS0. 143 G SCALE 0.005 5 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8136) 11 JUN 71 PAGE -'07
 
















-12 -to - a-8 4 - 4681 to 12 
SYMBOL UELTAZ 
0.120 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONU 0.182 BSTOW 100.000 OOOW 100.000 	 REFS 44.444D so IN 




-ZLTAX - 0.143 

,MACH 5i.010 EIoVBST 20.000 XMRP 7:528D IN 
ELVORB - 20.000 BETA 'a aoD Y,RP a .uac IN 
1HR IN1940 
A T A I ST . C OE * 0 : 1L 0 0 5 
AFDC VAI-'G3','OAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8I3G] 11 JUN 71 PAGE 408
 















-12 -10 -8 -6 4 -2 2 4 6 0_ 12 
SYMBOL OELTAz 





- 0.019 ALPHAI 1DO.BOO U_____ 
REFERENC INF9RMATION 
REFS 44.4440 so IN 
REFL 13 3330 IN 











REFERENCE FILE SCALE B0:55 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8137) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 409
 
AEDC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5














-'12 -20 6 4 2 2 ain 1
 
SYMBOL OELTAZ
S .LE BOOSIER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
S.151 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.182 BSTPOW 1000 
 REFS 44.4440 so 1 4
Y"ELTAX - 0.019 ALFHAI "0.000 REFL 13.3330 IN
 
MACH 5.010 ELVOST 2.0DO XNRP 75 80 IN
 
ELVORB - 20.000 BETA t o.000 




SCALE a 0055I REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC vAll63-MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8137) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 410
 













-. 12 -1 a _ 6 4 2 4 6 H101 
SYMBOL 0ELTAZ 







- 0.019 ALFHAI 
100.061 9.00D 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 44.444C SO IN
REFL 1 IN-.--
AC 5.010 ELVBST 20.000 RF ?.53330 IN 
ELVORS - 20.000 BETA 0.000 'MRP asoo IN 
Z1RP 1.1940 IN 
REFERENCE FILE SC4 LE 0o005S 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER ERTS137] 11 JUN 71 PAGE All
 














-. 30 ,-.....L. 4 - ~ --. i. .L. . .~ ...... L. ... L.. .....- . L... .L.. - . . .L- L .t L f 
-12 -10 -8 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 1 
SYMBOL 0ELTAZ
 
0.1a? BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES RE-ERENCE INFORMATION
 
- BSTPOW 100.000 ORSPOW IOU.Duo REFS 44.4440 59 IN 
A ELTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.3330 INREFS 13 .3330 1N
 
MACH 5.0:0 ELVBST 20.000 XRP 7.5280 IN
 






1 REFEREBOCE FILE I
 
AEDC VA1163-MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8I38) 11 JUN.71 PAGE A12
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SYBO .LT2 
 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCC INFORNATI OV 
BSTPOW ID0.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 SO IN 
eLTAX 	 0.104 ALPHA! 0.0003 REEL 13.3330 IN 
MAC 5.10 20.00REFS INELVST 	 13 330 
MAH-BT501 D00XMRP 7.5280 IN 
ELVORS 20.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP a0.00Db IN 
ZMRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTS1SSJ 11 JUN 71 PAGE 413 



















-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SYMBOL OELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BSTPOW lo0.000 QRSPOW 100 0o REFS 44.4440 59 IN 
0-LTAX 0.104 ALPHAI 0.000 REFL 13.3330 IN 
MACH 5.010 ELVBST 2z0a.Oa R 7.5280 IN 
ELVORS - 20.000 BETA 0.000 YMRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF 1 1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VAIIS3,MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8138) II JUN 71 PAGE 414
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2 a.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERE,,E INFOPNATION
 
BSTPOW 100.000 ORBrOW 1o0.000 
 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN
 
.ELTAX 0.167 ALPHAI 0.000 
 REFL 13.3330 IN
 
MACH 5.010 ELVSST 2o.OO REFS &3.3330 IN
 
XNRP 7 5280 IN
 







AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8139) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 15
 
AEDOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5 
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SYMBOL 'ILTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
S0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE---E INFORMATION 
5STPOW 100o00 ORBPOW 20B.000 REFS 44.4440 SO IN 





MACH 5.010 ELVBST 2000E XMRP 7 .$28 IN 
ELVORB - Za.000 BETA 0 .0ou YMRP 0,00co IN 
-ZMRP 1.194O IN 
-1 REFERENCE FILE SCALE 0:0055 
E 
AEOC VAt,IS3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8139) 11 JUN 71 PAGE '16
 
_ __ 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUBER 5
 
.12 -- ____ ________ ________ 
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4 2 a 4 6 a 10 12-012 -10 

SYMBOL OELTAZ
0 .120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES
 
0 .151 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREm'S INFORMATI O 
B S TF. 0 0 1. ORBOW 1 0 . 0 0 RF S 4 4 44 4 1) I N 
-ELTAX 0.167 ALFHAI 0.000 REFL 13.3330 IN
 
HAC 501E.DDEVBS EFS 13 3330 IN
 
M.X R 7.5280 IN

Y R_ 0 .0 0 1;3 I N




REERENCE FILE SCALE 0.005
 
AEC VA11I3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8139) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 17
 




























0.12o 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
 
U.151 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFEREV'E INFORMATIQN 
BSTPOW 100,000 ORSPOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 so IN 
-ELTAX 0.352 ALHI OOOREFL 13 -3330 IN 
13:3330 1 , 5.1 LHI
000REFS
MACH 5, E LVOST 81 006 MHRP 7.528D IN
 
ELVORS 20.000 BETA 0.000 YMEF O.ObSo IN
 
ZMRP I 194C IN
 
£* REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE S:0055
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRTBI40) 11 JUN 71, PAGE 118 
- - - - -
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SYMBOL DCLTAZ 
O.iza BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB OEGREES
 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES RFERENC INFORMATION 
BSTPOW 160.000 ORSPOW J0o.000 REFS 44.444U SO IN 
-SLTAX 0.352 ALPHAI U.000 REFL 13 3330 I 
MA-H 5 ELVBST OOG aRa 4 6 0 0-010 N
 








AEOC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8140) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 419
 
AEOC VA 1163 MDAC BOOSTER AND ORBITER TEST DATA AT MACH NUMBER 5
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-1 -10 - - -4 -2 0SYMBOL 	 UELTAZ 4 0 10a lzL .1 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAB DEGREES 
0.151 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENZE INFORMATION 
BSTPOW 100.000 ORBPOW 100.000 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
09LTAX 0.35a. REFL 13.3330 INALPHAI 0.000 REF8 13.3330 IN 
ACH 5.010 :LVBST 20.000 XNR 7.5280 IN 
ELVOR - ZO.000 BETA [.00 	 YNRP 0.0000 IN 






AEDC VAIISG-3OAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER (RT8140) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 120 































8 10 12 
0.151 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENLt INFOR IATION 












ELVORB - 20.000 BETA 0.000 YXRF 0.00u IN 
ZNRP 1.1940 IN 
SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VAI1S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8141) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 421
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SYMBOL' DELTAZO 20.L 	 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES
2 
0.151 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERr CE INFORM.TICN 
BSTPOW 100.000 ORsPOW 1o0.000 REFS 44.4440 SQ IN 
DELTAX 0.522 ALPHA! 0.000 	 REFL 13 3430 IN
 
MACH 5.010 ELVBST 20.000 	 XRF 7.5280 IN
 




i5 REFERENCE FILE 
 SCALE 0 0055
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SYMBOL DELTAZ 
0.120 BOOSTER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAB DEGREES 














MACH 5.010 ELVST 20.000 XErB
XNRI 13.33307.5sun ININ 
ELVORS 20.000 BETA 0.000 VHRP 0.OOdf IN 
ZMRF 1.194U IN 
REFERENCE CILL SCALE 0.0055 
AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER IN PROXIMITY TO ORBITER CRT8141) 11 JUN 71 PAGE 423
 
